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Cover image (after a photo from the book "CERVIN, une montagne dePUB"; by courtesy ofYvan Hostettler):
The Matterhorn, the mostoutstanding mountain ofthe Western Alps, has puzzled many generations ofgeologists,
ofwhich EmHe Argand (see drawing above) wasoneofthemosteminenl. This peak is made ofgneisses (the series
ofArolla and Valpelline) originating in the Austroalpine terrain; they overlie thePiemont accretionary prism (the
"Schistes Lustres" ofthe Tsate nappe) and remnants ofthePiemontoceanic crust (the ophiolites ofZermatt-Saas).
A few km down in the Matter valley, a large backfold affects the Siviez-Mischabel nappe (corresponding to
Argand's "Serie de Casanna"), which originates in the Brian<;onnais exotic terrain. In order to puzzle out the deep
structures in this region, the PNRlNFP-20 research programme shot two deep seismic lines at the foot of the
Matterhorn: the W3 line runs up the Matter valley, passing tJnough the village ofZermatt, up to Zmutt, where

it is relayed by a short perpendicular profile, the W4 line.
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PART I - GENERAL REMARKS

Outside Switzerland, other deep seismic profiles
have been shot in the Western Alps for the French
Ecors and the Italian Crop programmes. In particular
a joint Ecors-Crop deep seismic Alpine traverse
(Bayer et al. 1987), here referred to as the Ecors-Crop

1.3 The Ecors and Crop Alpine research pro
grammes

Most of the data used for this study was provided
by thePNR/NFP-20 ("ProjetNational de Recherche/
National Forschungsprogram n° 20") research pro
gramme financed by the Swiss National Science
Foundation. This research programme was launched
after the American COCORP project had proved
deep seismic reflection seismology to be a powerful
investigation tool for the upper-lithosphere (Brown
et al. 1986). The aim ofthe PNR/NFP-20 project was
to obtain a better understanding ofthe deep structures
of the Swiss Alps and most ofthe effort wentinto the
acquisition of deep seismic profiles, but many other
additional studies were also sponsored by this project
(Frei et al. 1989, 1990 & 1992; Heitzmann 1991).
Additional information on this project can be also
found in the NFP-20 Bulletins and in the final report
"Deep structure of Switzerland - Results from NFP
20" (in prep.) including an atlas of seismic sections.

The initial aim of the PNR/NFP-20 project was
to acquire through the Swiss Alps three deep seismic
reflection traverses. These are the Western traverse
(composed of the WI-W4 seismic lines), the South
ern traverse (S I-S7) and the Eastern (El) traverse,
respectively acquired in 1987, 1986 and 1988 (for
location, see tig. 1-1). As the results were most
encouraging, additional lines were shot in 1990;
these are the W5 profile, the Central traverse (lines
Zl-Z3 in fig. 1-1), and the E2-E3 profiles. Informa
tion and references on the acquisition and processing
of these deep seismic profiles can be found in § 2.3,
§ 3.2.1, § 5.1.4, § 6.1.3.

1.2 The PNRlNFP-20 research programme

§ 1. Introduction

1.1 The present study

ThisPh.D. thesis is an attempt at a multi-discipli
nary approach towards the understanding of the deep
struCtures of the Western Alps. Although mainly
based on the PNR/NFP-20 deep seismic profiles (see
§ 1.2), this study has taken into account as much
differentinformation as possible in order to constrain
the great number of possible interpretations of the
near-vertical reflection seismology data. This addi
tional information is provided by various geophysi
cal methods (refraction seismology, gravimetry,
tomography, etc.) and by over two centuries of inten
sive observations carried outby field geologists in the
Western Alps (structural geology, stratigraphy, meta
morphism, geochronology, etc.). In particular in the
Central Alps, structural geology data offers the pos
sibility to project surface geology down to consider
able depths (10-20 km). This allows the interpreter to
correlate deep seated reflectors with known geologi
cal features, which is a rather exceptional circum
stance for deep seismic surveys. Furthermore any
interpretation of the present deep structures has sig
nificantrepercussions for the evolution ofthis moun
tain belt and these repercussions must be compatible
with possible geodynamic evolutionary models.

The approach used here to decipher the deep
structures of the Western Alps was to start from the
"well known", Le. the surface geology, to move
progressively down to the "less known", Le. the deep
lithospheric structures. Therefore, after some general
remarks (chapters 1 to 4), this study starts with a
detailed interpretation of the nappe system in the
Western (chapter 5) and Eastern (chapter 6) Swiss
Alps. On the basis of these results, crustal-scale

. interpretations along the major deep seismic profiles
of the Western Alps are presented (chapter 7). Three
of these profiles are then considered at a lithospheric
scale (chapter 8) and finally a geodynamic evolution
ary scenario is proposed (chapter 9). In conclusion
(chapter 10), consequences of this study, which are of
interest for other deep seismic surveys in compres
sional areas, are considered.

Resume

La presente etude est une tentative d'approche
multidisciplinaire visant a une meilleure compre
hension des structures profondes des Alpes
Occidentales. Elle est basee principalement sur des
donnees de sismique-reflexion profonde, mais elle
accorde uneegaleimportanceades donnees provenant
d'autres disciplines geophysiques (sismique
refraction, gravimetrie, tomographie, etc.) et
geologiques (tectonique, stratigraphie, metamor
phisme, geochronologie, etc.). Un des fils conducteur
de ce travail estla geodynamique: touteinterpretation
des structures profondes actuelles des Alpes
Occidentales doit pouvoir s' expliquer dans un
contexte d'evolution geodynamique de cette chal'ne
de montagne compatible avec les observations de la
geologie de surface et avec des modeles geody
namiques actualistes. A cet effet I' approche utilisee
partdu connu (la geologiede surface) pour descendre
progressivement dans le monde moins connu des
structures profondes aI'echelle crustale d'abord et
lithospherique ensuite.

L' interpretation detaillee de profils sismiques dans
le domaine interne des Alpes a permis de mettre en
evidence l'importance des deformations ductiles et
en particulier le role important des retro-plissement
dans la configuration actuelledu systeme de nappe. A
I'echelle crustale et lithospherique, l'interprelation
de cinq traverses sismiques reparties dans les Alpes
Occidentales a revele de nombreuses similitudes,
telles que I'importante subduction de la plaque
continentale Europeenne atteignant une profondeur
de 150 km sous la plaine du PO. Ces interpretations
ont aussi demontre des differences apparaissant pro
gressivement le long de l'axe de la chal'ne alpine,
telles que la geometrieetlacompositiondel' indenteur
Adriatique. Ces differences ont pu trouver une expli
cation coherentedans un scenario d'evolution geody
namique qui met en evidence I' heritage de structures
liees aI'ouverture de I'ocean Tethysien dans la for
mation des structures resultant de la collision con
tinentale des plaques Europeenne et Adriatique.

- VI -

Abstract

Detailed interpretation of seismic profiles in the
Internal Alps reveals the importance ofductile defor
mation and in particular the role of backfolding in the
presentconfigurationofthe nappe system. Thecrustal
and lithospheric-scale interpretation of five deep
seismic profiles distribu ted through the Western Alps
revealed striking similarities, such as the importance
of the subduction of the European continental plate,
reaching a depth of around 150 km below the Po
plain. These interpretations also show some differ
ences which appear progressively along the Alpine
strike, such as the geometry and the composition of
the Adriatic indenter. These differences can be coher
ently explained by a geodynamic evolutionary sce
nario which highlights the inheritance of structures
due to the Tethyan rifting relative to the present deep
structures resulting from the continental collision of
the European and Adriatic plates.

This study is an attempt at a multi-disciplinary
approach towards a better understanding of the deep
structures of the Western Alps. Although mainly
based on deep seismic reflection data, this study has
accorded equal importance to data provided by other
geophysical methods (refraction seismology,
gravimetry, tomography, etc.) and by surface geol
ogy (tectonics, stratigraphy, metamorphism,
geochronology, etc.). A vital lead in this study is
geodynamics: any interpretation of the present deep
structures of the Western Alps must find an explana
tion in a geodynamic evolutionary context compat
ible with geological surface observations and
actualistic geodynamic models. Thus the approach
used here was to start from the well known (i.e.
surface geology) and to go progressively down to
greater depths, first at a crustal- and then lithospheric-

scale.
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outcropping north of the Insubric Line. They are also
referred to as the Southern Steep Belt. In this study,
the Southern Steep Belt is used for these units when
they are located near the surface and their extension
at depth is called the Alpine Root Zone. This zone, as
discussed further, comprises units originating from
the European continent, the Brian<;:onnais and
Austroalpine terrains, as well as remnants of the
Valais and Piemont oceans.

- The Ivrea m.antle body is regarded as the mass
of Adriatic upper-mantle uplifted in the vicinity of
the Insubric Line and outlined by the Ivrea gravity
and magnetic anomalies. Itis thus distinguished from
the Ivrea zone, which is regarded as an outcrop of the
Adriatic lower-crust.

- The Illsubric Line is used in the broad sense of
the term. It thus includes the various lineaments
(Canavese, Tonale, etc.) forming the Periadriatic
Line (Schmid et a1. 1989).

- The Adriatic indenter is the part of the Adriatic
plate situated at depth north of the outcrop of the
Insubric Line.

- The Piem.ont suture is regarded as the remnants
ofthe Piemont oceanic crust and sediments as well as
the related accretionary prism.

- The Valais suture is used here in a broad sense,
not only including the remnants of the Valais ocean
but also including units originating from the borders
of its related margins.

- 3 -

The purpose of this chapter is not to give a
general introduction to the geology of the Western
Alps, but rather to define the nomenclature used in
this study. A good overview of the geology of Swit
zerland can be found in Trtimpy (1980a; 1980b),
which can be updated by books such as those edited
by Coward et al. (1989), Roure et a1. (1990c) and
Blundell et al. (1992a). Fig. 1.2a summarises the
structural nomenclature used in this study to describe
a crustal-scale cross-section through the Western
Alps and fig. 1.2b illustrates, through a palinspastic
cross-section at Late Jurassic, the geodynamic no
menclature such as defined by Stampfli (1993). Most
of the terminology here is conventional, but a few
terms need to be specified:

All these profiles running through the Western
Alps constitute the densest deep seismic survey ac
quired world-wide, but unfortunately no deep seis
mic profile has yet been shot in the Eastern Alps.

1.4 The Western Alps: nomenclature

Alp traverse, was acquired along a continuous profile
from the Bresse graben to the Po plain (for location
see fig. 7-1). Collaboration between the PNRlNFP
20 and the Crop groups resulted in the prolongation
ofthe Swiss Western, Southern and Eastern traverses
on the Italian side of the Alps.

- The Alpine Root Zone: this term is usually
applied in the literature to the sub-vertical units
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An interpretation of a deep seismic profile in an
area as complex as the Alps must be compatible with
a very broad spectrum of data, collected over two
centuries by specialists in different fields. Not only
must this interpretation fit in with the data describing
its present state (mainly geophysical and structural
data), but it must also offer a plausible geodynarnic
evolution scenario through time, compatible in par
ticularwith geochronological and stratigraphical data.
This is why a multi-disciplinary approach is essential
and this study is precisely such an attempt. A brief
description of some of the interpretation tools fol
lows; the next chapter (§ 3) presents the computer
tools separately.

However, the possibilities of projecting surface

The best way of getting round the ambiguities
linked to the modelling concept ~ ambiguities clearly
expressed in the above quotation - is to use double
validation (Bateson 1980, § 3): when one has two
different descriptions of the same reality, their con
frontation engenders a third one of superior logical
order. Hence the interpretation of a seismic section
drastically reduces the possibiiities of infinite solu
tions for a corresponding gravity model. Only once
an interpretation fits all the different data available
can it be considered plausible. Nevertheless several
solutions can be plausible and the simplest is usually
considered the best.

2.2 Surface geology data

The Alpine region has been intensively surveyed
by several generations of geologists and, thanks to
their work, it is possible to decipher the structural
complexity of this mountain belt. Already by 1911 on
the basis of t1eld observations, Argand was able to
construct geological cross-sections down to depths
ofmore than 20 km! Very few areas in the world offer
the possibility to project outcropping geology with
reasonable confidence to such depths. Here the PNR/
NFP-20 survey offers an exceptional opportunity to
correlate deep seismic reflections with specit1c geo
logical features, a circumstance very rarely found in
other deep seismic surveys throughout the world.

(Translated from Fivaz 1989, p.15-16)

"To come back to modelling as an explanation ofthe
non-rational, one must acknowledge that it raises an
unsolved methodological problem: how can one jus
tify correspondences between realities which one
knows to be irreducibly different? [. ..] However the
method is often used in exact sciences because it
guides the reflection by carrying knowledgefrom one
branch to another. Only after having exploited mod
elling, one can always build in these sciences an ad
hoc theory which endorses the result or eventually
which invalidates it; as theory is a strictprocess, one
most often forgets the modelling that inspired it. [.oo]
The aposteriori validation is thus a legitimate way to
judge the validity ofa theory, in particular the valid
ityofmodelling the complex by the simple. [oo.] At this
stage, the judgement thus stays subjective and, even
ifpositive, it cannot be assumed to be convincing.
Modelling will thusprobably never reach the relative
strictness which binds mathematics to physics, and
the consequence is that it will never have the same
soundness and predictive power that this strictness
procures. This certainly does not hinder it from
serving as a tool ofrepresentation and explanation at
an abstract level, but one must be careful: the elabo
rated representation is not necessary true: modelling
only brings plausible results and even iftheir sound
ness puzzles the reader, he is free to keep his dis
tance. "

2.1 The modelling concept

§ 2. Methodology

The modelling concept comes up several times
in this study, Le. the interpretation of the deep struc
tures of the Western Alps. For example, at different
stages of processing, the deep seismic profiles on

. which most of this study is based use various model
concepts, such as velocity/depth functions for the
migration. Depth projections of surface geology,
whatever the quality ofthe field observations, require
tectonic models. Palinspastic reconstructions use
geodynarnic models. And ofcourse, methods such as
seismic and gravity modelling, which offer an infi
nite variety of solutions, are based on model con
cepts.
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§ 3. Computer programs

geology to depth have their limitations. Firstly, dueto
several folding phases, these projections are usually
non-cylindrical and therefore have to be made along
curved paths, which in some cases turn out to be
brain-twisters. So the method used for these projec
tions must not be regarded as pure cylindrism but
rather as some kind of adapted cylindrism (Escher et
al. 1988). Secondly the tectonic units have limited
extensions, usually at deca-kilometric-scale. On a
map view, the lateral extensions of most of the units
can be roughly estimated; this is not the case for their
extrapolation at great depths.

It is very difficult to estimate the precision of
these depth projections. Some units have undergone
such complex deformation (e.g. the Antrona unit),
that it is impossible to project them precisely even
down to a depth of 1 km. By contrast, some other
units, such as the Antigorio nappe, can be projected
with confidence over distances of a few tens of
kilometres. In fact some large-scale structures (e.g.
the Vanzone backfold) can be easier to project than
the individual tectonic units themselves.

2.3 Seismic tools

As deep seismic profiles are usually character
ised by a low signal-to-noise ratio, it is essential to try
to squeeze out of them all possible information. In
this study,quite a variety of displays for the same
seismic line wereconsulted before interpreting. These
displays range from pre-stacked data (e.g. single
dynamite shots), stacked sections (occasionally with
different offsets), various types of migrated sections
and seismic attribute displays. Each of these displays
brings its share of information, sometimes minor,
sometimes ofgreatimportance. Most of them will be
further described in the following chapter.

The wide variety of different displays for the
same seismic section is due partly to different types
ofshot sources (dynamite and Vibroseis) used during

the field acquisition and to two processing centres
(the GRANSIR Group of the Geophysical Institute at
the University of Lausanne and the Geophysical
InstituteoftheFederal Polytechnic School ofZtirich)
treating the same field data with different software
and hardware. The Vibroseis data has a good signal
to-noise ratio down to about 8 s (1Wn but its quality
deteriorates further down. The dynamite data is rather
complementary: it has a low resolution for the top
part but a much better one at mid-crustal and lower
crustal levels. This is why in this study, the nappe
system interpretation is based mainly on the Vibroseis
data and crustal-scale interpretations mainly on the
dynamite data, combining it where possible with the
Vibroseis data.

2.4 Geodynamics

Geodynamic evolutionary models aim at recon
structing the past, usually starting from the present
and then going back through time. But they can also
be used the other way round (from past to present) to
guess what kind of material can be presently found at
depth. For instance, si nce the work of Argand (1924),
it is well known that the Western Alps are due to the
collision of the European and "African" plate. Since
then, geodynamic reconstructions have been refined
by various authors, and up-to-date models (Stampfli
1993) show that the Western Alps result from the
collision of the European plate and the Adriatic
micro-plate, with two terrains squeezed in between:
the Brianc,:onnais and Austroalpine terrains. As the
collision was guided essentially by the overthrusting
of the Adriatic plate, it is most likely that one would
presently find at depth remnants of the European
margin and the Brianc,:onnais and Austroalpine ter
rains, as well as relicts of the Valais and Piemont
oceans. The more precise the geodynamic recon
structions prove to be, the more information they
provide on the present deep structures. Such an
approach was used for this study and chapter 9 will
focus on this aspect.

3.1 Introduction

Interpretation of the deep structures of the West
ern Alps presented here involved using several dif
ferent computer programs. These are mainl y seismic
processing and modelling software but also gravity
modelling programs. A brief description of each of
these follows, together with a few examples. Most of
this software is quite sophisticated and therefore
greatly dependent on the hardware and operating
systems for which they were designed, as well as on
the various devices (digitizing tables, printers, etc.)
they are linked to. During the six years spent on this
study, so many software and hardware changes have
occurred that the programs were not all operational
during this period. In fact a few of the programs used
at the beginning of this study became obsolete due to
hardware upgrades.

3.2 Reflection seismic processing programs

3.2.1 GEOVECfEUR (CGGTM)

GEOVECfEUR (CGGTM), a very sophisticated and
powerful seismic processing package produced by
the Compagnie Generale de Geophysique, has been
used by the GRANSIR group of the Geophysical Insti
tuteofthe University ofLausanne since 1987. All the
Vibroseis as well as part of the dynamite sections
shown here were produced by the GRANSIR group with
this software running on the CRAY super-computers
of the Federal Polytechnic School of Lausanne (Du
Bois et at. 1990a & 1990b; Levato et al. 1990 &
1993). GEOVEcrEUR (CGGTM) is not user-friendly
software and it was used in this study only for
reformatting seismic data, for printing sections and
for velocity analysis (see § 5.2.4).

3.2.2 CHARISMA (GECOTM)

Acquired in 1989 by the Geological Institute of
the University of Lausanne, CHARISMA (GECOTM) is
an interactiveseismic interpretation system with which
seismic sections can be visualised on high-resolution

computer screens. In comparison with classical paper
displays, the main advantages of interpreting deep
seismic lines on such a workstation are the following
possibilities: instant zooming, not only for a more
detailed view but also to evidence various features by
greatly exaggerating the vertical (or horizontal) scale;
highlighting various aspects of the seismic data
through the use of different colour scales and com
plex trace analysis, such as reflection strength, in
stantaneous phase and frequency displays (Taner &
Sheriff 1977; Taner et al. 1979). These three seismic
attributes are based on a function which considers the
seismic trace as propagating in three dimensions:
time, real amplitude and imaginary amplitude. In
stead of being just a sinusoid in the time/amplitude
plane, the seismic trace is regarded as a spiral evolv
ing along the time axis and rotating 3600 in the
quadratic space each time the original trace makes an
"S" (fig. 3.1).

The instantaneous phase is defined as this rota
tion angle and thus has val ues ranging between -1800

and 1800 (or -1t and +1t as on fig. 3-1 c). This function,
totally independent of amplitude, is of great help in
structural analysis: an extremely low-amplitude re
flection will have the same weight as a high-ampli
tude reflector. In fig. 3-2, seismic attribute displays
for a window ofthe PNRlNFP-20 W2 stacked section
can be compared with the original amplitude display.
The colour coding for the instantaneous phase (fig. 3
2b) is the following: black for values between 1600

and 1800 and white for the other rotation angle
values. Such a colour coding creates a kind of auto
matic line-drawing enhancing the structural aspect of
the seismic data.

The reflection strength (or trace envelope) is the
complement of the instantaneous phase and corre
sponds to the radius of the spiral defined in the
quadratic space (fig. 3-la & 3-lb). Although fairly
similar to amplitude, tllis function can highlight sig
nificantlithological contacts (fig. 3-2c) and can some
times help to distinguish between simple or compos
ite rellection (Taner & Sheriff 1977).

The instantaneous frequency (fig. 3-1d) is the
derivative of the instantaneous phase function. For a
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3.2.3.2 An example with the PNRlNFP-20 W4line

The resulting depth-migrated section (tlg. 3-3d)
shows a drastic change in the retlector geometry
when compared with the stacked section. The migra
tion reveals that this less than 8-km-Iong line has in
fact recorded events corresponding to a distance of

These migration problems are well illustrated
through the example of the PNRlNFP-20 W4 deep
seismic prot1le, a small (less than 8 km long) Vibroseis
line shot just aboveZermatt. The stacked section (fig.
3-3a) has an excellent signal-to-noise ratio and it
reveals mainly strongly west-dipping reflectors but
also quite a few sub-horizontal ones. From this sec
tion, over 3,400 reflector segments were digitized
into two groups, high- and low-amplitude retlectors
represented respectively by thick and thin segments
in tlg. 3-3b. This t1gure also shows the velocity
function used for the depth conversion (fig. 3-3c).
These velocities are averaged from the surface anddo
not therefore correspond directly to interval veloci
ties. The interval velocities used to determine the
averaged v~locity [unction are based on processing
velocity analysis, on laboratory measurements on
rock samples from corresponding lithologies and on
velocities revealed from nearby refraction seismol
ogy surveys. For nlis very small line no lateral veloc
ity changes were introduced and the depth/velocity
function is typical of the velocities used for the
migration of seismic lines in the Penninic domain. In
the less metamorphic Helvetic domain, this function
usually started with velocities around 4 km/s near the
surface.

mation, which is rarely the case with other similar
programs.

An unquestionable advantage of this kind of
migration, when compared with conventional meth
ods such as wave-equation functions, is generally the
absence of artificial reflectors, such as the typical
"smile" artefacts which can be impossible to distin
guish from real retlectors. This fact is particularly
crucial with retlectors which migrate outside the
stacked section: by adding dead traces to the ends of
the stacked section, conventional migrations meth
ods can preserve such reflectors but they are then
usually covered with migration smiles. Another ad
vantage is the extremely small computer resources
needed to run a program such as CIGOGNE, Further
more it has been demonstrated by Warner (1987) that
conventional migration methods are usually ineffi
cient below tlve to seven seconds (TWT).
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3.2.3 CIGOGNE

good signal-to-noise ratio (which is rarely the case
with deep seismic data) it can be used as a
seismostratigraphic tool. Otherwise it can serve as
quality control of the seismic data: noisy data, which
causes irregularities along the instantaneous phase
curve, will produce an instantaneous frequency equal
or near to zero (colour coded in white in fig. 3-2d) or
incoherent values producing a kind of patchwork
display.

For a quantitative use of these seismic attributes,
the seismic data should be processed in "true" ampli
tude, which is not the case with the seismic sections
shown here. Nevertheless, these functions can quali
tatively highlight various aspects of the amplitude
data for stacked as well as for migrated sections.
Together with the other possibilities offered by the
CHARISMA workstation (GECOTM), complex trace
analysis was of great help for interpreting the PNRI
NFP-20 deep seismic profiles. Unfortunately, due to
their great number, it is impossible to provide the
reader with all the displays produced on the CHARISMA
workstation (GECOTM).

3.2.3.1 Description

Another powerful interpreting tool was provided
by CIGOGNE, a geometric depth-migration program.
CIGOGNEis software extensively used for this study as
itturnedoutto be ofgreat help in interpreting seismic
sections. This software was written by G. Senechal
(Senechal 1989 & 1991; Senechal & Thouvenot
1991; Thouvenot et al. 1990) from the LGIT
(Laboratoire de Geophysique Interne et
Tectonophysique, Grenoble) and it was adapted to
the University of Lausanne site. This migration pro
gram is based on the principle ofthe common tangent
oftwo spherical wave-fronts (Hagedoorn 1954). The
reflectors ofthe stacked section are first digitized into
small individual segments (for this study usually
every five CDP), then converted to depth according
to a velocity function which can vary horizontally
and vertically and finally migrated. During the digi
tizing process, two groups of retlectors were differ
entiated by their amplitude (represented by thick and
thin segments on the migrated sections). In fact for
some sections, up to four amplitude groups (strong,
good, weak and doubtful reflectors) were distin
guished, but only the first two groups are represented
on the sections shown here, as the two last groups
tend to render the displays rather noisy. This digitiz
ing process allows one to save some amplitude infor-
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- Velocity gradients: rock P-wave velocities usu
ally show a sharp increase up to pressures around 2
kbar, which corresponds to a depth of about 6 km (or
about 2 s on deep seismic sections). SIERRA offers the
possibility ofintroducing a linear velocity gradient in
its models, but this can only be a rough approxima
tion of the hyperbolic function shown by laboratory
velocity measurements. Therefore in this study, lin
ear velocity gradients were only introduced when
they could approximate the real hyperbolic function
satisfactorily. Anyhow, these velocity gradients are
signiticant only for the first few kilometres of the
model, as at greater depths velocities tend to stay
constant.

Most of the synthetic seismic sections of this
study were obtained by normal-incidence ray-tracing
(zero-offset approximation) using SIERRA'S imple
mentation of the WKDJ method (Frazer & Phinney
1980). The resulting spike seismograms were convo
luted with a 10-45 Hz Klauder wavelet to imitate the
acquisition and processing parameters of the PNRI
NFP-20survey.OccasionaIIyrandomnoisewasadded

Whenever possible, velocities were chosen on
the basis of laboratory measurements carried out on
representative rock samples from the study area
(Sellami et aI. 1990 & 1993; Sellami 1993; Barblan
et aI. 1992). These laboratory measurements seem to
be more reliable than velocities obtained by other
methods ('t-p inversion, borehole measurements, re
fraction seismology, interval velocities deri ved from
stacking velocities) as shown by Staubleet aI. (1993).
Velocity modelling carried out in this study (see §
5.2.4) also confirmed the reliability of laboratory
measurements.

- Amplitude: SIERRA'S handling of amplitude
values is not well suited to direct comparison with
noisy deep seismic sections (Stauble & Pfiffner
199 Ib). For such surveys SIERRA'S synthetic sections
tend to exaggerate the amplitUde of diffractions.
Therefore this study concentrates mainly on struc
tural modelling, paying less attention to amplitude
values, and hence many ofthe synthetic seismograms
are constant amplitude spike displays.

a subtraction is necessary to compare the model with
real altitude or depth values. Furthermore SIERRA'S
synthetic seismograms cannot take into account topo
graphical variations along the seismic line (datum
plane corrections). So, for a direct comparison with
the real stacked sections, the seismic lineofthe model
has to be defined as horizontal, which can introduce
a very slight bias.

- 13-

- Number of layers: computing time increases
exponentiallywiththenumberoflayers. Therefore in
this study the 3-D models are usually limited to less
than ten layers. Furthermore, as a layer can only be
defined vertically by one point, structures such as a
recumbent fold need at least three layers to be de
fined.

- Topography: SIERRA does not handle negati ve
depth values, therefore, as datum planes of the mod
els presented here are often situated above sea level,

3.3.1 SIFRRA (SIERRA GEOPHYSICS INC.™)

3.3 Seismic and gravity modelling programs

SIFRRA, a user-friendly modelling program, can
simulate in two or three dimensions various types of
seismic reflection surveys: single shot gathers, CMP
gathers, normal-incidence ray-tracing, etc. As with
most similar programs, a model is a simplification of
the geological reality it represents. This is due to
various limitations, particularly for three dimensional
modelling, which are the following:

preting a migrated section it is important to know
which parts are covered by the stacked section: the
top part of the section is usually cut off by mutes
during the processing so that many near-surface
potential reflectors (such as A) are not imaged. Gaps
in the coverage can also occur (reflectors A-D).
Structures steeper than 40° are usually not imaged (F
and the right part of B). Reflectors situated outside
the area corresponding to the stacked section are
usually not imaged (G) unless they are dipping to
wards the section and located at a certain distance
(part of B, C, E). For all these reasons, a migrated
section is only an incomplete picture of the structures
it surveys and one should keep this in mind during
interpretation.

- Resolution: computing time increases also
exponentially with the resolution used to define the
model. For this study, a maximal matrix of
250*250*250 was used to define the grid of 3-D
models. With such a resolution large-scale models
are not able to define small-scale features. Therefore
to resolve some small-scale features, additional
smaller models were created. Also to avoid extensive

- computing time, the model acquisition parameters
used in this study are a decimalization of the field
acquisition parameters, Le. the synthetic seismograms
display only one trace out of five or ten traces for the
original data.

E

No scale

Whichever migration method is used, itis impor
tant to keep in mind the fact that a seismic section is
only a partial representation of the structures it sur
veys. The first and obvious condition is that. a
lithological contact must have sufficient contrast 10

acoustic impedance (velocity * density) to produce a
reflection. Other conditions are summarised in fig. 3
4, where potential reflectors (A-G) are repres~nted
with their resulting depth-migration. Before IOter-

Valasek (1992) has also migrated the PNRlNFP
20 deep seismic lines, using a algorithm very similar
to the one CIGOGNE is based on. The main difference
lies in the digitizing method, Valasek (1992) using an
automatic line drawing program which has the ad
vantage of conserving the continuity of the reflectors
and part of the amplitude information. Never~eless,
for two reasons, the use of his migrated sections for
this study was avoided when ever possible: firstly
many low-amplitude reflectors are not digitized, re
sulting in a loss of information; and seco~dly the
velocities used for depth conversion are too high near
the surface (starting at 6.0 km/s or even more) which
sometimes renders correlation with the surface geol-

ogy ambiguous.

3.2.3.3 General remarks on migration

o

.c
0.
Q)

o
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over 70 km long! As many reflectors are out of plane
(see § 5.4), this 70-km-long migrated section corre
sponds in reality to a half sphere with a radius of 50
km. A conventional migration would never .have
produced such a neat display with reflecto.rs ~llg~at

ing so far out of the section. For the same selsnuc h~e,
Levato (pers. comm.) made an attempt at applYl~g

conventional migration (wave-equation) over a dIS
tance slightly longer than the width of the st~cked
section by adding 75 dead traces (corresponding to
three km) to the eastern end of the line (see fig. 5-23).
This small extension already reveals quite a few
migration smiles in the upper part a~d shows that
conventional migration is not well sUIted to ha~dle
deep seismic data, in particular for such a short hne.

Furthermore, this example well illustrates the
danger of interpreting deep seismic profiles on the
basis of stacked sections when dipping reflectors are
present: migration can drastically change the geom
etry of the reflectors. The PNRlN~-20W4 stacked
sections show several unconfornuties between su~
horizontal and west-dipping reflectors. Once mi
grated, these unconformities become continuou~ ~e

flectors showing a concave shape. The unconfornutI~s
of the stacked section are in fact half of a bow-tie
pattern, a pattern typical of a synform structure.
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§ 4. Physical properties of rocks from the Western Alps

400300

Pressure [MPa]
200,oc

2.5

7.~

The P-wave velocity compilaUon of table 4-1 is
based where possible on measurements laken at pres
sures of4 kbar and on the average velocity measured
in the three orthogonal direcUons. Most of the data
taken into account comes from rocks sampled in the
Western Alps (Fakhimi 1976; Sell ami et al. 1990 &
1993; Sell ami 1993; Siegesmund & Vollbrecht 1991;
Barblan et al. 1992; Burke & Fountain 1990), but for
some lithologies rarely sampled by the previous
authors, additional data was taken from compilations
made elsewhere by Zalesski (1964), Press (1966) and
Mengel & Kern (1992).

ing pressures in three orthogonal directions, deter
mined on the basis of rock foliation and stretching
lineation. This graph well i1Iustrates the hyperbolic
behaviour of velocities with increasing pressure. At
pressures greater than 2 kbar (200 MPa), velocities
tend to become constant. At the surface (0 kbar),
velocities can even be reduced up to halfof their deep
values. Another aspect shown by fig. 4-1 is the
importance of anisotropy which here reaches 10%.
Velocity anisotropy increases mainly with the pro
portion of phyllosilicates, which render the rock
velocities slower in the direction perpendicular to
foliation.

Fig. 4-1: P-wove velocities measured in the labora
tory with increasing c01!fining pressure on {/It augen
gneiss sample from the Tambo nappe (after Sellami
et at. 1990, Jig. 4). The measurements were carried
Ollt along three ort!lOgonal directions: + =pelpen
dicIIlar to foliation; * = parallel to foliation and
perpendicIIlar to lineation; 0 =parallel to foliation
and lineation.

Ifthe measurement ofrock densities is a straight
forward task, P-wave velocities can be determined by
a wide variety of methods, which are mainly: refrac
tion seismology, 't-p inversions, velocity analysis of
the pre-stack seismic reflection data, optical analysis
based on mineralogical orientation distribution,labo
ratory measurements on rock samples. As mentioned
earlier (see § 3.3.1), the most reliable method is the

_ laboratory measurement. This method has the advan
tage of taking pressure into account, a significant
parameter which can considerably influence veloci
ties down to depths around 6 km. At greater depths,
most micro-cracks are considered to be closed and
velocities tend to become stable. Fig. 4-1 shows
laboratory measurements made on an augen-gneiss
sampled in the Tambo nappe (Sell ami et al. 1990). P
wave velocities are measured with increasing confin-

4.1 Introduction

4.2 Densities and P-wave velocities of rocks in
the Western Alps

Most of the geophysical methods can be com
pared to solving an equation with two unknown
factors. One of these factors is the structure, the other
a physical property ofrocks such as density, velocity,
electric resistivity, etc. If one of the two unknown
factors can be determined by other means, the equa
tion can be solved. Therefore accurate knowledge of
rock physical properties for the surveyed area is most
important in order to obtain good determination of
the structures, which is the main aim of the inter
preter. Fortunately, the two geophysical methods
used in this study are based on two physical proper
ties which do not vary considerably (in comparison
with electric resistivity or magnetic susceptibility)
for the lithologies found in the Western Alps. Seismic
velocities of Alpine rocks vary between 5.0 and 7.5
krn/s and densities between 2.4 and 3.2 glcm3 . Hence
even ifwrong assumptions are made on these param
eters, the resulting structures will not show too big a
bias. Nevertheless, in order to obtain the most accu
rate interpretations possible, densities and P-wave
velocities of the main lithologies found in the West
ern Alps were compiled and are presented below.

2MOD (LCTJ'M) is also a 2.5-D gravity and mag
netic modelling software which has the great advan
tage of true-time computing: as the model is alter~d
on the screen, the resulting calculated anomaly IS
simultaneously displayed against the observed
anomaly. In this way a good fit between observed and
calculated data is very rapidly obtained. A~o~er
interesting option of2MOD (LCTfM) is the posslbl~lty

to adjust automatically the structure (or the densIty)
ofone of the bodies of the model, so as to get the best
fit between the calculated and observed anomaly.

3.3.3 2MOD (LCTfM)

- 14 -

3.3.2 DEUDIM

DEUDIM is a 2.5-D (two dimension wi~ the
possibility of introducing limited lateral extensIons)
gravity modelling program, developed at the Geo
physical Institute of the Universit~ of Lausanne and
based on the Talwani prisms algonthm. Rather slow
and not very user-friendly, this software w.as only
used to create one model in this study (see § 6.3.2).
DEUDIM was later replaced by the 2MOD software

(LCTfM).

to the synthetic seismograms.
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Table 4-1' Compilation ofphysical properties of the main lithologies encountered in the Western Alps: P-wave
velocity, density and acoustic impedance (Al). For references, see text. N.B.: some of the metagabbro samples

underwent eclogitic metamorphism.

Lithologies Velocity Density AI
km/s g/cm3 1()6 kg/m2s

Group I: 6.35 ± 0.15 2.67 ± 0.05 17.0
Granite

6.15 ± 0.05 2.71 ± 0.09 16.7
Orthogneiss
Quartz-mylonite 6.13 ± 0.09 2.68 ± 0.03 16.4

Paragneiss 6.04 ± 0.04 2.68 ± 0.06 16.2

Schist 5.96 ± 0.48 2.67 ± 0.09 15.9

Sandstone 6.10 ± 0.20 2.69 ± 0.10 16.4

Anchizonallimestone 6.34 ± 0.11 2.70 ± 0.03 17.1

Group II:
Limestone-marble 7.00 ± 0.00 2.75 ± 0.08 19.3

Dolomitic marble 6.90 ± 0.30 2.85 ± 0.03 19.7

Amphibolite 6.70 ± 0.33 2.97 ± 0.02 19.9

Metagabbro 7.33±0.41 3.13 ± 0.18 22.9

Serpentinite 6.73 ± 0.18 2.79 ± 0.01 18.8

Group Ill:
7.75 ± 0.25 3.44 ± 0.14 26.7

Eclogite
8.00 ± 0.50 3.28 ± (UO 26.2

Peridotite

Afurther problem occurs with this granulitizationl
eclogitization phenomenon in the Alpine orogeny:
granulitizationleclogitization occurred not only dur
ing the true continent/continent collision but even
earlier during the subduction of the Piemont and
Valais oceans. At present in the Western Alps, one
can observe granulites and eclogites at the surface
due to Alpine, Variscan or even earlier orogenic
events. These highly metamorphosed units, now at
the surface, are likely to yield seismic velocities and

Subduction at great depths of continental crust
material (several tens of kilometres or even up to a
hundred or more) is now a widely accepted phenom
enon as revealed by eclogitic metamorphism (e.g.
Ernst 1971, or for the discovery ofcoesite in the Dora
Maira massif: Chopin 1984) and in the light of
increasing evidence of remobilization of continental
crust material in the upper-mantle, as witnessed by
various types of xenolites revealing a continental
geochemical signature (e.g. Mengel 1992).
Granulitization and eclogitization induce an increase
both in density and velocities of the metamorphosed
rocks (Mengel & Kern 1992). Eclogites can have
even a slightly greater density (3.30-3.60 g/cm3) than
peridotites (3.15-3.35 g/cm3) although their P-wave
velocities are similar (7.5-8.5 krn/s). It is therefore
seismically and gravimetrically nearly impossible to
distinguish continental eclogites from the peridotitic
upper-mantle. This phenomenon is well illustrated
by the progressive disappearance of the Moho and
lower-crustseismic signature when they are subducted
at depths greater than 40 km (Valasek 1992, § 10.2.1
and references therein). This has also been well
demonstrated by seismic tomographies of the West
ern Alps (Spakman 1986): they evidence that at least
150 km of the European plate is subducted south
wards beneath the Alps and the Po plain, the Euro
pean Moho probably reaching depths greater than
100 km (see § 8). Nevertheless deep seismic surveys
in the area are only exceptionally able to detect the
European Moho down to a maximum depth of 60 km
(see the PNR/NFP-20 SI profile, § 7.5.2).

4.3.3 GRANULITIZATION/ECLOGITIZATION

rocks and the RC ofa marble/gneiss contact can reach
values higher than 0.10. Therefore in the Penninic
domain, where metamorphism reaches the
amphibolite facies at the surface (Frey et a1. 1974)
and granulite facies at depth, high-amplitude reflec
tors can just as well be produced by ophiolite/gneiss
contacts as by marble/gneiss contacts, a common
lithological contact in this area.
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RC values for calcite-mylonites, sampled along the
inverse limb of the Morcles nappe, in contact with
theirprotoliths are around 0.02. They obtained values
of 0.01 or less for quartz-mylonites, sampled along
the Rhone-Simplon and Insubric lines, the main
mylonites zones in the area covered by this study.
Similar RC values can be deduced from the labora
tory velocity measurements carried out by Sellami et
al. (1990) in the Penninic domain surveyed by the
PNRINFP-20 El profile. The RC produced by a
mylonitic porphyry and its protolith from the Suretta
nappe yields an RC of 0.015. A mylonitic gneiss
sampled in the Misox zone shows an AI of 16.6* 106

kg/m2s which is nearly equal to the mean AI of
orthogneisses (16.7* 106 kg/m2s; seetable4-1), there
fore such a mylonite in contact with its protolith
would produce an RC close to zero. Siegesmund and
Kern (1990) have obtained an average RC of0.04 for
17 mylonite samples from the Insubric line.

Such low RC values, for all these mylonites
zones from the Western Alps, are unlikely to yield
any high-amplitude reflection unless the mylonite
zone juxtaposes rocks with contrasted seismic prop
erties. For mylonite zones from other regions, vari
ous RC values have been measured and several
different hypotheses are published. The reflectivity
of ductile shear zones is either related to high pore
pressures (Jones & Nur 1984), to laminated struc
tures and anisotropy (Jones 1982; Jones & Nur 1984;
Fountain et al. 1984; Christensen& Szymanski 1988),
to anisotropic fabrics (or mineral texture: Siegesmund
& Kern 1990; Siegesmund et a1. 1991) or to micro
cracks anisotropy (Crampin 1987; Siegesmund et a1.
1991). One can conclude that, in the Western Alps,
contacts (either stratigraphic or tectonic) between
two contrasted lithologies are probably the predomi
nant cause of strong reflections rather than mylonite
zones.

4.3.2 MARMORIZATION

A surprising result of the seismic velocity meas
urements carried out by Sellami et a1. (1990 & 1993)
on Alpine rocks is the sharp velocity increase of

- carbonates when they are metamorphosed. Veloci
ties of anchizonallimestones yield P-wave velocities
of 5 krn/s or less, around 6 krn/s in epizonal condi
tions and around 7 krn/s in the amphibolite facies.
The same occurs with dolomites, which can reach
velocities higher than 7.0 krn/s when intensively
metamorphosed. Although this phenomenon is ac
companied only by a slight increase in densities, the
AI of marbles is similar to that produced by basic

4.3 Specific density and velocity problems

4.3.1 MYLONITIZATION

In deep seismic studies, mylonites are usually
regarded as significant potential reflectors of the
continental crust. However this statement is subject
to quite a few exceptions in particular in the Western
Alps. Mainprice et a1. (1990) have calculated the RC
produced by mylonites of the Western Alps using the
mineralogical orientation distribution function. Their

At least four mineralogical transformations can
induce significant changes in the physical properties
of rocks, resulting in significant geophysical im
pacts. These transformations are mylonitization,
marmorization, granulatizationleclogitization and
serpentinization; they will be discussed below.

weak reflections are due to contact from rocks of the
same group. Migration and modelling velocities of
this study were chosen on the basis of a weighted
average taking into account the proportions of the
dominant lithologies constituting the tectonic unit
under consideration.RC =I(AIh-(AIhl/I(AI)t+(AIhl

A similar subdivision is proposed by Sellami et
al. (1993) and it can roughly be stated that the high
amplitude reflections observed on the deep seismic
sections shot in the Western Alps are produced by
contact with rocks from a different group, and that

A RC greater than 0.01 is generally considered
necessary to produce a distinguishable reflection. As
presented in table 4-1, the main lithologies of the
Western Alps can be divided roughly into three
groups on the basis of their acoustic impedance (AI in

106 kg/m2s):
_ Group I: AI = 15.9 to 17.1; these lithologies

form most of the Alpine upper-crust.
_ Group U: AI =18.8 to 22.9; these lithologies

form part of the lower-crust and are secondary com
ponents of the upper-crust.

_Group Ill: AI =26.2 to 26.4; these lithologies
are found mainly in the upper-mantle.

A significant parameter oftab1e 4-1 is the acous
tic impedance (AI) which determines the reflection
coefficient (RC) oftwo different lithologies as shown
by the following equation:
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PART 11 - MODELLING AND INTERPRETATION OF THE NAPPE SYSTEM

But for the seismic modelling, the contents of
most of this chapter are nearly identical to what is
presented in the paper by Marchanl et al. (1993),
therefore this reference will not be mentioned further.

The general structure of this segment of the
Alpine belt can be understood by comparing the
vertical cross-sections of fig. 5-2 and 5-3 with the

5.1.3 GEOLOGICAL SETIING

5.1. 3.1 IntroducOon

Laboratory velocity measurements on rock samples
from the survey area were carried out by Sellami et al.
(1993) and Sellami (1993). Interpretations are pre
sented in some of the above mentioned papers and in
Levato etal. (1993), Green etal. (1993) and Marchant
et al. (1993). Additional information can be found in
the PNRlNFP-20 bulleOns as well as in the final
report of the PNRlNFP-20 programme (in prep.).

Furthermore in the framework of the PNRINFP
20 programme, an up-to-date compilation of tectonic
maps was undertaken for this region at the University
of Lausanne under the direction ofSteck, Escher and
Masson (publication in prep.). The area covered
corresponds to the four Swiss maps (at a scale of
1: 100,000) of the "Col du Pillon", "Val de Bagnes",
"Oberwallis" and "Monte Rosa". These tectonic maps
were of great help for the interpretation of the deep
seismic sections.

For over 20 years, field geologists of the Univer
sities of Lausanne, Geneva and Neuchatel have been
maldng a detailed review of the Penninic Alps of
Valais which has led to a refined definition of the
various structural units. The new nomenclature used
here can befoundin publications from Escher (1988),
Escher et al. (1988 & 1993), Escher & Sartori (1991),
Steck (1987 & 1990) and Steck et al. (1989). The
reader is referred to these papers for references to the
main studies undertaken previously in this area, many
of which are unpublished.

This study is principally concerned with the W2,
W3 and W4 profiles which lie in the Penninic do
main. Seismic modelling was carried out mainly on
the W2 profile so as to solve several interpretation
problems. On the basis of depth-migrated secOons,
an interpretation of the nappe system is presented
here for these three profiles. A crustal-scale interpre
taOon of these lines is proposed in chapter 7.3.

§ 5. Modelling and interpretation along the W2, W3 and W4
profiles

5.1.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES

5.1 General remarks

Due to the rough topography of the area, it was
not possible to shoot a single and continuous deep
seismic profile through the Alps ofWestern Switzer
land. Hence the PNRlNFP Western traverse com
prises five individual lines (WI-W5), showing dif
ferent orientaOons (for location, see fig. 5-1). Thanks
to wide-angle shots, which extend these individual
lines, several lines intersect, bringing a very strong
constraint upon the interpretation. Another advan
tage of these intersecOng lines is the control over 3
D structures, which are particularly important in this
area. However, as the large-scale structures are not
quite cylindrical, the building ofa single and continu
ous synthetic profile in the Western Swiss Alps is a
tricky task. Another disadvantage of this survey is
that the Western profiles do not image the southern
side of the Insubric line, a key feature of the Alpine
orogeny.

By comparison with the Eastern traverse (see §
. 6.1.1), few papers have been published specifically

on the Western traverse. Several publications, de
scribing the PNRlNFP-20 programme as a whole,
mention some general aspects of the Western profiles
(such as Finckh et al. 1987; Frei et al. 1989, 1990 &
1992; Heitzmann et al. 1991). Information on acqui
sition and processing can be found in publications
from Du Bois et al. (1990a & 1990b), Valasek et al.
(1990), Valasek (1992) and Levato et al. (1993).

refraction experiments across the Ivrea body (5.0 km!
s by Ansorge et al. 1979, 4.0 km!s by Giese et al.
1967). Serpentinization of peridotites also produces
a very sharp increase in magnetic susceptibility,
passing from 0 to 0.0003 G/Oe for a dunite to values
around 0.04 G/Oe for its serpentinized equivalent
(Wagner 1984). All the magnetic studies carried out
on the Ivrea peridotites (Schwendener 1984; Shive
1990; Belluso et al. 1990) reveal that part of these are
serpentinized. The same conclusion arises from field
observations of the upper-mantle outcrops of the
Western Alps, such as the Lanzo zone (e.g. Spalla et
al. 1983) or the Finero unit (Steck & Tieche 1976)
which is probably a slab of upper-mantle related to
the Ivrea mantle body. Due to this process, it is not
possible to determine the exact volume of the Ivrea
body either by seismic or by gravity methods.

Serpentinization ofperidotites induces also dras
tic modifications in rock physical properties:
peridotites usually have densities ranging from 3.15
to 3.35 glcm3 andP-wavevelocities ranging from 7.4
to 8.4 krn/s (Mengel & Kern 1992). Just by adding a
little water, one creates serpentinites with densities
less than 2.75 glcm3 (Rey et al. 1990, table I) and P
wave velocities down to even less than 5.0 km!s
(Christensen 1992). This phenomenon is well illus
trated by certain very low velocities deduced from
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4.3.4 SERPENTINIZATION

densities more representative of lower-crust than
typical continental upper-crust.
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Fig. 5-3: Cross-section Brig-Hiibshom (after Steck in Marchant & Steck 1991), for location see fig· 5-1.. R. -S.L

=Rhone-Simplon line.

this sedimentary cover were detached from their
basements and can now be found in the Prealpine
nappes on the external part of the belt (Baud &
Septfontaine 1980). Thus in the Penninic Alps only a
few scraps of this cover can be found, such as the
limestones of the Pontis nappe or the Barrhorn unit
(Sartori 1990).

Under these Brian~onnais units, are found those
originating from the North PenniniC domain (includ
ing the Valais trough). They are numerous
(Jeanbourquin & Burri 1991 and ref. therein) and
sometimes too thin and too similar in their lithology
to be individually distinguished on the seismic sec
tions. Therefore they are grouped here arbitrarily in
three different units:

- The Sion-Courmayeur zone s.l., which includes
the Sion-Courmayeur zone S.S., consisting of
Mesozoic and Tertiary (7) sediments with a few
ophiolitic rocks and the shaly Rosswald series (Lias
Tertiary (7)).

- The Monte Leone nappe s.l., formed of various
gneisses and somecrystalline meta-conglomerates in
which the Ftildbach zone (Lias-Late Cretaceous(?)),
a chaotic formation with green rocks is included for
convenience.

- The Lebendun nappe s.l., whose main part is
made of clastic meta-sedimentary Mesozoic rocks
(confused by most authors with Paleozoic) with
smaller amounts of Paleozoic Penninic basement
(Springetal. 1992). The Sabbionezone (Lias-Dogger)
is also included here.

Under these typical Valais units lie those origi
nating from the South Hel vetic margin (Steck 1987),
which are the following from south to north:

- The Antigorio nappe, a large-scale anticlinal
basement fold nappe, mainly made up of Hercynian
orthogneisses.

- Beneath the Antigorio nappe, the lowest ob
servable basement unit, the Verampio nappe, is made
of the Baceno micaschists (of indeterminate pre
Triassic age) and the Verampio granites, usually
regarded as Paleozoic (Steck 1984).

- The Teggiolo zone, a Mesozoic meta-sedimen
tary series which is the cover of the two former
basement nappes.

- Below these lowest outcropping units of the
Alpine edifice, the existence of at least one other
basement nappe can be supposed on the basis of
structural and paleogeographic criteria: the radical
part of the WiIdhorn Helvetic sedimentary cover
nappe, which is situated south of the Gotthard massif
(Masson et al. 1980, fig. 5), must therefore have its
basement somewhere under the Verampio nappe.

Under this suture zone, one finds five units, the
Monte Rosa, the Mont Fort, the Siviez-Mischabel
and thePontis nappes, and the zone Houillere (Escher
1988), all originating from the Brian~onnais domain
(Stampfli & Marthaler 1990, Stampfli 1993 and ref.
therein). One can subdivide their lithology into three
distinct parts:

- Various Hercynian (pre-Namurian) basement
gneisses intruded by Late Paleozoic granites. They
form nearly the entire Monte Rosa nappe, mostofthe
Siviez-Mischabel nappe, and part of the Pontis nappe
(the Ruitor, Stalden Sup., Berisal and Moncucco
zones).

- Continental clastic sedimentary series dating
from Late Carboniferous to Early Triassic with some
volcano-clastics which form most of the zone
Houillere and the Mont Fort nappe, parts of the
Siviez-Mischabel and Pontis nappes, and a little of
the Monte Rosa nappe.

- Mainly marine sedimentary series dating from
the Middle Triassic to the Eocene. The main parts of

one encounters first the Dent Blanche nappe and the
Sesia zone, situated on the northern side of the
Canavese line (a segment of the Insubric line). These
two Austroalpine units, composed in fact of several
tectonic sub-units, were located on the northern mar
gin ofthe Adriatic plate (Stampfli & Marthaler 1990)
and, during the Tertiary continental collision, they
overthrusted the northernPiemont (or Alpine Tethys)
margin, acting as a "traineau ecraseur rigide" (a rigid
crushing sledge: Termier 1903; Steck 1987) for the
underlying units. Structurally under the Austroalpine
units, one finds four distinct nappes: the Zermatt
Saas, Tsate, Clmes Blanches and Frilihorn nappes.
TheZermatt-Saas nappe consists mainlyofophiolites,
which suffered eclogitic metamorphism during the
eo-alpine subduction phase and are a scrap of the
Piemont oceanic crust. The Tsate nappe, an intermix
ture of ophiolites and calc-schists which eluded the
eo-alpine eclogitic metamorphism, represents the
remains of the accretionary prism (Sartori 1987,
Steck 1987, Marthaler & Stampfli 1989) formed
during the subduction of the Piemont ocean. The
Clmes Blanches and Frilihorn nappes are extremely
thin, made up of sediments ranging from Permian to
Cretaceous. Their origin and setting mechanism are
still uncertain. As itis impossible to distinguish these
four nappes from each other on the seismic sections,
the more general name of the Combin zone, as
defined by Argand (1909) is usually used here. An
other ophiolitic unit, the Antrona unit, can be struc
turally linked to the Zermatt-Saas nappe, but they
were probably separated by the Loranco shear zone
during the Tertiary deformations.
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5.1.3.3 Description of the main structural units

From the top to the bottom of this nappe edifice,

Itis mainly thanks to these last three deformation
phases (which generated W to SW fold-axis and
stretching lineations), rather than to the strong Alpine
topography, that it is possible to laterally project the
outcropping geology to considerable depths in the
Central Alps. These projections have to be made
along curved paths which take into account the vari
ous folding phases, which in some cases is a rather
brain-racking task. This is further complicated by the
fact that some tectonic units have limited extensions.
So the method used for these projections must not be
regarded as pure cylindrism but rather as a kind of
adapted cylindrism (Escher 1988). An average error
on the depth resulting from such projections can be
estimated at about 10-20%, but this valueis subjectto
change from case to case.

4.- A dextral transpressional phase reactivated
the Rhone-Simplon line (Bearth 1956; Steck 1984;
Mancktelow 1990) and the Insubric line (e.g. Schrnid
et al. 1989) and was accompanied by the creation of
large-scaledepressions and domes, such as the Rawil
Valpelline depression or the Aar-Toce culmination.

--II
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5km

1.- A first NW-vergent folding phase linked to
the under-thrusting of the European margin under
part of the Adriatic crust (Termier's "traineau
ecraseur", 1903), which is responsible for the nappe
formation and setting.

3.- The indentation of part of the Adriatic plate
under the Central Alps (Argand's Insubric phaSe,
1916) produced two generations of south vergent
folds ("backfolds") in the ductile Central Alps and
south vergentthrusts in the Southern Alps (Laubscher

1973).

2.- This under-thrusting is followed by a phase of
dextral transpression. In the Penninic Alps, these two
phases occurred under green schist and amphibolite
metamorphic conditions.

One can roughly subdivide the Tertiary conti
nental-collision deformation history of this segment
of the Alpine belt into 4 main phases (Steck 1990):

5.1.3.2 Deformation history

horizontal cross-section (at an altitude of 2000 m) of
fig. 5-1, which can be regarded as a tectonic map
devoid of the effects of topography.
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Fig. 5-4: Vibroseis stacked section of the W2 line; colour mster display.
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Processing problems occurred with the conven
tional migration (by finite-difference wave-equa
tion) with the W2 and W4 lines as these are very short
(19 and 7 km respectively) and have many steep
reflectors: a lot of information gets lost on the side
edges of these sections. Geometric depth-migration
based on line-drawings (the CIGOGNE program, see §
3.2.3) proved to be very helpful in avoiding such
problems.

The W2 line starts near the town of Sierre in the
Rhone valley and then runs south up the Val
d' Anniviers to the village of Zinal, crossing part of
the Penninic nappes (for location, see fig. 5-1). In the
central part of the line, the stacked section (fig. 5-4)
shows an excellent signal-to-noise ratio. At both
ends, the qu~lity deteriorates sharply, which is in part
due to a reduced coverage. Below Niouc hardly any
reflectors are visible: this can also be due to the fact
that the seismic line in this area follows a cliff, which
can cause destructive reverberations. Another cause
of this low-quality data is probably related to the
dense dextral fault system which affects the lower
part of the Val d' Anniviers (Sartori, 1993).

5.2 Modelling and interpretation of the W2
profile

5.2.1 THE VIBROSEIS SEISMIC SECTIONS

The migrated section (fig. 5-5) is of good quality
in its central part. However, due to the limited length
ofthis profile (19 km), both ends ofthe section as well
as the bottom part are smeared with migration smiles,
often indistinguishable from real reflections. Fur
thermore this section is probably slightly under
migrated (see § 5.2.3).

The main reflectors of this profile can be subdi
vided into four groups (A-D, see fig. 5-6):

- A: south-dipping reflectors in the first 5 s
crossing the whole section.

interesting and useful aspect of the processing is the
pseudo-3D study presented by Du Bois et a1. (1990a).
Taking advantage of the crooked line geometry,
which produces locally a large scatter ofCMP (Com
mon Mid Points), they were able to obtain small
stacked sections perpendicular to the main profile.
These small perpendicular sections can provide sub
stantial information about lateral dips. Furthermore
they can be used for pre-stack dynamic corrections
which can considerably improve the quality of the
stacked section.

As a result, the actual state of the Alpine orogen
in the Internal western Swiss Alps is the following: an
impressive pile ofnappes showing a very varying and
contrasted lithological succession, a situation very
likely to produce seismic reflections as long as the
potential reflectors do not have a strong dip.

5.1.4 ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

This hypothetical basement unit is called here the
"X" nappe.

- The Gotthard and Aar massifs, which belong to
the External Crystalline massifs, consist mainly of
Hercynian basement and some Permo-Carbonifer
ous sediments and volcano-clastics. A stretched
syncline of the latter separates the two massifs.

- The Helvetic sedimentary cover nappes
Doldenhorn, Plammis, Jagerchruz and Wildhorn
nappes, madeofrocks from the Triassic to the Middle
Oligocene.

The acquisition ofthe three deep seismic profiles
presented in this chapter was carried out by the
Compagnie Generalede Geophysique (CGG) in 1987.
The field spread was 19.44 km long, with 240 groups
of 18 geophones spaced every 80 m. Two types of
sources were used: Vibroseis with 5-6 trucks vibrat
ing every 80 m yielding a 120 nominal coverage, and
dynamite with an average charge of 100 kg every 5
km. Final recording length (after cross-correlation)
corresponds to 20 s (TWT) with a 4 ms sampling.
Larger explosive charges, up to 1,200 kg, were fired
several tens ofkilometres away from the field spread
so as to extend the near-vertical seismic profiles
through wide-angle reflection data. Some of these
shots were undertaken across the Swiss-Italian bor
der in collaboration with CROP, the Italian equiva
lent of the PNR/NFP-20 project (see § 1.3). The
ETH-Ztirich also took advantage of some of these
shots by laying down a small geophone line away of
the main seismic line in order to obtain more 3-D
information punctually (e.g. the Arolla line, fig. 7
14).

The seismic sections presented in this chapter are
only based on the Vibroseis data which have a much
better signal-to-noise ratio than the dynamite data for
the upper partofthe sections (down to about 8 s). This
upper part in fact covers most of the nappe system,
which is the main subject of this chapter. The seismic
sections shown here were all processed by the GRANSIR
Group and detailed accounts of the processing can be
found in publications from Du Bois et a1. (1990a &
1990b) andLevato et a1. (1993). One particularly
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5.2.2 PRELIMINARY INTERPREfATION

5.2.3 THE "INITIAL" MODEL

In order to test the pI ausi bility ofthis preliminary
interpretation, and in particular the possibility of
such an substantial backfold, a 2-D seismic model
was built (fig. 5-8). As the preliminary interpretation
has a vertical scale in seconds (TWT), it was con
verted to depth with a constant velocity function of
6.0 krn/s. At the time this model was built, no velocity
measurements had been carried out on rock samples
from this area. Therefore the interval velocities used
for this model (fig. 5-8) were chosen on the basis of
lithological comparison with the samples measured
along the Eastern traverse (Sellami et al. 1990). A
low velocity (5.2 km/s) is used for the Siviez
Mischabel nappe as this unit lies near the surface.
However, because most ofthe bodies constituting the

The C reflectors are interpreted as the reverse
limb of the Glishorn backfold (Steck et 1979, Steck
1987), which is known to outcrop in the Aar massifin
the region of Brig (see fig. 5-3). From surface geol
ogy the magnitude of this backfold cannot be deter
mined precisely: on cross-sections built prior to the
seismic survey (e.g. Escher et al. 1988), the SE limb
of this antiform is usually represented as nearly sub
vertical and slightly recumbent. IUs shown here to be
a much closer fold, having an angle of about 45°
between its limbs. To the S-E this backfold is relayed
by the Berisal synform, which corresponds to the D
reflectors.

A preliminary interpretation of the W2line (fig.
5-7), based on a conventional migrated section, is
published by Du Bois et al. (l990a, fig. 9 & 10). This
interpretation made use ofthe possibilities ofproject
ing surface geology, either from the east or the west,
as this profile is located in the N-S Rawil-Valpelline
depression. The reflections of group A correspond to
the pile ofnappes thrusted over the folded Aar massif
s.1.: one thus finds above this massif the following
structural units: the "roots" of the Helvetic cover
nappes, the Sion-Courmayeur zone s.1. (here includ
ing the zone Houillere as well as other Valais units),
the Monte Leone, thePontis and the Siviez-Mischabel
nappes. The two high-amplitude reflection strips
found at 1.0 and 1.25 s below Ayer are interpreted
here as caused by the Permo-Carboniferous gneisses
of the base of the Siviez-Mischabel nappe. At the
southern end of the line they are backfolded by the
Mischabel antiforrn, thus causing the north-dipping
reflectors of group B.

where Dv =real vertical depth; Ds =apparent
vertical depth measured on the seismic section; e =
lateral dip.

However, this average lateral dipof 10° along the
W2 line implies, according to the above equation, a
depth correction of less than 2% and therefore it can
be considered as negligible.

The pseudo-3D study (Du Bois et al. 1990a) has
revealed that the lateral dips average around 10° to
the west, which is in perfect agreement with values
based on surface geology. As these lateral dips are
more or less constant over the whole section, there is
no need to use 3-D modelling along this line. To
obtain the depths corresponding to a real vertical
cross-section, the lateral dip should be taken into
account, according to the following equation:

Dv =Ds / cose
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Fig. 5-6: Line drawing ofthe stacked section (fig. 5.4)
of the W2 line. Datum plane at 1,000 m above msl.

- B: north-dipping reflectors from CDP 300 to
the end of the line, situated between 1 and 3 s.

- C: north-dipping reflectors from 4 to 7 s mainly
in the southern half of the line.

- D: variously oriented reflectors located below
the group C.
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W2 seismic line

Seismic model COP line
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Fig. 5-8: "Initial" 2-D modelfor the W2line, with normal-incidence ray-tracing on the overtumed limb of the
Aar massif. Datum plane at mean sea level. P-C =Permo-Carboniferous of the Siviez-Mischabel nappe; RSL

=Rhone-Simplon line; Z-S =Zermatt-Saas nappe.
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Fig, 5-7: Preliminary interpretation of the W2 line (after Du Bois et al. 1990a, fig. 10). D.B =Dent Blanche
nappe; P-C = Permo-Carboniferous of the Siviez-Mischabel nappe; Z-S =Zermatt-Saas nappe.
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Fig. 5-10: Cross-section through the lower part ofthe Val d'Anniviers, whichfollows exactly the W2 seismic line

(Marthaler, pers. comm.). z.H. = zone Hou.illere.

thetic seismogram produced by normal-incidence
ray-tracing matched the original stacked section (fig.
5-12). Both of these conditions must be fulfilled for
a correct interval velocity determination. Table 5-1
summarises these results which show the following:

- The interval velocities do not correspond di
rectly to the stacking velocities when the reflectors
are dipping.

H1 EVENT 1 EVENT 2
CDP V A V A T

283 5276 4391 6256 2709 1165
286 5408 3867 6571 2095 1180
289 5453 3863 4625 2184 1195
292 5367 3353 4647 2479 1210
295 5271 3676 4674 2499 1225
298 5283 2825 6475 1835 1235
301 5227 4049 6487 3606 1246
304 5225 5337 6496 3502 1257
307 52..6 5182 6491 3565 1267

.
H2 EVENT 1 EVENT 2
CDP V A V A T

283 5789 8720 ..656 2258 1415
286 5780 7446 6398 1914 1..30
289 57..3 5777 6411 1709 1..45
292 5713 5149 6507 1604 1450
295 581.. 503.. 4761 1513 1..50
298 5896 59..9 ..702 1541 1457
301 5896 5256 5060 1840 1465
30.. 59O<f 3464 5181 1784 1472
307 6089 3010 4937 2296 1525

H3 EVENT 1 EVENT 2
CDP V A V A T

283 6381 1785 6035 970 2365
286 646.. 2099 6024 1313 2380
289 6....1 2352 5614 289 2395
292 6..28 23..2 5347 435 2410
295 6303 2360 5390 599 2425
298 6316 1811 6551 1663 2455
301 6632 25<41 5460 1008 2480
304 6637 2594 5495 1066 2495
307 6665 2019 6018 1068 2500

H4 EVENT 1 EVENT 2
CDP V A V A T

283 7876 1469 7090 1289 3590
286 7151 1469 7911 1449 3605
289 7178 1493 6377 817 3620
292 7198 1291 83..0 850 3645
295 725.. 1018 6414 750 3675
298 716.. 1026 5738 676 3691
301 7190 1099 5732 998 3707
304 5744" 1097 7118 1014 3723
307 5673 996 6349 950 3739

Fig. 5-11: Resu.lts of the application of the ANVrrand
ANVIR modules (CGGTM ) on a portion of the W2 line
for four horizons (H1-H4). V= stacking velocity [ml
si; A = weight [no units]; T = TWT [ms). For
explanations, see text.
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The concepts of the velocity modelling applied
here are the following. The ANVIT and ANVIR modules
(Cordier 1983, § 13) of the GEOVECfEUR seismic
processing software (CGGTM) can determine the op
timal stacking velocities for each CDP along a given
horizon. On the basis of these stacking velocities it is
easy to calculate internal (or lithological) velocities
assuming that the reflectors are flat and horizontal. If
the reflectors are dipping, the determination of the
interval velocities becomes much more difficult and
one needs to use seismic modelling programs, such as
the QUIKCDP module of the SIERRA software. On the
basis of a seismic model, QUIKCDP (SIERRATM) calcu
lates for a given CDP and layer the optimal stacking
velocity. This value can then be compared with the
one determined by the ANVIT and ANVIR modules
(CGGTM). If there is a good match between both
values, this means that the interval velocities of the
model are correct.

Such velocity modelling was carried out on the
W2 line, from the CDP 283 to 307, where there is an
excellent signal-to-noise ratio. The ANVIT and ANVIR
modules (CGGTM) were applied to four prominent
reflectors (HI to H4) and the results are shown in fig.
5-11. The four layers considered (L1 to L4) corre
spondin this model (fig. 5-12) to the Siviez-Mischabel
nappe (L1), the Pontis marbles (L2), the Pontis base
ment and the zone Houillere (L3), and finally to the
Mt. Leone, Sion-Courmayeur and Helvetic cover
units (L4). ANVIR (CGGTM) calculates the optimal
stacking velocities for the NMO (Normal Move Out)
corrections on the basis of the pre-stack data (the
time-versus-offset for a given depth and CDP).

Forhomogeneous and horizontal layers, the time
versus-offset function should define a perfect hyper
bola. Due to dipping layers and inhomogeneities, this
time-versus-offset curve is in reality never perfectly
hyperbolic, therefore several different stacking ve
locities can approximate this function. This is why
ANVIR (CGGTM) attributes to the different calculated
stacking velocities a weighting (A in fig. 5-11) which
represents the degree ofapproximation. The stacking
velocity yielding the best approximation, Le. with the
highest weighting, is shown under the EVENT 1 col
umn in fig. 5-11. If for some reason, an unlikely
velocity appears in the EVENT 1 column, then most
often the EVENT 2 column will suggest a more plausi
ble stacking velocity.

A simple 2-D model seismic model was built and
iteratively modified (depth and velocities) until the
stacking velocities determined by QUIKCDP (SIERRATM)
matched those of ANVIR (CGGTM) and until the syn-

Another problem with the interpretation of Du
Bois et al. (1990a) concerns their correlation of the
two high-amplitude reflection strips, found at 1.0 and
1.25 s below Ayer, with the Permo-Carboniferous
gneisses of the Siviez-Mischabel nappe. If this sub
unitis likely to produce a strong reflection at its base,
which is in contact with the high-velocity marbles of
the Pontis nappe, this is probably not the case at its
top. Already in the field it can be extremely difficult
to differentiate the Permo-Carboniferous gneisses
from the overlying pre-Westphalian gneisses. There
fore it is most unlikely that these two rather similar
lithologies can produce any significant reflections.

A more plausible interpretation of these two
high-amplitude reflectors is that they are related to
the Pontis marbles, which are sandwiched in between
the gneisses of the Pontis and Siviez-Mischabel
nappes. Such lithological contacts can produce a
reflection coefficient above 0.10 (see § 4.3.2). An
other argument in favour of this hypothesis is the
cross-section constructed by Marthaler (pers. comm.)
prior to the seismic survey (fig. 5-10). On this cross
section the depth of the Pontis marbles below Vissoie
corresponds nearly exactly to the depth of the two
high-amplitude reflectors. Either of these arguments
are sufficient to favour the second hypothesis, but to
be absolutely sure seismic velocity modelling was

used.

5.2.4 VELOCITY MODELLING

consequence of this mismatch is that it reveals that
the migrated section, on which the Du Bois et al.
(1990a) interpretation is based, is under-migrated
(their migrated section is different from the one
shown here in fig. 5-5).
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The overall reflection pattern of the bottom part
of the synthetic section is similar to the one of the
original stacked section, but the position of the C
reflections is different. The synthetic C reflections
are located higher and extend further north than on
the original C reflections. This implies that the
Glishorn backfold is not as intensively folded as it is
in the interpretation of Du Bois et al. (1990a). The
angle between the limbs of this backfold is thus
probably of the order of 60° rather than 45°. Another

For an initial model, the synthetic seismogram
shows quite a good correlation down to 4-5 s with the
original stacked section. In particular the "crocodile"
pattern produced by the Mischabel backfold (at 1-2.5
s below Zinal) shows a very close fit with the seismic
section. The top of the Aar massif can still be im
proved to get a better fit. The structures and velocity
contrasts of this upper part of the model tend to
deflect the rays issued from the bottom part of the
section, as illustrated in fig. 5-8 for the rays related to
the overturned limb of the Aar massif. This could
explain the discontinuity and short extensions of the

reflectors C and D.

Normal-incidence ray-tracing was carried outon
the model and the resulting synthetic seismogram is
shown in fig. 5-9a. As the model datum plane is at
mean sea level, a shift of 0.25 s is necessary to
compare the synthetic seismogram with the original
stacked section which has a datum plane at 1,000 m
above msl (fig. 5-9b). The ray-tracing did not capture
any rays issued from the Zermatt-Saas nappe, which
is probably located too far to the south of the line.
Therefore this unit is not taken into account in the

other models.

model are rather thin, an inaccuracy on the interval
velocity has little influence on the overall results.
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V=5.2

On the basis of the conventional migrated sec
tion from fig. 5-5 and taking into account the results
from the two previous models, a new model was
built, called here the "Final" model (fig. 5-13). The
two high-amplitude reflection strips, found at 1.0 and
1.25 s below Ayer, are thus related to the marbles of
the Pontis nappe. Further down below this locality,

5.2.5 THE "FINAL" MODEL

but perfectly compatible with the presence ofmarble.
This is the third sound argument in favour ofcorrela
tion ofthe two high-amplitude reflection strips, found
at 1.0 and 1.25 s below Ayer, with thePontis marbles.

-In general all the interval velocities determined
here readily match the velocities measured in labora
tory on rock samples (Sellami et al. 1993), thus
confirming that this method is reliable.

-Finally, all these results demonstrate that veloc
ity modelling can be an extremely'powerful interpre
tation tool, which in theory should yield unequivocal
results. However, this lack of ambiguity depends
largely on the quality of the stacking velocity analysis
and furthermore this method is unfortunately rather
tedious.

Aar s.l.
V=6.1

10
" \
",/-_......-------------//

//
..c. \.
a. --Q) --,

o 5km -------------.--
20-4-------------......:-::.::-====----------..1-

Horizon Int. ANvIR QUIK.
/ Layer vel. vel. vel.

HIILI 5.2 5.22-5.45 5.28
H21L2 7.0 5.71-6.09 5.82
H31L3 6.1 6.30-6.67 6.39
H41L4 6.3 7.09-7.25 7.01

Fig. 5.13: "Final" 2-D model/or the W2line. RSL = Rhone-Simplon line; dotted line: shope of the Aar massif
in the "1nitial" model (fig. -5-8).

Helvetic cover
V=6.3

N 1 Seismic model COP line 49 COP [1/10] S
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- The first layer, corresponding to the Siviez
Mischabel basement nappe, has a low interval veloc
ity, around 5.2 km/so At pressures greater then 2 kbar
such a lithology should have a velocity around 6.1
km/s (see § 4.2). This confirms the importance of
taking into account the velocity reduction due to open
micro-cracks at depths corresponding to less than 2
kbar.

- The second layer must have a high interval
velocity, around 7.0 km/so Such a value is incompat
ible with the presence ofPermo-Carboniferous gneiss

Table 5-1: Comparison o/the stacking velocities (in
kmls) obtained with ANvIR (CGGTM) and QUlKCDP

(SIERRA™ ); 1nt. vel. = interval velocity.
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which in reality has a more complex structure than
that of the model. On the seismic model, a small
normal faul t affects the Pontis marbles beneath Zinal
and produces a small shift of the corresponding
reflectors, a shift also visible on the stacked section.
Such a structure is most likely as it correlates well
with the normal faults known at the surface (e.g.
Escher 1988. fig. 2b).

For the bottom half of the model, the seismic
patternproduced by the Glishorn and Berisal backfolds
is much closer to the stacked section than with the
initial model. However the reflectors corresponding
to the overturned limb of the Glishorn anti form
appear on the synthetic section about 1 s higher than
on the stacked section. This misfit suggest that the
hinge of the Glishorn backfold cou[d be more open
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the seismic model regards the rather transparent zone
between 1.3 and 2.0 s as related to the basementofthe
Pontis nappe, the highly reflective zone, between 2.0
and 2.6 s as related to the zone Houillere, the transpar
ent zone between 2.6 and 2.9 s as related to the Mt.
Leone nappe and the Sion-Courmayeur zone, and the
highly reflective zone between 2.9 and 3.5 s as related
to the Helvetic cover nappes. The Glishorn and
Berisal backfolds are here less intensively folded
than on the "Initial" model: the overturned limb ofthe
Glishorn antiform has an average dip of 45° to the
north.

The results of normal-incidence ray-tracing on
the"Final" model are shown in fig. 5-14. Down to 4.5
s the match between the stacked and synthetic sec
tions is good, except for the top of the Aar massif,

10
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Fig. 5-15: Geometric depth-migration of the W2 Vibroseis line.cols] lMl""
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As witl1 the W2 profile, the Rhone-Simplon line
(3G) can be traced to depth by following retlector
disconlinuities. The same applies to the thrust sepa
rating the zone Houillere from the Pontis nappe
(Stalden Sup. unit). The contact between the latter
and the Siviez-Mischabel nappe is much less reflec
tive than on the W2 profile. This is not surprising
because here the marbles, which on the W2 line
separate the gneisses of botl1 nappes, are not present.
On the other hand the Comhin zone causes the strong
est reflections (38) found on the whole section.
These rclleclions are due to gneiss/marbles and gneiss/
eclogitic-metahasites contacts and tl1ey seem to ex
tend a few km further north than expected from

need to be taken into account. The geological section
islocated close to the top ofthis culmination, whereas
the seismic line, in its southern part, is close to the
bottom of the Rawil depression, after which it runs
north in the direction of the top of the Aar culmina
Uon. Therefore in order to project this geological
cross-section onto the plane of the seismic line, one
must take into account this substanUal late crustal
bending, which corresponds approximately to a tilt
ing of about 30° (the effects of the lateral dips will be
discussed further). The result of these operations is
shown in fig. 5-20. A few differences can be expected
between this projection and the geology surveyed by
the seismic line. For instance, close to the seismic
line, the outcropping Sion-Courmayeur zone and the
radical parts of the Helvetic cover nappes are some
what thinner than in the area of the geological cross
section. In any case, using this projection, most ofthe
structural units can be identified on the seismic sec
tion (fig. 5-19). The recumbent limb of the Glishorn
backfold is located too far north to be imaged on the
seismic section. At 13 km under St. Niklaus, one can
even see a basement nappe pattern (reflectors 3N), in
the position predicted for the "X" nappe. Existenceof
at least one, if not two, basement nappes under the
lowest outcropping nappe is also to be assumed from
the deep seismic lines of the Southern traverse
(Bernoulli et a!. 1990). Further south on the W3 line,
two transparent elongated zones are separated and
surrounded by three thin strongly reflective strips
(3.T, 3L and 3M). These transparent zones can corre
spond perfectly with the Antigorio and Verampio
nappes as they consist mainly of orthogneisses. The
reflective strips can be correlated with the
metasediments (the Teggiolo zone) found around
these nappes. Above those, a 2-km-thick band (be
tween 3G and 3.T) showing medium reflectivity can
be identified with the Monte Leone nappe, which has
a more varying lithology than the Antigorio and
Verampio nappes.

Chapter 7 will present an interpretation of this
line at a crustal-scale on the basis ofa combination of
the Vibroseis and dynamite data. This crustal-scale
interpretation (fig. 7-10) suggests a few alternative
interpretations of the nappe system.

The interpretation of the northern part of the W3
profile is partly based on a geological cross-section
(fig. 5-3) located 10 km NE of the seismic line. This
cross-section shows the main units expected to be
found at depth on the seismic section. Its orientation
is NW-SE, Le. perpendicular to the main fold axes
(the Glishorn anUcline and the Berisal syncline).
Since the seismic line is oriented N-S, Le. oblique to
these fold axes, this cross-section needs to be stretched
(by a factor of 1.8) in order to project it onto the
seismic profile. Furthermore the effects of the Rawil
Valpelline depression and the Aar-Toce culmination

The W3 Vibroseis profile starts at the bottom of
the Mattertal near the village of Stalden and ends a
few km above the resort ofZermatt (for location, see
fig. 5-1). This line images the whole pile ofPenninic
nappes as it roughly extends from the Penninic front
to the Austroalpine thrust. Prior to this study, no
interpretation of the W3 line was published. Three
Vibroseis displays of this line are presented here: a
stacked section (fig. 5-17), a conventional migration
(fig. 5-18) and a geometrical depth-migration (fig. 5
19). All have quite a good signal-to-noise ratio down
to 7 s. As this line is long enough and as it does not
exhibit many very steep reflectors, the conventional
migration produces a better result than for the W2
profile. This is why for this line, no seismic model
ling was carried out prior to the interpretation.

5.3.1 INTRODUCfION

5.3 Interpretation of the W3 profile

5.3.2 INTERPRETATION

strong reflections located at 5 km under Mission are
probably due to large lenses of gypsum which sepa
rate the zone Houillere into 2 tectonic sub-units. The
contact between the sedimentary Helvetic cover
nappes and the Aar massif was determined by the
transition from a reflective zone to a more transparent
one. Projections from the nearby outcropping Aar
massif helped to specify the shape of this contact.
When followed to depth, the south-dipping reflectors
linked to this contact (2H) are interrupted at a depth
of 11 km below Ayer due to the Glishorn backfold.

----------
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For the upper half of the section, the interpreta
tion (fig. 5-15) is quite similar to the "Final" model (§
5.2.5). The Rhone-Simplon line was traced to depth
by following a succession of reflector discontinuities
(types of onlaps or toplaps), which reveal an impor
tant accident. The reflectors linked to this accident
(2G) are not particularly strong as its mylonitic re
flectivity is weak (§ 4.3.1) and as this fault juxtaposes
rocks with similar seismic properties. Furthermore
because of its southward dip, it will not be imaged on
the southern end of the seismic line. Above this
tectonic accident, the rather transparent zone on the
southern end of the section is interpreted as the zone
Houillere basement, which, on the basis of field and
palaeographic arguments is unlikely to be located
very far from the Sion-Courmayeur zone. The very

synform must be regarded as rough indications, as at
such depths correlation with surface geology be
comes uncertain.

I2!' 0 Horizontal scale (km) 10
::l .'-===--=:=:JI_======:::i1
20...L-------------------------------------~

o

10

The results of the geometric depth-migration of
the W2 line is shown in fig. 5-15. A comparison of
this figure with the conventional migration (fig. 5-5)
reveals that the C group of north-dipping reflectors
have been moved further south on the geometric
migrated section (reflectors 21 & 2J in fig. 5-15). This
favours an interpretation (fig. 5-16) in which these
north-dipping reflectors are related to the Berisal
synform rather than to the overturned limb of the
Glishorn backfold, which is shown in fig. 5-15 to be
too steep to be imaged. The boundaries and names of
the structural units situated in the area of the Berisal

Fig. 5-16: Interpretation of line W2 based on fig. 5-15.

5.2.6 INTFRPREfATION OF THE W2 LINE

and not as sharp as shown on the seismic model. This
confirms the fact that the conventional migrated
section in fig. 5-5 is slightly under-migrated and this
is why geometric depth-migration was carried out.
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In chapter 7, a crustal-scale interpretation (fig.
7-16), based on the Vibroseis and dynamite data of
the W4line, is presented; this interpretation extends
further to the west so as to intersect the W5 pronIe.

5.4.2 INTERPRETATION

On the geometric migrated section (fig. 5-25),
two strong reflection strips (413 and 40) outline a
rather transparent zone. When extrapolated to the
surface these reflectors coincide with the top and
bottom of the Monte Rosa nappe (see interpretation
in fig. 5-26). The top of this nappe is even more
clearly imaged on the raw section of the Zmult
dynamite shot (fig. 5-23). Under this nappe, many
rather strong reflections (4E) could be correlated
with the Antrona ophiolitic unit. Further down, a few
less reflective horizons, dipping to the west (4F),
terminate against sub-horizontal reflections (4G). As
on line W3, this kind of unconfonuity is interpreted
as being caused by the Rhone-Simplon line. Under
this accident, a similar seismo-facies (4H, 41 and 4K)
as on line W3 is found at the same depth. Therefore
these reflectors can be correlated with the Monte
Leone, Antigorio and the Verampio nappes. It is quite
possible that this laner nappe is folded isoclinally
under the Strahlhorn; its overturned limb would then
correlate with the reflectors 4K. This backfold would

RANDA-.-
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Fig. 5-21: Interpretation of line W3 based on fig. 5-19.

A raw section of the Zmutt dynamite shot is
shown in fig. 5-23 and an attempt of a conventional
migration of the W4line in fig. 5-24. This line is too
short to obtain a good migrated section (see § 3.2.3.2),
but it nevertheless provides additional information to
the geometric depth-migrated section in t1g. 5-25.

This very short E-W line, less than 8 km long,
intersects the southern end of line W3, just above
Zermatt (for location, see fig. 5-1). The stacked
section (fig. 5-22 and 3-2a) shows a few sub-horizon
tal reflectors and many others with a strong eastward
dip. Some of these, once migrated (fig. 3-3d, 5-24 &
5-25), were moved well over 30 km to the east! In this
figure, the part of the section located east ofFindelen
(the extremity of the W4 line) is an incomplete
section, in the sense that horizontal or east-dipping
reflectors are not imaged. However surface geology
does not predict any surfaces showing such an orien
tation. The interpretation will show that many reflec
tors can be related to sideswipes. Due to these lateral
reflections, this seismic section must not be consid
ered as a picture of a vertical cross-section, but rather
as a2-0 image ofa volume ofrocks extending several
tens of km away from the line.

5.4 Interpretation of the W4 profile

5.4.1 INTRODUCTION

•
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As for the W2 line, a crustal-scale interpretation
(fig. 7-12) is presented further (§ 7.3.4), showing a
few alternative interpretations of the nappe system.

The frontal part of the Antrona unit is very hard
to identify on the seismic section. Its outcropping
structure is so complex that it is impossible to project
it accurately down to depth. The limits of this unit are
drawn around areas showing strong retlectivity. On
the southern end of the section at a depth of around 10
km, a few north-dipping rellectors OF) stop short at
the Rhone-Simplon line. They can be correlated with
the Camughera and Moncucco zones, which in the
t1eld show a similar relationship in the area of
Domodossola.

projections. On the contrary, the bottom ofthis nappe,
in contact with the Antrona ophiolitic unit, causes a
strong-amplitude, north-dipping retlector (3E). The
Monte Rosa nappe itself is very transparent on the
seisrnic section (it is made up nearly exclusively of
orthogneisses) with the exception of a strip of a few
reflectors (3D). These fit in well with the position of
the Furgg zone, which divides the Monte Rosa nappe
in two.
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Fig. 5-20: Projection of the cross-section o.ffig. 5-3
on to the verticalplane under the W3 seismic line. For
explaf/atiof/, see text. R.-S.L. = Rhone-Simplon line.

The top of the Monte Rosa nappe is too close to
the surface here to yield any good reflectors and its
frontal partis probably too steep to be imaged on the
seismic section. Nevertheless one can approximately
locate these contacts on the seismic line from surface

Fig. 5-19: Geometric depth-m.igrotion of the W3 Vibroseis line.

surface projections.
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Fig. 5-24: Attempt ofa conventional migration ofthe W4 Vibroseis line, with an addition of75 "dead" traces at
the eastern end of the line -(Levato, pers. comm.).

be an equivalent of the Vanzone anticline which
affects the Southern Steep belt above the Rhone
Simplon line.

Further to the east under the Monte Moro, two
strips of rather strong retlectors (4L and 4M) show a
kind oflistric shape which tlattens itselfout under the
seismic line. These curved retlectors are probably no
migration artefacts and when extrapolated to the
surface, they coincide with the two ophiolitic units
(the Combin zone and the Antrona unit) which wrap
the radical part of the Monte Rosa nappe. In fact, in
this region, the Southern Steep belt dips progres
si vel y towards the NE and therefore the former re
tlections are lateral arrivals with an angle which
could eventually reach up to 25° relative to the E-W
W4 seismic line. Further to the east on the migrated
section, the area between retlectors 4M and4N can be
correlated with the Sesia zone. The high-amplitude
retlective zone (4N) matches perfectly with the
Canavese line if one takes into account the effect of
lateral dips (towards the NE in this region). On deeper
sections (fig. 3-3d & 7-13) than the one shown here

Fig. 5-23: The Zm/ltt dynamite shot, located in the
middle ofthe W4line. The arrows outline the top and
bottom of the Monte Rosa nappe.
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Fig. 5-22: Stacked section of the W4 Vibroseis line;
colour raster display.
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Fig. 5-25: Geometric depth-migration of the W4 Vibroseis line (see also fig· 3-2). Fig. 5-26: Interpretation of the W4line based on fig. 5-25.

(fig. 5-25), the Canavese line can be further followed
to depth and it shows the same listric shape as the
Insubric line does on the deep seismic sections of
southern Switzerland (Bernoulli et a1. 1990) and
central Switzerland (Valasek 1992). On the stacked
section (fig. 3-3a) the reflectors corresponding to the
Canavese line are located at 10 s for the horizontal
part of this fault and between 12 and 13 s for the
dipping part. They show an unusually high amplitude
for reflectors situated at such depths on a Vibroseis
section. This is probably due to the fact that they are
issued from the top of the Ivrea mantle body, which
is most likely to produce very high-amplitude reflec

tions.

A gravity model carried out by Berckhemer
(1968) on a cross-section close to the seismic line,
shows a "bird's head" shape for this body. (A more
refined gravity model is presented further in § 8.4.2.)
Its upper part matches perfectly with the reflectors
4N on the seismic section (fig. 5-25) when one takes
into account the gravity trend and the effects of axial

dips to project the gravity model on to the seismic

section.

5.5 The 3-D structural geometry

As the surfaces imaged on the above seismic
sections can have quite large lateral dips (up to 30°)
with regard to the vertical plane under the profiles,
the interpretations shown here (fig. 5-16, 5-21 & 5
26) are not true vertical geological cross-sections.
For instance, the retlectors from the E-W oriented
W4 line originate from surfaces dipping to the SE
(the Rhone-Simplon line), to the E (bottom of the
Monte Rosa nappe) and to the NE (the Southern
Steep belt). Th.is clearly demonstrates that a seismic
section should not be regarded as a vertical picture of
the subsurface but rather as a two dimensional dis
play representing reflectors originating from a large
volume of rocks. For tl'lis survey, these lateral effects
can be predicted from the well-known surface geol
ogy. Furthermore the pseudo-3D processing done by

Du Bois et a1. (1990a) has confirmed the values of
these lateral dips.

In the case of the W2line, the lateral dips are low
(around 10° to the west) and therefore their effects are
almost negligible. The W3 line on its northern part,
has a general lateral dip of around 25° to the west,
which means that the real depths under the seismic
line should be increased by about 10% (see equation
in § 5.2.1) compared to the depths shown on the
seismic interpretation (fig. 5-21). Further south along
this line, the value of the lateral dip tends towards
zero. At the intersection with the W4line, onecan see
that the Lower Penninic nappes are nearly horizontal,
which is not surprising as this intersection is very
close to the bottom of the Rawil-Val pelli ne depres
sion. The lateral dips for the W4 line have been
mentioned above.

In fig. 5-27, a simplified horizontal cross-section
(part of fig. 5-1) is combined with the real vertical
cross-sections along the three seismic lines. Due to

the perspective effects on this 3-D diagram the cor
rections of lateral dips are not strik.ing: depths have
been adjusted but this has little effect on the overall
structural geometry. What appears clearly here is the
importance of the large-scale dome-and-basin struc
ture that affects the Central Alps (see § 5.1.3.2). The
viewpoint (of fig. 5-27) is located above the bottom
of U1e Rawil-Valpelline depression and one is look
ing NE towards the top of the Aar-Toce culmination.

The importance of this large-scale dome-and
basin structure can be quantified through longitudi
nal cross-sections following the axial plane. In fig. 5
28 a comparison of different axial dips based on
longitudinal cross-sections is presented together with
the results of the interpretation of the W2 and W3
prof1les. The reference points along these longitudi
nal cross-sections is the contact between the Ftildbach
zone and the Berisal urnt, and more precisely at the
Berisal synform which outcrops about 20 km to the
NE of the W3 seismic line. This outcrop serves as a
reference for the comparison of the axial dips. Some
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Once this combination of the migrated sections
is carried out, one gets a very good match between the

5.6.2 NAPPE CORRELATION

This combination of seismic sections along the
Western traverse is of course a rough approximation:
in reality the effects of the axial dips should corre
spond to flexures and not to the sharp angles intro
duced to correlate one line with the other. To com
plete this synthetic section, the Moho discontinuity
was projected on the basis of depth-migrations of the
dynamite data (Yalasek 1992) for the European Moho
and on the basis of gravity modelling (Berckhemer
1968) for the Adriatic Moho. As chapter 7 will deal
with the crustal-scale interpretation along the West
ern traverse, only the aspects concerning the nappe
system will be discussed here.

W3 line runs from the Aar-Toce culmination into the
Rawil- Yalpelline depression. All these effects can be
approximated by introducing a tilt of about 30°
between the two sections. The resulting section is
oriented N-S. Correlating W3 and W4 implies a tilt of
about 10° between the 2 sections and an angle of 90°
on the cross-section. The final result (fIg. 5-29) is a
synthetic cross-section of the Western Swiss Alps,
tirst oriented N-S then W-E (t1g. 5-1). This change in
the orientation of the lineis thereason why the radical
part ofUle Lower Penninic nappes apparently seems
to stand up, while in fig. 5-2. they plunge to depth.
This again is an effect of the axial dips.

Argand, 1911

~Steck,1985

-_\-
5

o Depth (km)

Bycombining the 3 migrated sections of the W2,
W3 and W4 profiles, one is able to construct a
synthetic cross-section of the nappe system through
the Western Swiss Alps, from the External Crystal
line massifs to the Insubric line (fig. 5-29). This
combination however is not straightforward due to
the axial dips of the main structures. For the correla
tion of lines W2 and W3, first one has to take into
account the direction of the main fold axes, which are
NE-SW. The southern end ofW2 corresponds then to
the northern end ofW3 (see fig. 5-1). Secondly, these
axes have dips between 20 and 25°; therefore the
southern end ofW2 is structurally several km higher
than the northern part ofW3. Lastly one needs to take
into account the effects of the Rawil- Yalpelline de
pression and the Aar-Toce culmination: the W2line
is located along the axis of the depression while the

Fig. 5-28: Comparison ofaxial dips along longitudinal cross-sections in the area affected by the Berisal synform,
after Argand (1911), Steck (pers. comm.), Mancktelow (1990). Warning: some of the d(tferences may be due to
different locations of the cross-sections (see text for expl{///{/tion).

5.6 A synthetic section of the Penninic nappes

5.6.1 CONSTRUCTION OF THE SECTION

differences between the curves shown in fig. 5-28 are
partly due to slightly different locations of the cross
sections. The curve corresponding to the seismic
interpretations goes deeper than the curves based on
surface geology. This difference could be smaller,
depending where one defines precisely the hinge of
the Berisal synform on the seismic sections. How
ever such a difference is not so surprising, as a fIeld
oriented geologist will be tempted to be more con
servative when constructing such a cross-section.
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Fig. 5-27: Block diagram ofthe Central Swiss Alps along the W2, W3 ond W4 seismic lines. For location (points

A-F), see fig. 5-1.



- Tllere is no field evidence for any significant
backthrusting affecting the southern side of the Ex
ternal Crystalline massifs.

- The set of north-dipping reflectors is too thick
(between 5 and 10 km) to be interpreted as a thrust
plane.

- There is unquestionable field evidence t.hat t.he
southern sides of the External Crystalline massifs are
affected by a large-scale anti form backfold: the
Eveque anticline, which shows a dip of up to 45° to
the NW for its overturned limb (Stella 1927), affect
ing the Mont Blanc massif (Steck et al. 1989), the
Glishorn anticline on the Aar massif (Steck et al.
1979; Steck 1984, 1987 & 1990) and the Gotthard
massif in southern central Switzerland (e.g. Probst
1980). What field observations are unable to predict
is the amplitude of this backfolding, and therefore
most cross-sections illustrating this backfolding are
usually conservative solutions.

This study favours a solution where these reflec
tors are attributed to the recumbent backfolding of the
External Crystalline massifs, i.e. the Glishorn-Eveque
anti form and the Berisal synform backfolds along the
W2 line, for the following reasons:

- The Berisal synform backfold must be relayed
to the north by a significant antiform backfold so as
to respect the structural logic and style. This folding
occurred in ductile PIT conditions (low-grade
amphibolite metamorphic fades).

a1. 1990, fig. 6a); as backthrusting (Mugnier et al.
1989; Tardy et al. 1990, fig. 6b), or the front of a
lithospheric wedge (Roureet al. 1989; Bois & ECORS
scientific party 1990; Mugnier & Marthelot 1991).
None mention the possibility of a backfold, although
Roure et al. (1989) show a very large-scale backfold
of the Belledonne massif located a few km north and
higher than the north-dipping reflectors.

- Once migrated these retlectors move above the
depth prolongation of the Insubric line, which shows
a large-scale listric shape oriented towards the NW.
On all the deep seismic lines shot in the internal zone
oftheSwiss Alps, the Insubric line, sub-vertical atthe
surface, flattens out towards the north at depths
between 30 and 40 km. At least for the Swiss profiles,
it is impossible 10 associate these north-dipping re
flectors with a wedge of the Adriatic plate: Ulese
rellectors are located well above the Insubric line and
therefore they belung to a structure inside the Lower
Penninic zone. Heitzmann et al. (1991), with their
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Another way of correlating the W2 and W3 line
is proposed by Valasek (1992) and shown herein fig.
5-30. The W3 migrated section is shifted vertically
by 4.2 km relative to the migrated section of the W2
line in order to approximate the effects of the axial
plunge. However as the values of the axial dips vary
along this traverse, such a correlation is incorrect and
can lead to wrong interpretation, in particular for the
nappe system where discrepancies of several km can
appear.

5.6.3 BACKFOLDING OF THE EXTERNAL CRYSTALLINE

MASSIFS

reflectors of the three sections (see fig. 5-15,5-19 and
5-24): 2D/3A, 2E/3C, 2G/3G, 2I13K, 2J/3M, 3E/4D,
3J/4H, etc. This combination produces not only a
good correlation of the reflectivity pattern but also an
excellent correlation of the interpretation of the indi
vidual lines. Only a few minor adjustments of the
individual interpretations need to be made because
the overall structures are not truly cylindrical. For
instance, the axes of the Berisal synform and the
Mischabel anti form are not parallel. However, as the
distance between the W2 and W3 lines is not too
great, this non-cylindricity has little influence.

These north-dipping reflections seem to have
been neglected in quite a few of the interpretations of
the Ecors-Crop Alp line, but when taken into consid
eration they have been associated with either an early
Alpine structure which was later truncated (Tardy et

The north-dipping reflectors (21 and 2J, fig. 5-
15) of the W2line have been interpreted as being due
to backfolding. This set of north-dipping reflectors
located at the internal side of the External Cryslalline
massifs seems to be a common feature on all the
seismic lines shot t.hrough the Alps: one finds them
from west to east at a depth of: 22 to 15 km on the
Ecors-Crop Alp line (fIg. 7-5), 20 to 15 km on the
PNR/NFP-20 W5line (fig. 7-15), 18 to 11 km on the
W2line (fig. 5-15),25 to 18 km on the PNR/NFP-20
Central line (fig. 7-18) and 18 to 10 km on the PNRI
NFP-20 E-l line (fIg. 7-23). For the line in Eastern
Switzerland, Pfiffner et al. (1990a) have suggested
two interpretations: either it is a part of a bow-tie
structure produced by the front of the Simano nappe
or backthrusting associated with a late phase of
backfolding (see also this study § 6.4). Along all the
PNRlNFP-20 traverses, Valasek (1992) has system
atically associated these north-dipping reflectors with
the front of a huge wedge of Adriatic lower-crust.
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- The projections of the outcropping geology of
this segment of the Alpine belt proved to be reliable
for correlating reflections down to considerable
depths.

- Tl1ey proved to be of help in identifying tile
origin of the reflectors. Lithological boundaries, like
gneiss/marbles contacts (either stratigrapruc or tec
tonic contacts), seem to be tile dominant cause of
reflections, ratl1er tIlan mylonite iones (see § 10.2).

- Ductile folding is a major deformation mecl1a
nism of internal parts of orogens and it l1as shown
distinct seismic patterns which are similar to the
"crocodile" seismic signature usually associated witl1
indentation (see § lOA).
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This deep seismic survey of tile Penninic Alps of
Valais has also revealed several otl1er interesting
points:

- And of course, once tile effects of lateral dips
have been removed, the deptlls of tile various struc
tural units have been specified, which is often diffi
cult just on the basis of surface projections.

isoclinally backfolded in tIleir soutllern part under tile
Rhone-Simplon line (fig. 5-26).

- The RawiI-Valpelline depression and tile Aar
Toce culmination can be considered a part of a large
scale dome-and-basin structure affecting most of tile
upper-crust (see also § 7.7.2).
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Fig. 5-30: lnterprewtioll ofthe PNRlNFP-20 Westem traverse published by Valosek (1992,fig. 8.12) all the basis
ofsynthetic section correlating the W1, W2 and W3 migrated sections. The bars plolled below the section indicate
the projected positions of the individual sections, with the shaded portions representing line elements which
migrated off the ends of the profile. The W3 sectioll is shifted vertically by 4.2 km. B = top of the "basement";
Cl =top ofthe Europealllower-cmst; M1 =Europea1/ Moho; Cl =top ofthe Adriatic lower-crust; Ml =Adriatic

Moho.

interpretation of tile PNR/NFP-20 Western traverse,
seem to suggest tile presence of a l1uge Adriatic
wedge, reaching up to the front of the External
Crystalline massifs, but their interpretation is based
on unmigrated sections with an inappropriate corre
lation oflines W2 and W3. Tile same crustal configu
ration is presented by Yalasek (1992) on the basis or
a combination ofdeptl1-migrated sections (fig, 5<m),
but tilere again lines W2 and W3 are wrongly corre
lated (see § 5.6.2).

soutl1tl1an previously expected (Escl1er 1988). Tl1is
l1as some importance for tile palinspastic reconstruc
tions of tile Brianc;onnais terrain.

- Tile amplitude of tile Glisl10rn backfold l1as
been calibrated (fig. 5-16); tl1is was previously not
possible using JUSl lield observations.

-Tile Combin zone under tile Mischabel backfold
(fig. 5-21) extends a few km furtller north tIlan wl1at
was predicted by surface projections.

Crustal-scale features along tile Western traverse
are further discussed in cl1apter 7.

5.7 Discussion

Seismic modelling and geometric migrations
were very l1elpful in decipl1ering tile complex strut':
tures of tile nappe system along the W2, W3 and W4
profiles. The main results of tile detailed interpreta
tions presented here are tile following:

- The Pontis marble (fig. 5-16) extend furtl1er

- Tile W3 section (fig. 5-19) sl10ws a basement
nappe seismic pattern, which is very suitable for the
"X" nappe (fig. 5-21). This structure is located ex
actly at the place where on structural and
paleogeograpl1ical grounds the "X" nappe was sup
posed to exist (fig. 5-3).

- The Southern Steep belt and the Canavese line
show at deptl1 a nortl1-dipping listric shape (fig. 5

26).

- Tile Lower Penninic nappes could be almost
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§ 6. Modelling and interpretation along the southern half of
the El profile

~ Allochthonous Mlddle-Pennlnlc
~sedlments

f'<"l~ lower Pennlnlc basement nappes

Main map:

~ Upper Austroalplne sedlments

B Upper Austroalplne basement

~ Helvellc foreland, Including
~ cover of southern Gollhard

massif

L]Tambo·Suretla mlcroconllnent

[I[] Southern Alps

~ lower Austroalplne sedlments

§ lower Austroalpine basement

IIIOphioliles and Ophlolile'
bearing fracture zones

~ S·Pennlnlc Avers
~ Biindnerschiefer

lnRt.

ElAustroalplne & Southern Alps

• Ophlollllt-bearlng unlls

E S-Pennlnlc Biindnerschlefer

mlMiddle Pennlnlc sedlments

~ Tambo-Suretla mlcroconlinenl

1<»;1 N-Penninlc sedlments

[DJ lower Pennlnlc basement

~ Helvellc foreland

~ Mesololc cover of Pennlnlc
~ basement N1ppeS

D...,.N·Pennlnlc CJiindnerschlefer and
, . . Flysch (Jurasslc-Cretaceous)

1«::;::1 N-Pennlnlc Flysch (Terllary)

- Their Mesozoic and Earl y Terti ary sedimentary

nappe and mid- to lower-crustal origin for the Tambo
nappe (Baudin, pers. comm.). Both belonged to the
northern margin ofthe Brian~onnaisterrain (Stampfli
1993).

Ela

S i1v re tta------I

.. , .....

. ','

x
x x

x
x

3b

peeted to be found under the southern part of the El
profile (fig. 6-1 and 6-2):

- The Suretta and Tambo Hercynian basement
nappes are composed of various types of gneiss
suggesting an upper-crustal origin for the Suretta

Fig. 6-1: Te.ctonic map of the ?risons (Graubunden), SE-Switzerland and adjacent parts of Italy and Austria
(from Schmld et al. 1990). Enclrcled numbers in inset refer to the following ophiolite-bearing units: 1a' Platta'
1b: Arosa; 2a: Malenco; 2b: Misox "synclinal" zone; 3e: front ofthe Adula nappe (Aul and TomUl)' 3d" Areua~
Brusehghom; 3e: Martegnas. ' .

Due to the Lepontine dome, most of the Penninic
units surveyed by the El profile have a strong lateral
dip (up to 30°) towards the east. Thanks to this axial
dip, it is possible to project surface geology confi
dently down to depths of around 15 km below the El
profile. Four main deformation phases affect this
area (Marquer 1991; Baudin et al. 1992 and refer
ences therein):

- D1: NW-vergent ductile thrusts and folds re
lated to the progressive nappe stacking and occurring
under high-P/low-T metamorphic conditions.

_D2: post-collisional crustal-thinning phase re
lated to "top to the east" shearing and SSE-vergent
folds with E-W axis. These ductile backfolding de
formations are contemporaneous with the meso-al
pine metamorphic peak which is presently expressed
at the surface by greenschist facies in the northern
part of the Penninic domain and amphibolite facies in

the southern part.
_D3: discontinuous deformations with staircase

geometry folding showing a northern vergence and
E-W axis and suggesting a sub-vertical northward

shearing.
_ D4: ductile-brittle normal faults affecting the

whole nappe pile and showing a NNW-SSE strike
with downthrow to the NE.

These last two phases occurred under retrograde
metamorphic conditions and can be related respec
tively to uplift and late dextral movements along the

Insubric line.

From top to bottom the following units are ex-

The Penninic domain along the El profile has
been intensively surveyed by field geologists in the
last two decades (Milnes 1978; Milnes & Pfiffner
1980; Probst 1980; Heinrich 1986; Lbw 1987; Mayerat
1989; Pfiffner et a1. 1990a; Schmid et al. 1990;
Schreurs 1990; Marquer 1991; Baudinetal. 1992). A·
brief description of the geological setting follows
and, for additional information, the reader is referred
to the above-mentioned publications.

6.1.2 GEOLOGICAL SETTING

In 1986 the El deep seismic line was the first
profile to be shot in the frame of the PNRlNFP-20
research program and it has since been the subject of
numerous publications. Acquisition, processing and
preliminary interpretations are described by Finckh
et al. (1987), Pfiffner et a1. (1988), Frei et a1. (1989,
1990 & 1992), Du Bois et a1. (1990b), Valasek et a1.
(1990), Valasek& Holliger (1990), Valasek(1990 &
1992), Holliger (1990), Holliger & Kissling (1991),
Ansorge et a1. (1991), Heitzmann et a1. (1991) and
Green et al. (1993). More detailed interpretations can
befound in publications from Butler (1990b), Valasek
et al. (1991), Pfiffner (1990) and Pfiffner et a1. (1990b
& 1991). Seismic modelling was carried out in the
Molasse basin and the Helvetic domain (Stauble &
Pfiffner 1991a & 1991b; Stauble et a1. 1993) and in
the Penninic domain (Litak et al. 1991 & 1993).
Crustal-scale interpretations related with geodynamic
evolutionary models can be found in publications
from Laubscher (1990a, 1990b, 1990c, 1990d),
Schmid(1992), SchOnborn (1992) andPfiffner (1992).
As the El profile follows the European GeoTraverse,
numerous studies of its Alpine segment integrating
various geophysical methods have been published,
most of them referenced in Blundell et a1. (1992a).
Additional information can be found in the PNRI
NFP-20 Bulletins and final report (in prep.).

This chapter is only concerned with the Penninic
nappesystem along theElline and chapter 7 will deal
with its interpretation on a crustal-scale. Several 2-D
and 3-D seismic models are presented as well as a 2
D gravity model. Seismic modelling is in essence an
iterative task, progressively adjusting the model until
its synthetic seismogram fits the stacked section
satisfactorily. In fact misfits can also underline inter
esting information, therefore some intermediate mod
els are also presented. Finally a detailed interpreta
tion is presented on the basis of a depth-migrated

line-drawing.

6.1.1 PREVIous STUDIES

6.1 Introduction



Whenever possible, a velocity gradient was intro
duced to take into account the low velocities of the
first few kilometres. Most of the models were built
with a datum plane at 0.7 km above msl, therefore a
subtraction is necessary to compare the models with
real depths. Normal-incidence ray-tracing was usu
ally carried out for every ten COPs of the Vibroseis
line.

The "Initial" model, partly published in Litak et
al. (1991 & 1993), is based on isohypse maps of the
Suretta, Tambo and Adula nappes, constructed by
Pfiffner et al. (1990a) on the basis of field structural
data. For the top and the bottom of these nappes, they
defined isohypse contours corresponding to altitudes
of+3 to -I km. To build the 3-D model, these contours
were further extrapolated to depth on an area of50 by
20 km (fig. 6-4). This extrapolation was done as
cylindrically as possible, pure cylindrism not being
applicable here because the northern part of the
model plunges towards the east and its southern part
towards the north. Irregularities due to small surface
structures were smoothed out at depth. Fig. 6-5 illus
trates through cross-sections the 3-D geometry of the
model and indicates the velocities used in this model.

The layer defining the top of the Tambo nappe
also takes part of the Schams nappes into account.
The part of these nappes situated at the front of the
Tambo nappe is not present on this model nor on the
following ones. The wedge-like structure called "Mt.
Gruf 7" on the model, could in fact belong to various
units, such as an extension of the Mt. Grufunit north
of the Engadine line, a thickening of the Misox
Biindnerschiefer (Pfiffner et al. 1990b; Schmid et al.
1990), a thickening of the Chiavenna ophiolites
(Pfiffner et al. 1990b; Schmid 1992), or even an
unknown unit, as surface geology is unable to predict
what could be expected there.

6.2.2 THE "INITIAL" MODEL

The resulting synthetic seismogram (fig. 6-6) of
this "Initial" model is already very close to the
stacked section, as interpreted by Pfiffner et al.
(1990b). Except for a mismatch of less than 0.4 s
under the CDP 2100, the bottom oftheSuretta nappe
and the top of the Tambo nappe match their interpre
tation nearly perfectly. From theCDP2100 to the end
of the line, the bottom of the Tambo nappe corre
sponds well with its interpretation, but the front of
this nappe shows on the synthetic seismogram a very
steep reflection around 3 s below Innerferrera. Such
a steep south-dipping reflection does not appear on
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Preliminary interpretations based on a Vibroseis
stacked section were published by Pfiffner et al.
(1990b) for the shallow structures (down to 20km) of
the southern part of El profile. For this area they
suggest three different possible interpretations (fig.
6-3). If some surfaces (such as the bottom of the
Suretta nappe, the top of the Tambo and Adula
nappes, the ophiolitic slivers of the Aul and Tomiil
units) can be confidently related to major reflectors,
this is not the case with other features which offer
different possible interpretations:

- The External Crystalline massifs which, due to
their steep and complicated topography, are badly
imaged on the seismic section.

- The Chiavenna ophiolitic body: either "thin"
(fig. 6-3a) or "thick" (fig. 6-3b & 3c).

- The front of the Adula nappe: either situated
below Canova (fig. 6-3a & 3b) or further south below
Zillis (fig. 6-3c).

- The north-dipping reflectors at 5-6 s below
Zillis are either part of a bow-tie structure related to
the front of the Simano nappe (fig. 6-3a & 3b) or to
backthrusting of the Gotthard massif (fig. 6-3c).

processing sequence used (Du Bois et al. 1990a &
1990b; Pfiffner et al. 1990b, Green et al. 1993) is
rather conventional for deep seismic data. However
the very uneven topography along the line demanded
a particularly sophisticated handling of the static
corrections. Pre-stackdip-move-out was also ofgreat
help to increase the resolution of steep reflectors.

6.1.4 PRELIMINARY INTERPRETATIONS

6.2.1 INTRODUCTION

It is some of these ambiguities that this study
tries to solve, through seismic and gravity modelling.

The velocities chosen for the models are based
on the laboratory measurements carried outby Sellami
et al. (1990) on rock samples from the surveyed area.

The 3-D modelling of this chapter was under
taken in 1989 at Cornell University in collaboration
with R. Litak. As this study is based on personal
research, I will mainly present the models which I
created myself, called "Initial", "South" and "Final"
models. R. Litak then further refined this last model
and, as ithas been published (Litak et al. 1993), it will
only be mentioned briefly.

6.2 3-D seismic models

®

~
....... br.ccll· Ind "",role-horizon. In

H·Pennlnlc BOndnerschlef... Ind
Fly.ch (Cretocoou.)

As this Chapter is concerned with the first 8 s
(TWT),only the higher resolution Vibroseis data was
used. This data shown here was processed by the
GRANSIR Group at the University of Lausanne. The

The acquisition (seeref. of§ 6.1.1) oftheE1deep
seismic profile was carried out by Prakla-Seismos
AG. with a 19.12 km spread length and 18-24
geophone groups spaced every 80 m. Two types of
sources were used: Vibroseis with 5-6 trucks vibrat
ing every 40 m and yielding a 120 nominal fold and
dynamite with an average charge of 100 kg every 5
km, yielding a 1-4 nominal fold. Final recording
length corresponds to 20 s (TWT) with a 4 ms
sampling.

6.1.3 ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

- Northwest of the Penninic thrust, the External
Crystalline massifs (Aar, Tavetsch and Gotthard) and
part of their related Helvetic cover nappes plunge
south-eastwards below the El profile.

- Below the Adula nappe and a very thin zone of
metasediments, lies the Simano-Leventina
Lucomagno basement nappe complex. These are the
lowermost Alpineunits known at the surface and they
probably originate from the former European rift
shoulder area (Stampfli 1993).

unit and the Adula nappe are intruded by the Novate
and Bergell Mid-Oligocene granitoid intrusions.

• Mesololc cover of b.semenl nappes

o H·Pennlnlc Fly.ch (Tertiary)

~ Insubrle mylonlte belt

x lit )( ,. X
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+ Misox +
TAMBO

x x x
x x x

.OPhlollle.

a Avers 8undnerschteter

r-l Bllochlhonou. MlddIe·Pennlnlc
~ sedlments

~]l Upper Au.lroBlplne .edlmenl.

ITITIO Lower Austroalplne sedlments

EITI Auslro81plne b8sement

- The Adula nappe probably originates from
edge of the European margin (Stampfli 1993), and it
shows a contrasted lithology of isoclinally folded
orthogneisses and paragneisses as well as some
amphibolite and limestone slivers. Its south-eastern
part is separated by the Quaternary infill of the Mera
valley from the Mt. Grufbasement unit. This unit can
either be related to the Adula nappe (Schmid et al.
1990) or to the Brian\(onnais units (Baudin, pers.
comm.) from which it would be separated by the
Engadine dextral strike-slip fault. Both the Mt. Gruf

- Situated between the Tambo and Adula nappes,
the thin Misox zone is composed mainly of clastic
sediments (Biindnerschiefer) with limestone and
ophiolitic slivers, which could be interpreted as the
Valais ocean accretionary prism. To the south itgives
way to the Chiavenna ophiolitic body. In between the
front ofthe Adula, Tambo and Suretta nappes and the
Penninic frontal thrust, lies an substantial mass of
Biindnerschiefer (Jurassic-Cretaceous), which can
be subdivided into several units (Nabholz 1945;
Probst 1980), two of them (Aul and Tomiil) bearing
ophiolitic slivers.

covers are now partly in a parautochthonous position,
either intensively folded on the top of the Suretta
nappe, or squeezed in the thin Spliigen zone, which
separates the Suretta and the Tambo nappes. Another
part got expelled and now forms the rather compli
cated Schams nappes (Schmid et al. 1990), found at
the front of the Tambo and Suretta nappes, as well as
above the Avers Schiefer.

2

Fig. 6-2: N-S cross-section parallel to the E-W Swiss kilometric coordinate 755, for location see fig· 6-1 (from

Schmid et al. 1990).
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complex pattern of reflections near its front, which is
due to its kind of synform shape. Such a pattern can
also be seen on the stacked section and it is better
understood when one looks at the projections of the
ray paths on theisohypse map from the bottom of the
Adula nappe (fig. 6-7). In order to distinguish indi
vidual rays, only those corresponding to each50CDP
are represented. Not only does this figure illustrate
the bow-tie reflection pattern produced by the synform
near the front of the Adula nappe, butithighlights the
effects oflateral dips. Due to the 3-D structure of this
area, the seismic line can have recorded reflections
issuing more than 15 km west of the line.
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Fig. 6-5: Cross-sections through the "Initial" model.

the Vibroseis stacked section. There could be two
reasons for this: one is that the shape of the Tambo
nappe might be different from that of the model, the
other possibility is that such steep reflections are not
imaged on the stacked section. In fact nowhere on this
line can one observe reflections with such a strong
dip. A 2-D model was built to try to solve this
problem (§ 6.3.1).

The top of the Adula nappe produces a reflection
quite close to its interpretation in the central part of
the model, but at both ends there is a mismatch of 0.4
s. The bottom of the Adula nappe yields quite a
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m. Such a discrepancy could be either due to a real
thickening, to the mylonites found at the bottom of
the Suretta nappe, or to the high acoustic impedance
of the Spli.igen zone which could produce interfering
reflections.

Fig. 6-8: Isohypse map (datumplane at msl) ofthe top
ofthe Tambo nappe (Baudin & Marquer, pers. comm.).
This map is based on over 300 field measurements
and is located 2 /an to the west of the "South" model.
Compare with fig. 6-9c.

To the previous models, two extra bodies were
added to create the "Final" model (fig. 6-11). One is
the high-velocity Aul-Misox-Chiavenna units, the
other the External Crystalline massifs (Aar s.l.) and
tl1eir extension at depth (the European "basement").
This lastlayer is based on an extrapolation ofisohypse
maps published by Pfiffner et al. (1990a, fig. 1 & 13).
This extrapolation covers several tens of km and is
therefore very badly constrained. This layer, although
considerably simplified (the synforms between the
Aar, Tavetsch and Gotthard massifs are not repre
sented) produces a complex pattern of reflections
with rays originating from points more than 10 km
west of the line (fig. 6-12a). On the resulting syn
thetic seismogram (fig. 6-13), this layer only ap
proximates very roughly to the interpreted top of the
External Crystalline massifs. In particular, for the
high-amplitude reflection at 3.5 s below Thusis,
which are probably due to the Mesozoic cover of the
Gotthard massif, the corresponding synthetic reflec
tions show a dip discrepancy of about 200

• The top of
the European "basement" coincides well with astrong

6.2.4 THE "FINAL" MODEL
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Fig. 6-7: Isohypse map (datum plane 0,7 km above
msl) for the base of the Adula nappe, showing for
every 50 CDP the projection of the ray-paths pro
duced by normal-incidence ray-tracing on the "Ini
tial" model.
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On the stacked section, the high-amplitude re
flection strip corresponding to the Spltigen zone has
a thickness of 0.3 s, which corresponds to about 900
m. At the surface this zone is rarely thicker than 100

scale D3 folds showing at the surface an E-W axis
(fig. 6-8). The D3 synform on the top of the Tambo
nappe, accentuated by a pre-alpine normal fault
(Baudin et a1. 1992, fig. 2), could well correspond to
the small bow-tie at 1.6 s below Crot on the stacked
section. In order to fit this bow-tie with the synthetic
seismogram, the axis of tl1e D3 synform had to be
slightly curved at depth towards the nortl1 (fig. 6-9b).
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The top ofthe Tambo nappe and to a lesser extent
the bottom of the Suretta nappe are affected by small-

end of the El profile (fig. 6-8). The velocities are the
same as those used for the "Initial" model. The
northern part of the "South" model is characterised
by an east-dipping trend and its southern part, af
fected by the D2 Cressim backfold shows a north
dipping trend, creating a kind of synform structure
with a NE-SW axis, well visible in fig. 6-8c. This
interference structure produces the bow-tie pattern
located on the stacked section at a depth of 2.7 s
below Crot (fig. 6-9).

The slightly concave shape of the bottom of the
Tambo nappe at the southern end of the model pro
duces two slightly di vergent reflections. Such diver
gent reflections appear at several places on the south
ern end ofthe section, confirming this concave shape.

200
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6.2.3 THE "SOUTH" MODEL

Fig. 6-6: Results ofnormal-incidence ray-tracing on the"Initial" model. a: convolved synthetic seismogram;
b: report ofthe resulting reflections (thick lines) on the interpreted line-drawing stacked section from fig. 6-3a.

This "Initial" model has highlighted two impor
tant aspects for the interpretation of the El profile in
the Penninic domain. One is the importance of the
third dimension when reflections can be produced by
points located at more than 15 km from the line. In
such a context a 2-D interpretation would yield wrong
results. The other aspect is the reliability of surface
projections in this area. The similarity between the
synthetic seismogram from this "Initial" model and
the original stacked section is already quite good. The
biggest mismatch, which is only local, would corre
spond to an inaccuracy of20%.

In order to have a higher resolution and bring out
small structures, a smaller 3-D model (22 by 10 km),
called "South" model was created for the southern
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of the high-amplitude reflectors found around 1.2 s
between Canova and Zillis, which are probably due
to marble and ophiolitic slivers in contact with
Btindnerschiefer. The front of the Adula nappe was
extended further to the north than on the "Initial"
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reflection strip at a depth ofaround 7 s. However, this
strip could in fact correspond to the top of one or two
extra nappes unknown at the surface (see § 7.6).

The top of the Aul unit was made to match the top

N
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Fig. 6-10: Results of normal-incidence ray-tracing OIL the "South" model. a: constant amplitude spike
seismogram; b: report of the reslllting reflections (thick lines) on the Vibroseis stacked section.
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Fig. 6-12: lsohypse maps from the "Final" model (datum plane 0,7 km above msl), showing for every 10 CD?
the projection ofthe ray-paths produced by normal-incidence ray-tracing. a: the top ofEuropean "basement":
b: the base of the Adula nappe.
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On the "Final" model, the top part of the front of
the Tambo nappe was made to match a high-ampli
tude reflector at lA s below the CDP 1930. As this
reflector has a slightly northward dip, the top of the
Tambo nappe had a pinched-out shape, thus showing
quite different geometry than at the surface. Further
more the Schams nappes in front of the Tambo nappe

6.3.1 THE FRONT OF THE TAMBO NAPPE

6.3 2-D models

140

- 64-

Longitudinal cross sections

170 160 150180

model, producing again a complex reflection pattern
(fig. 6-12b). TIlis solution seems to match better with
the sub-horizontal reflectors at 2.0 s below the CDP
1500, probably corresponding to the top of the Adula
nappe. TIlis layer at its southern end is shallower than
on the "Initial" model, so that it matches the strong
north-dipping reflector found under Sovrana at about
3 s. One second above, a larger strip of high-ampli
tude reflectors is interpreted as being due to the
Chiavenna ophiolites and the transparent zone below
to the Mt. Gruf (?) unit.

Fig. 6-11: Cross-sections through the "Final" model.

10km
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A "best fit" model (fig. 6-17c) was first deter
mined which gives a rough estimate of the volume of
the Aul-Tomtil ophiolites and ofthe Tertiary granitoid.
A precise estimate of the latter is gravimetrically
difficult as the corresponding negative residual
anomaly is partly influenced by the Quaternary infill
ofthe Mera valley. In a next step, the residual anomaly
with a thick Chiavenna body was calculated keeping
the same volume for the Aul-Tomtil ophiolites and

to solve the problem ofthe thickness ofthe Chiavenna
ophiolites which could be either "thin" (about 1 km,
as on the "final" model) or "thick" (about 3 km, as in
fig. 4b from Pfiffner et al. 1990b). Gravity modelling
is likely to solve such a problem and all the more
when the geometry of the model is constrained by
two possible seismic interpretations. Therefore a 2-D
gravity model was built along the E-W Swiss
kilometric coordinate 755 which more or less coin
cides with the El seismic line. '

On the basis of the Bouguer anomaly map of
Switzerland (Klingele & Olivier 1979), a regional
anomaly map was determined for a region of 50 km
around the gravity model. The Bouguer and regional
anomaly along the profile are represented in fig. 6-16
and their differences reveal positive anomalies above
the Aul-Tomtil and Chiavenna ophiolites and a nega
tive anomaly above the Tertiary granitoid intrusions.
But for these lithologies, all the rocks of this region
have a very similar density, averaging around 2.70 g/
cm3 (Sellami et al. 1990). Therefore a density con
trast of 0.3 g/cm3 for the ophiolites and -0.05 g/cm3

for the granites was introduced in the models.
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are not represented on the "Final" model. In order to
get a better understanding of the reflection patterns
which would be produced by such complex geology
a 2-D model was built. This modelis based on a cross
section passing through the front of the Tambo nappe
(fig. 6-14). The layers most likely to produce strong
reflections were introduced in the model. The cross
section was cylindrically projected along the trend
defined by the "Final" 3-D model, under the El
seismic line.

On the basis of the seismic data, it is not possible

Fig. 6-14b shows the 2-D model with normal
incidence ray-tracing carried out on the bottom of the
Tambo nappe, which is locally too steep to produce
any reflections. The resulting synthetic seismogram
(fig. 6-15) reveals several diffraction-like patterns
due to the folding of the Schams nappes. These
correlate with the reflections found on the stacked
section at 1.3 and 1.6 seconds under Ausserferrera.
Some other strong reflectors at 2.2 s below the CDP
1950 could be due to another fold of the Schams
nappes (Baudin, pers. comm.) not represented on this
model. The top part of the front of the Tambo nappe
yields a reflection which coincides with a high
amplitude reflection at 0.9 s below Ausserferrera and
not with the one at 1.4 s as supposed for the "Final"
model. The shape of the front of Tambo was thus
corrected for the 3-D model published by Litak et al.
(1993).

6.3.2 THE "CHIAVENNA" 2-D GRAVITY MODEL

Fig. 6-14: a: Cross-section through the front o/the Tambo nappe (from Pit/filer et al. 1990a, jig. 10). Thick lines
represent the layers used in the 2-D model. b: the 2-D model o/the/rant o/Tmnbo Ilappe with ray-tracing on the
base 0/ this nappe.
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Fig. 6-13: Results o/nonnal-incidence ray-tracing on the "Final" model. a: convolved synthetic seismogram;
b: report o/the resulting reflections (thick lines) on the Vibroseis stacked section.
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Fig. 6-17: Cross-sections of the "Chiavenna" gravity model. a: hypothesis "Chiavenna thin"; b: hypothesis
"Chiavenna thick"; c: "best fit " gravity model.
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Fig. 6-19: Geometric depth-migration and interpretation of the southern part of the PNRlNFP-20 El seismic
line. a: original depth-migrated section; b: same section but depth is correctedfor lateral dip and the resulting
section is combined with the migrated section of Valasek & Holliger (1990, fig. 2c); c: interpretation.
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6.4.1. THE MIGRATED SECTIONS

To avoid these migration artefacts, a detailed
line-drawing was migrated using the CIGOGNE pro
gramme (§ 3.2.3). This geometric depth-migration
(fig. 6-l9a) is based on a reprocessed Vibroseis
stacked section (Green et al. 1993). In order to have
a depth scale that corresponds to a true vertical
section, the effects oflateral dips need to be taken into
account. As shown by the 3-D seismic modelling (§
7.2), eastward dips, thus perpendicular to the seismic

6.4 Interpretation of the southern half of the El
profile

sub-chapter.

Conventional migration (by finite difference
wave-equation) was carried out on the southern part
of the PNR/NFP-20 El seismic line by Levato (pers.
comm. and in Pfiffner et al. 1991). If the resulting
sections are quite clear down to 5 s (TWT), their
quality rapidly deteriorates further down. For in
stance, several reflectors quite visible below 5 s on
the stacked section tend to merge with smiles arte
facts on the migrated section, rendering detailed
interpretation impossible.
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•

••
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Fig. 6-18: Observed alld calculated residllal anomalies of the "Chiavelllla" gravity model. Warning: some of
the in'egularities of the calculated residual wlOmalies are due to a low resolution of the topographical
irregularities.

the Tertiary intrusions as in the "best fit" model.

Even though the resolution of this gravity mod
elling is rather low, the fact that the geometry of the
anomalous bodies could be constrained by seismic
interpretations has considerably enhanced the reli
ability of the modelling and clearly established the
hypothesis "Chiavenna thin" as the correct one. How
ever this modelling does not answer the question as to
what material, Biindnerschiefer or an extension of
the Mt. Gmf unit, lies north of the Engadine line
between the Chiavenna ophiolites and the Adula
nappe.

Now that the 3-D structure of this area has been
defined, it becomes possible to interpret more pre
cisely migrated sections taking into account the ef
fects oflateral dips. This will be the object of the next

The calculated residual anomalies, represented
together with the observed residual anomaly in fig. 6
18, show some irregularities which are due to a low
resolution of the topographical irregularities. How
ever the results clearly favour the hypothesis
"Chiavenna thin", which produces a calculated
anomaly nearly equal to the observed one, whereas
the hypothesis "Chiavenna thick" has a calculated
anomaly three times,bigger than the observed one.
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line, can reach 30°. The effects of such lateral dips
can be approximated by increasing the depth scale of
the original migrated section by 15% (see equation of
§ 5.2.1). This was done for fig. 6-l9b and the result
ing section was then combined with a line-drawing
migration from Valasek & Holliger (1990, fig. 2c)
carried out on a single fold dynamite stacked section.
Because their migration velocities are too high near
the surface (6.1 km/s), their vertical scale coincides
quite well with the stretched scale of fig. 6-19b, as
shown by the good match between both sections. The
combined section (fig. 6-19b) outlines the high
amplitude reflections with the thick lines from the
dynamite migrated section.

6.4.2 INTERPREfATION

The interpretation of fig. 6-19c is not fundamen
tally different from previous ones (for references, see
§ 6.1.1). Therefore only the major differences will be
discussed here. On most interpretations, such as from
Pfiffner et a1. (1990b, fig. 6), the Engadine line is
usually shown to stop at a depth ofless than 5 km. At
the surface, this Late Oligocene to Early Miocene
sinistral strike-slip fault extends over a length of a
100 km. Close to the El seismic line, it shows a 7-km
apparent uplift of its southern block. An accident as
important as this certainly reaches considerab1e depths
and could be related to a strip of steeply north
dipping reflectors (M in fig. 6-19b) found at depths of
15 to 22 km below Sovrana. If this is the case, it then
becomes awkward to correlate reflectors on both
sides of this fault, i.e. the reflectors due to the Lower
Penninic nappes (L, Q& S) with those of the South
ern Steep belt (T & U).

The 1-km-thick reflections at5 km below Sovrana
(D) are due to the Chiavenna ophiolites, as demon
strated by gravity modelling (§ 7.3.2). Below the
same locality, the strong reflections at 10 km (H) can
be related to the top of the Adula nappe, as shown by
3-D seismic modelling (§ 6.2). In between these two
units a 5-km-thick zone appears nearly transparent
but for a couple of high-amplitude reflectors (E).
Two types oflithologies are likely to produce such a
seismic facies: either Biindnerschiefer with marble
or ophiolitic slivers or a basement nappe with its
metamorphic cover. The interpretation of fig 6-19c
suggests a thickening of the Misox Biindnerschiefer
relayed further south by the refolded front of a base
ment nappe, possibly the Mt. Gruf unit.

Several short reflectors between 3 and 6 km
below Ausserferrera (C) have opposite dips and they

produce an overall seismic pattern which imitates
well the structures of the Areua and Vigogne slices
(part of the Schams nappes) such as described by
Baudin et a1. (1992, fig. 2). There is also a good
correspondence of the two high-amplitude reflection
strips, found at depths around 3 and 5 km between
Canova and ZilIis (F & G), with the ophiolitic and
marble slivers belonging to the Aul and Tomiil units,
such as illustrated in a cross-section from Nabholz
(1945).

Below Tamins, the top oftheAar massif is badly
imaged on the seismic sections, probably due to steep
and complex structures. Further south, below
Rothenbrunnen and Canova a strip ofhigh-amplitude
south-dipping reflectors (N) can be related to the
sedimentary covers of the Tavetsch and Gotthard
massifs. A few kilometres further to the south, a
similar strip of reflections shows a strong northern
dip between 11 and 17 km below Thusis (0). These
north-dipping reflectors, imaged both on the Vibroseis
and dynamite sections, are clearly distinct from the
north-dipping reflectors related to the front of the
Simano nappe, which are situated 10 km further to the
south (L). The north-dipping 0 reflectors, if they are
relayed by the south-dipping P reflectors, suggest the
possibility of a backfold affecting the External Crys
talline massifs. Such a feature is quite likely as 50 km
to the west in the Bedretto valley, where the deepest
structural level of the Gotthard massif is exposed, this
massif is backfolded (e.g. Probst 1980). On the basis
of the seismic sections, this backfold is much smaller
than the one affecting the External Crystalline mas
sifs along the Western traverse (see § 5.2).

A rather transparent zone appears between the
high-amplitude L reflectors, which underline the
bottom of the Adula nappe, and the sub-horizontal Q
reflectors. This transparent zone corresponds well
with the Simano-Lucomagno-Leventina nappe com
plex. At 15 km below Zillis a strong sub-horizontal
reflector can be related to the syncline separating the
fronts of the Lucomagno and Simano nappes. Two
possibilities are offered to extend the top of External
Crystalline massifs at depth. After following the
reflectors N, 0 & P, this surface could either continue
through the reflectors Qor through the reflectors R &
S. In the latter case, this supposes the presence of an
extra basement nappe unknown at the surface (called
"X" nappe in fig. 6-19c). Such an interpretation is
corroborated by the PNR/NFP-20 SI seismic line.
This deep seismic pronle was shot on the Adula
nappe and its interpretation (Bernoulli et a1. 1990)
shows the possibility of one or two extra basement
nappes underlying the Simano-Leventina nappe

(which in fact could also be structures related to
backfolds; see § 7.5.2).

6.5 Discussion

3-D modelling benefited here from a rather ex
ceptional environment where it is possible to project
surface geology at considerable depths. In this area of
complex structural geology, seismic modelling was
of great help in solving several interpretation prob
lems. In particular 3-D modelling proved to be the
only method of precisely determining real depths
when different lateral dips affect the region surveyed
by the seismic line, producing reflections from points
situated over 10 km away from the line.

Gravity modelling, when constrained by seismic
interpretations, also becomes a powerful tool. Here it
was able to resolve a problem (the thickness of the
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Chiavenna ophiolites) where both seismic data and
surface geology were unable to provide an answer.

At the time most of this modelling was carried
out, no migrated section was available and therefore
interpretations were based only on stacked sections.
If one compares the overall geometry of the seismic
model with its synthetic seismogram, the differences
can be quite substantial. This underlines the danger of
interpreting stacked sections in areas of complex
geology.

On the basis of the data actually available, more
refined modelling or more detailed interpretations of
the nappe system of this area are beyond the resolu
tion of the seismic data. However some interpretation
problems, such as the extension of Mt. Gruf unit,
could be solved once the deep seismic line shot by the
CROP research group in the San Giacomo valley is
properly processed.



Fig. 7-2: Structural map of the external Alps in the
area surveyed by the Ecors-Crop Alp traverse (after
Guellec et al. 1990b). 1: Mesozoic formations of the
Jura mountains and the Molasse basin; 2: Cenozoic
molasse; 3: Presubalpine units; 4: basement; 5-7:
Charvin-Dent de Cons unit; 8: Mont Joly-Aiguille
Croche units; 9a: Prealps klippen; 9b: Ultra-Helvetic
(?) units; 10: Penninic units; 11: Ecors seismic line;
12: Fault; 13: Thrust; 14: Boreholes (BzI: Brizon
borehole; F: Faucignyborehole; H: Humilyborehole;
Slv: Saleve boreholes).

of the Insubric line, the Adriatic crust generally
shows good reflecti vity. Addi tional seismic informa
tion can also be gained by consulting the coherency
weighted migrated section of Mugnier & Marthelot
(1991).
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Up to now over a dozen different interpretations
have been published (Bayeretal. 1987; Butler1990a;
Guellec et al. 1989, 1990a & 1990b; Mugnier et a1.
1989 & 1990; Mugnier & Marthelot 1991; Roure et
a1. 1989, 1990a & 1990b; Bois & Ecors scientific
party 1990; Nicolas et a1. 1990a & 1990b; Polino et
a1. 1990; Tardy et a1. 1990; Ricou & Dauteui11991).
Some of these interpretations, in particular in the
Penninic domain, are so different that one wonders if
they correspond to the same mountain belt. This is
partly due to the fact that most of these interpretations
were established before any good migration was
carried out.
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7.2.1 INTRODUCfION

The Ecors-Crop Alp deep seismic traverse, shot
in 1986 and 1987 (Bayer et a1. 1987), starts in the
Bresse graben and finishes in the Po plain (for loca
tion, see fig. 7-2 & 7-3). It has the advantage ofbeing
a continuous profile made up of 6 individual near
vertical-reflection seismic lines (Damotte et al. 1990)
completed by a wide-angle reflection seismic survey
(ECORS-CROP Deep Seismic Sounding Group
1989a & 1989b; Thouvenot et al. 1990). Unfortu
nately part of this wide-angle survey is located 50 km
south of the deep seismic profile (fig. 7-4a) and as
these data were recorded using a fan layout, depths
and velocities cannotbe determined accurately. How
ever this survey clearly images an east-dipping Euro
pean Moho, which reaches a depth of 50 km below
the Penninic thrust (fig. 7-4b). A high-velocity body
is found at mid-crustallevel in the Penninic domain
(the "Brian90nnais" reflector) and another sharp ve
locity discontinuity at 15 km below the Sesia zone
(the "Sesia-Lanzo" reflector). The Adriatic Moho in
fig. 7-4b shows a staircase-like structure, but if mi
grated (Senechal 1989) it shows a more regular shape
corresponding to an upwards flexure, which well
matches the Moho reflections of the near-vertical
migrated section (fig. 7-5).

many similarities but also some major differences
which appear progressively along the Alpine strike.
These differences can be explained within the con
textofthe geodynamic evolution ofthe Western Alps
(see next two chapters).

7.2 The Ecors-Crop Alp traverse

This geometric depth-migrated section processed
by Senechal and Thouvenot (1991) is probably the
best migration performed on the Ecors-Crop Alp
traverse. In fig. (7-5) it has been completed by pro
jecting the migration of the wide-angle data
(Thouvenot et a1. 1990; SenechalI991). This section
along the external Alps shows good reflectivity in its
upper part, a rather transparent upper-crust and a
highly reflective lower-crust. In the Penninic do
main, the upper half of the crust is highly reflective
down to the depth corresponding to the wide-angle
"Brian90nnais" reflector, which according to the
ECORS-CROP Deep Seismic Sounding Group
(1989b) could act as a mask preventing the seismic
energy from penetrating deeper. The Austroalpine
domain is transparent down to the "Sesia-Lanzo"
reflector, which is not surprising as the Austroalpine
units at the surface are sub-vertical in this area. East

Five crustal-scale interpretations are presented
here, starting in the west with the Ecors-Crop Alp
traverse and then going progressively to the east with
the PNR/NFP-20 traverses: the Western, Central,
Southern and finally the Eastern traverse. The data
available along these profiles are uneven; for exam
ple thanks to the European GeoTraverse, the refrac
tion seismology data are excellent along the Eastern
traverse, which is not the case with most of the other
traverses. Furthermore, except for the Ecors-Crop
Alp traverse, none of the other profiles crosses the
whole Alpine belt, therefore a few assumptions have
to be made when extending these profiles. However
the interpretation of these five traverses underlines

Fig. 7-1: Location map ofthe deep seismic profiles shot in the Westem Alps (after (Frei et al. 1992). Dotted lines

are seismic profiles from the petroleum industry.

Now that the structures ofthe nappe system have
been deciphered along the Western and Eastern
traverses, it becomes easier to understand deeper
structures at a crustal-scale, not only along these two
traverses, but also along the other deep seismic pro
files surveying the Western Alps. As these profiles
are separated only by a few tens of kilometres (for
location, see fig. 7-1), it is most likely that their
interpretation will show striking similarities. There
fore the results of the interpretation of one individual
traverse can help one to understand the structures of
neighbouring profiles.
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PART III - CRUSTAL- AND LITHOSPHERIC-SCALE INTERPRETATION

§ 7. Crustal-scale interpretation

7.1 Introduction
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The Valais suture zone, underlined by high-

interpretations have been published (see § 5.6.3). By
analogy with the Swiss Western traverse, these north
dipping reflectors are interpreted here as the over
turned limb ofalarge-scale backfold ofthe Belledonne
massif.
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arou~d 25 Ma) preceded the External Crystalline
massifs backfolding (around 15 Ma). This last fold
ing event is expressed on the deep seismic profiles by
abunch ofnorth-dipping reflectors situated at a depth
of 15 to 20 km on the W5line and 11 to 18 km on the
W2 line. Similar reflectors are found on the Ecors
Crop Alp line at a depth of 15 to 22 km and various

Fig. 7-4: The Ecors-Crop Alp wide-angle survey (after ECORS-CROP Deep Seismic Sounding Group 1989a).
a: Location map of the fan layout showing the five shot-points A, B, C, D and LW; open triangles indicate
reflection points used to constructfig. 7-4b; shaded area = external crystalline massifs (ECM); dotted area =
internal crystalline massifs (ICM); hatched area =Sesia-Lanzo unit. b: Main velocity discontinuities detected
by the wide-angle survey; 1 =European Moho; 2 = "Brianr;onnais" reflector; 3 = "Sesia-Lanzo" reflector; 4:
Adriatic Moho. .
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The Internal Alps along this traverse do not lend
themselves to detailed interpretation, as shown by the
extremely varied interpretations published up to now.
Probably the main reason for this is the difficulty in
projecting surface geology at depths greater than 5
km. This is due, in part, to the shallow valleys and the
relatively weak axial dips when compared with the
Central Alps. Therefore the interpretation of fig. 7-6
is partly based on a comparison with the structures
observed along the Swiss Western traverse, located
50 km to the NE, in an area where the control from
surface geology is much better. The interpretation of
the Western traverse (Du Bois et al. 1990b; Marchant
et al. 1993) has underlined the importance of
backfolding, not only for the Southern Steep belt but
also for the External Crystalline massifs.
Geochronological data (Hunziker et al. 1993) clearly
show that the Southern Steep belt backfolds (formed

the whole European margin S.str. (at least 100 km of
thinned crust).

Theinterpretation ofthe Ecors-Crop Alp traverse
(fig. 7-6) presented here ranges from the Molasse
basin to the Po plain. In the External Alps, this
interpretation differs from previous ones (Guellec et
al. 1989, 1990a & 1990b; Mugnier et al. 1989 &
1990) mainly by a more pronounced allochthony of
the Bornes and Aravis nappes. Epard (1990) has
shown that these nappes areequivalents of the Morcles
nappe and that they find their homeland on the
Internal Belledonne massif and not on the External
Belledonne massif. Another difference with Roure et
al. (1989) and Mugnier et al. (1990) is that the
Roselend nappe is not regarded as Ultra-Helvetic (as
indicated onsome tectonic maps) but as an equi valent
of the Wildhorn nappe s.l. (Epard pers. comm.),
which should find its homeland at depth further
towards the east. The paleogeographic situation of
the Wildhornrim-basin north ofthe European margin
shoulder (Stampfli 1993) implies the subduction of

7.2.2 INTERPRETATION

Fig. 7-3: Structural map of the internal Alps in the area surveyed by the Ecors-Crop Alp traverse (after Tardy
et at. 1990). 1: external basement massifs; 2: Dauphinois-Helvetic sedimentary cover; 3: Ultra-Helvetic (?)
units; 4: Breches de Tarentaise nappe; 5: Subbrianr;onnais zone and Petit Saint-Bemard unit; 6: zone Houillere;
7: internal Brianr;onnais units; 8: internal basement massifs; 9: sedimentary cover of the internal basement
massifs; 10: ophiolites and Lamo body; 11: "Schistes lustres"; 12: southern Alpine realm. The grey domain

corresponds to the HP metamorphosed Alpine units.
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1990b), could correspond to the stratified reflectors
found at a depth of7 to 10 km near the end of the line.
They overlie a rather thick transparent zone which
becomes suddenly highly reflective at a depth be
tween 12 and 17 km. Roure et a1. (1990b) have
interpreted these as Mesozoic sediments, implying a
reduction of the Adriatic crust to a thickness of just a
few kilometres, which is most unlikely. Therefore
these reflectors are related here to the transition from
the Adriatic upper- to the lower-crust.

7.3. The PNRlNFP-20 Western traverse

7.3; 1 INTRODUcrION

This traverse is composed of 5 individual lines
(Wl-W5) scattered in an area covering the Prealps to
the Insubric line (for location, see fig. 7-1 and 5-1).
They do not form a continuous line but rather a
pseudo-3D survey with intersecting profiles, which
has the advantage of constraining the interpretation.
On the other hand this traverse has two disadvan
tages: it does not image the southern side of the
Insubric line and it is poorly constrained by refraction
data. In the External Alps, the Western traverse
intersects the two longitudinal refraction profiles
ALP87 andALP75 (see fig. 1-1). In the Internal Alps,
the traverse runs in parallel to the Brig-Sesto refrac
tion line (Ansorge et al. 1979), situated 40 km to the
NE of the deep seismic profiles. This refraction
model (fig. 7-7) is rather old and would need to be
reinterpreted taking into account possible 3-D ef
fects. However it shows a high-velocity body at 29
37 km below the Monte Rosa nappe and some curious
velocities for the Ivrea mantle body (5 km/s), which
might be due to serpentinization (see § 4.3.4).
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Fig. 7-7: Refraction model along a cross-section
from the Rhone valley (Brig) to Sosto, east of Lago
Maggiore (after Ansorge et al. 1979, fig. 4).
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The seismic sections of the Western traverse
shown here are a combination ofVibroseis and dyna
mite sections, depth-migrated with the CIGOGNE pro
gram (see § 3.2.3). The Vibroseis stacked sections
were processed by the GRANSIR Group (Du Bois et a1.
1990a &. 1990b; Marchant et a1. 1993) and the
dynamite stacked sections by Valasek (1992). Some
slight discrepancies occur between both data sets,
which are due to the fact that the dYJ1amite CDP line
does not always follow the Vibroseis CDP line ex
actly.

First the general concept of the deep structures
along the Western traverse will be explained, after
which, a crustal-scale interpretation of the individual
profiles is presented. For these, the effects oflateral
dips have been taken into account, so these interpre
tations correspond to true vertical cross-sections and
therefore some features have a slightly different
position on the seismic sections. Finally a synthetic
cross-section illustrates the deep structures of the
Western traverse along a continuous profile ranging
from the Molasse basin to the Southern Alps. As the
nappe system has already been described in chapter
5, comments will concern mainly deeper structures.

7.3.2 GENERAL CONCEPT

The general idea behind the crustal-scale inter
pretation of the Western traverse has been stated by
Marchant et a1. (1993). It is based on the synthetic
section built with the depth-migrated Vibroseis sec
tions (fig. 5-28) and illustrated here in fig. 7-8. The
shape ofthe Ivrea mantle body was determined part!y
by the high-amplitude reflection related to the
Canavese line and partly on the gravity model of
Berckhemer (1968). However on the basis of the
available data, the exact extension of this indenter is
not very well constrained. It is quite possible that it
extends a few kilometres further to the north, in the
shape of a similar but smaller "mantle slice" as
observed on the Ecors-Crop Alp traverse (fig. 7-6).
This "mantle slice" would thus correspond to the
high-velocity body detected by refraction seismol
ogy beneath the Monte Rosa (fig. 7-7).

This upper-mantle indentation has induced the
large-scale backfolding of the Southern Steep belt
which brings the southern limb of the Vanzone
anti form in an overturned position beneath the
Penninic domain. Structural logic implies that this
anticlinal backfold must be relayed at depth by a
synform to bring the Alpine Root zone back into a
normal position, as presented in fig. 7-8. In reality the
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et al. 1990, fig. 5). On the southern halfof the seismic
section at depths between 20 to 30 km, most of the
reflectors show a northern dip; these reflectors are
interpreted as the overturned limb of the Alpine Root
zone. They are locally interrupted by a few sub
horizontal reflectors which could correspond to shear
zones or to second order folds. Although not imaged
on the seismic section, the Adriatic indenter is prob-
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Fig. 7-9: Combined seismic section of the depth-migrated W1 and W2 profiles (Vibroseis and dynamite data).

At depth, the European Moho appears on the
northern half of the seismic section (fig. 7-9); its
disappearance further south is probably due to the
southern dip of this surface, which thus cannot be
imaged on the southern end of the seismic profile.
TheEuropean upperllower-crustal transition is rather
blurred on the migrated sections, but it is better
illustrated on the dynamite stacked sections (see Frei

Another recent field observation made by Sartori
(pers. comm.) concerns the Pontis basement: at the
front of the Pontis nappe, the basement consists of
Permo-Carboniferous gneisses disappearing south
ward and replaced by a large anti form made of pre
Westphalian gneisses. In fig. 7-10 an alternative
position of the front of the Monte Leone is suggested,
located here above the Rhone-Simplon line. Thanks
to the wide-angle shot fired at Cervinia, the W2 line
extends further south than in fig. 5-15. The interpre
tation of the southern end offig. 7-10 is thus based on
this additional data as well as on surface-geology
projections, and itis also constrained by the intersec
tion with the W4 line at the foot of the Matterhorn.

affect the front of the Penninic domain in relation to
the Rhone-Simplon line. This flower structure is
drawn on the basis of recent field observations:
Sartori (1993) has pointed out a whole set of dextral
neotectonic faults affecting mainly the southern side
of the Rhone valley. These transpressional faults can
locally have kilometric apparent vertical movements
and they can be related to the actual stress pattern (E
W dextral strike-slip) of this area as revealed by
seismological observations (Pavoni & Roth 1990).

In comparison with the latter figure, a few alter
native interpretations of the nappe system (some of
them after Steck et al. in prep.) are presented here (fig.
7-10). In particular a flower structure is shown to

As the W1 profile is nearly aligned with the W2
line, it is possible to combine both seismic sections.
However, as the southern end of the W1 profile is
located five km west of the northern end of the W2
line and because a westward 10° lateral dip affects
this region, a vertical shift of 0.5 km was introduced
between both lines on the combined seismic section
(fig. 7-9). The corresponding geologic cross-section
follows a straightline from the villageofZweisimmen
to the top of the Matterhorn (fig. 7-10). The interpre
tation of the nappe system along the W1line is based
on the one presented by Epard et al. (1992) and along

the W2line on fig. 5-16.

7.3.3 THE W1-W2 PROFILE

internal structure of this deep-seated backfold is
certainly much more complicated than its schematic

representation in fig. 7-8.

Fig. 7-8: Crustal-scale interpretation along a synthetic seismic cross-section of tile Western Swiss Alps (after
Marchantet al. 1993, see also this studyfig. 5-29). AA =Aarmassif; AC =Autochthonous cover; AG =Antigorio
nappe; AM =Autochthonous Molasse; AN =Antrona unit; BE =Berisal unit (Pontis nappe); CL =Canavese
line; CO =Combin zone; DB =Dent Blanche nappe; DO =Doldenhorn nappe; FM =Folded Molasse; GA =
Gastern massif; GU =Giinzigelnappe; LE =Lebendunnappe; MF =Mont Fort nappe; ML =Monte Leone
nappe; MR =Monte Rosa nappe; N1 =Niesennappe; PM =Prealpes Medianes nappe; PO =Pontis nappe; RSL
= Rhone-Simplon line; SC = Sion-Courmayeur zone; SE = Sesia zone; SI = Simme nappe; SM = Siviez
Mischabel nappe; ST =Stockhorn unit; SU =Sub-Mediane zone; UH =Ultra-Helvetic nappes; VE =Verampio
nappe; WI =Wildhorn nappe; XX ="X" nappe; ZH =zone Houillere: af= amphibolitefacies; gf= greellschist

facies.
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ably present on the southern end of the profile, on the
basis of the interpretation of the W4 profile (see §

7.3,5).

7.3.4 THE W3 PROFILE

In comparison with the Vibroseis section (fig. 5-

19), the W3 migrated section shown here (fig, 7-11)
extends 30 km further south, thanks to wide-angle
shots fired in Italy, which however have only partly
imaged the top ten kilometres. The interpretation of
the northern half of this profile (fig, 7-12) is more or
less identical to the one of fig. 5-21. In the area of
Zermatt these two interpretations show some differ
ences which are due to the fact that the cross-section

offig. 7-12 is located three kilometres east of the one
of fig. 5-21.

Unfortunately, the wide-angle extension of the
W3 profile tends, at its southern end, to become
parallel to the major structures, which renders the
interpretation difficult. Here again the interpretation
is partly based on the intersecting W4 profile and on

surface-geology projections, as well as on a virtual
extension with the W 1-W2 profile. Near Brusson, the
area is affected by the E-W Aosta normal fault. The
vertical uplift of its southern side allowed a window
of orthogneisses to outcrop near Brusson; these
orthogneisses are considered to belong to the Internal
Crystalline massifs. The major movements along the
Aosta line seem to be related to those of the Rhone-
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Fig. 7-11: Depth-migrated section of the W3 profile (Vibroseis and dynamite data).Fig, 7-10: Crustal-scale interpretation of the W1 and W2 profiles,
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than 8 km, see fig. 3-2). However some discrepancies
appear between the two data sets: the west-dipping
reflectors are steeper on the Vibroseis stacked section
(fig. 3-2a) than on the dynamite section (see fig. 7 in
Frei et al. 1990). This could be due to the more
sophisticated processing of the Vibroseis data, in
particular the application of DMO (Dip Move Out)
carried out on the pre-stack data (Du Bois et al.
1990b). Additional seismic information along this
profile can be gained by consultirlg the small stacked
section (fig. 7-14) acquired at Arolla. Further to the
west, the interpretation of the W4 profile can be
constrained by its intersection with the W5line. The
interpretation of the latter (fig. 7-15) reveals, in the
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Fig. 7-13: Depth-migrated section of the W4 profile (Vibroseis and dynamite data).

Thanks to a couple of wide-angle shots, the
length of the W4 stacked section (23 km in fig. 7-13)
is three times that of the W4 Vibroseis section (less

7.3.5 THE W4 PROFILE

to shear zones. As the W3 profile is nearly parallel to
the Insubric line, this feature is badly imaged and its
position is based on a projection from the W4 profile
where this accident is clearly visible. Here again the
Europeanlower-crust and Moho can bedistinguished
better on the dynamite stacked section (see Valasek
et al. 1990, fig. 8a) than on the migrated section.
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crustal level show a predominantly northward dip,
most probably related to the overturned limb of the
Alpine Root zone. A few south-dipping reflectors
between 20 and 25 km below Randa suggest some
internal folding inside the Alpine Root zone, and
some sub-horizontal reflection strips could be related
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As on the W1-W2 section, thereflectors at a mid-

Fig. 7-11: Crustai-scale interpretation of the W3 profile.
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Simplonline, as suggestedby Gouffon (1993). There
fore a possible relationship between both accidents is
suggested in fig. 7-12, although the sub-vertical Aosta
line is not imaged on the seismic section.
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Fig_ 7-14: The Arolla stacked
section (Frei, pers. comm.). Fig. 7-15: Interpretation of the W5 profile (after Escher et at. 1992).
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Fig. 7-18: Combined depth-migrated sections ofthe Central traverse (after Valasek 1992, fig. 8.7) and a migration ofa preliminary line-drawing (Lehner pers. comm.).
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8.1

The Insubric line and the Southern Steep belt,
vertical at the surface, can be traced down to a depth
of 30 km along a set of high-amplitude reflectors
showing a listric shape oriented towards the NW. At
a depth of 30 to 35 km under Bignasco some strong
reflectors seem to outline a similar, though smaller
structure to the "mantle slice" observed on the Ecors
Crop Alp traverse. Its position coincides with the
high-velocity layer detected by the wide-angle ex
periment (fig. 7-19). As on all the other Alpine
profiles, the European lower-crust and the Moho
discontinuity are subducted towards the SE, accom
panied by metamorphosed parts of the Brian~onnais

and Austroalpine terrains and relicts from the Valais
and Piemont oceans (the Alpine Root zone), which
would correspond well to the low-velocity layer
detected on the refraction profile.

pattern of backfolds (Steck 1990, fig. 4).

Under Como, the refraction data locates the
Adriatic Moho atthedepth of34km (fig. 7-19). From
there onwards it continues upwards towards the NW
and coincides with the high-amplitude reflectors
reaching a depth of 22 km below Locarno. By con
trast Valasek (1992, fig. 8.8) has interpreted the
Adriatic Moho as a NW-plunging surface, reaching a
depth of 45 km. below Locarno. For at least two
reasons, such an interpretation is most unlikely as his
Moho does not correspond to any significant reflec
tors and such an interpretation is incompatible with
the gravity data: the profile is located on the NE
extremity of the Ivrea gravity anomaly, implying that
some Adriatic upper-mantle material must be very
close to the surface (see § 8.4.2).
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Fig. 7-19: The "Swiss Geotraverse" refraction profile (after Mueller et at. 1980, fig. 7).

7-20), the Prealpine units, not imaged on the seismic
section, are projected from surface geology. At a
depth of 8 km under Meiringen, some nearly horizon
tal reflectors mark the contact between the Aar and
Gastern massif. At a depth of 15 km under the same
locality, a strip of south-dipping reflectors probably
underline the frontal thrust of the External Crystal
line massifs on the autochthonous European crust.
Further to the SE, the structures become more sub
vertical and therefore units such as the Urseren zone
and the Gotthard massif are not imaged. It is most
likely that atdepth the Tavetsch massif is also present
as it outcrops only 20 km to the NE, but it is impos
sible to distinguish it on the seismic section. In the
Val Bedretto an anticlinal backfold affects all units,
putting them in an overturned position showing a dip
of 700 to the NW (e.g. Probst 1980). From surface
geology data it is not possible to calibrate the size of
the Berisal synclinal backfold which would bring
these units back into an upright position.

Further to the SE, the Antigorio nappe is doubled
by a series ofbackfolds with an axis nearly parallel to
the seismic line (Steck 1990). Under this nappe, a
transparent zone can be related to the Verampio
nappe. Its base is underlined by a strong south
dipping reflector, probably due to a strip of
metasediments separating the Verampio nappe from
other basement units belonging to the European mar
gin, such as the hypothetical "X" nappe. Just north of
the Insubric line, the Southern Steep belt could be
refolded at a depth of 10 km as the presence of some
sub-horizontal reflectors suggest. Such a structure
can be expected, as the backfolding of the Southern
Steep belt shows at the surface an "en echelon"



Fig. 7-22: Crustal-scale interpretation
of the S1 profile. Au =Aul unit; Be =
Bergell Intrusion; El =Bellinzonazone;
BU = BUndnerschiefer s.l.; EL =
Engadine line; GC = Gott!/(/rd cover;
Gr= Gravaseries; Sh = Schams nappes;
So =SostoSchiefer; Su =Surettanappe;
To =Tomii.l unit; see also abbreviations
ofprevious figures.

7.6 The PNRlNFP-20 Eastern traverse

7.6.1 INTRODUCTION

7.6.2 INTERPRETATION

The nappe system of the northern part of the El

This traverse is composed of a single and con
tinuous line (El) starting in the Helvetic Alps and
finishing 25 km north of the Insubric line (for loca
tion, see fig. 7-1). In fig. 7-23, the depth-migrated
section of the dynamite data (Valasek 1992) is com
pleted with the migration of the Vibroseis data car
ried out on the southern part of the line (fig. 6-19b).
To this section, the position of the European and
Adriatic Moho determined by refraction data (Ye &
Ansorge 1990) was added. As this traverse follows
the European GeoTraverse (Blundell et al. 1992a) it
is extremely well surveyed with various geophysical
methods and in particular refraction seismology; the
refraction model ofBuness & Giese (1990) is shown
in fig. 7-24. Being the first deep seismic line shot in
the Swiss Alps, many interpretations and geophysi
cal models have already been published on the El
profile (for references, see § 6.1.1).
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The Southern Steep belt and the Insubric line can
be followed northwards down to a depth of 35 km;
they are underlined by a highly reflective band,
typical of such contrasting lithology. The European
Moho is well defined here, even down to a depth of
60 km. The Adriatic Moho, located at a depth ofabout
30 km, a few km south of the line by refraction data
(fig. 7-19), is not clearly imaged on the reflection
seismic section (fig. 7-21). The migrated section does
not show a north-dipping Adriatic Moho as the stacked
section would suggest, but rather a slightly south
dipping Moho outlined by a strip of reflectors situ
ated at a depth of 28 to 30 km. The profile is located
about 20 km to the east of the end of the Ivrea mantle
body, therefore probably only a little Adriatic upper
mantle material is uplifted by inverse faults as was
the case with the previous traverses. This interpreta
tion differs considerably from all the previous inter
pretations mentioned above by the fact that the Adri
atic indenter is here composed of upper-mantle and
not of lower-crust, which at such depths is
rheologically unlikely to act as a rigid wedge (see §
7.6.2).

seismic profile (Steck 1990), similarly to the redou
bled Antigorio nappe on the Central traverse (see fig.
7-20).

Fig. 7-21: Depth-migrated section
ofthe S1 profile (after Valasek 1992,
fig. B16).

Hardly any reflectors image the near surface of
the northern end of the line, but in this region surface
geology can be projected down to a depth of a few
kilometres (Probst 1980), showing a slightly
backfolded Gotthard massif (fig. 7-22). As proposed
by Frei et al. (1989), the strong and horizontal reflec
tors at a depth of 7 km below Valbella certainly
correspond to the base of the Simano-Lucomagno
nappe. The contact of this nappe with the Adula
nappe is not imaged on the seismic section as it lies
too close to the surface. A couple of nearly horizontal
strips of reflectors at a depth of 10 and 12 km below
Hinterrhein and Valbella suggest the possibility of
the presence of one or two extra basement nappes
("X" in fig. 7-22), unknown at the surface (Bernoulli
et al. 1990). Another possible interpretation of these
reflectors could be isoclinal backfolding ofthe above
units with fold axes more or less parallel to the

7.5.2 INTERPRETATION

the Eastern traverse (Holliger 1990; Ansorge et al.
1991; Valasek et al. 1991; Valasek 1992). Such a
combination, an horizontal projection of the South
ern traverse onto the Eastern traverse, is geologically
incorrect and can lead to serious interpretation errors
when constructing a synthetic section (see § 7.7.1).
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This traverse is composed of several individual
lines surveying the Penninic domain and the South
ern Alps in Ticino. Only an interpretation of the SI
line (for location, see fig. 7-1) is presented here on the
basis of a depth-migration (fig. 7-21) processed by
Valasek (1992). This line is a crucial profile because
it images the structures related to the Insubric line.
Several very similar interpretations have been pub
lished for this line (Frei et al. 1989; Bernoulli et al.
1990; Bernoulli & Bertotti 1991; Heitzmann et al.
1991) but always on the basis of unmigrated data. A
stacked section showing such steep dipping reflec
tors can induce significant interpretation mistakes;
migration will change considerably the position and
dipofthe reflectors. Furthermore the Southerntraverse
has been most often interpreted by combining it with

7.5.1 INTRODUCTION

7.5 The PNRlNFP-20 Southern traverse

The reflectors situated under the Southern Alps
correspond extremely well to the structures predicted
from surface geology on the cross-sections of
Schumacher (1990). In particular the north-dipping
reflectors below Lugano highlight the basement
thrusts typical of this part of the Southern Alps.



Whatever the exact size of the indenter, this

Sovrana, where one passes from velocities of 6.2 to
6.5-6.6 km/so The depth and dip of this velocity
transition is in fact not precisely defined by the
refraction data, as witnessed by various refraction
models (Ye & Ansorge 1990; Butler 1990b showing
a refraction model from Ye; Buness & Giese 1990;
Blundell 1992; Ye 1992). Such relatively high ve
locities do not necessarily imply the presence of a
wedge ofAdriatic lower-crust: tj1ese velocities occur
below a region which at surface shows one of the
highest meso-alpine metamorphic grades in the Alps
(Frey et al. 1974), a metamorphic grade higher than
the diopside-quartz-calcite isograde, provoking even
locally a beginning of anatexis. Partial melting of the
Southern Steep belt certainly occurred at depth, as
illustrated by the Oligocene Bergell and Novate gra
nitic intrusions, therefore depleting upper-crustal
material from its low-velocity components. Further
more a fair part of the Alpine Root zone is probably
made of Briant;onnais and Austroalpine lower-crust
if not upper-mantle and also of relicts of the Valais
and Piemont oceans (see § 9). The Alpine Root zone
is thus most likely to produce seismic velocities in the
range of6.5-6.6 km/so As this zone is in an overturned
position due to the large-scale Cressim backfold, its
extension at depth is precisely situated where these
rather high velocities occur.

- Rheologically it is most improbable that the
Adriatic lower-crust could act as a rigid wedge in the
thermal conditions which prevailed at the time of the
indentation. Isotopic cooling ages (Hunziker et al.
1993) suggest that the major indenting phase oc
curred between 30 and 18 Ma, simultaneously with
the major uplift which affected the internal part ofthe
Alps. At this time, this part of the Adriatic lower
crust was situated at depths where it should be most
ductile. Also the rather low velocities usually ob
served for the Adriatic lower-crust, implies a mainly
dioritic composition, which is much more ductile
than a diabasic composition (Cloetingh & Banda
1992) which would yield higher velocities. Further
more the section of the Adriatic plate which caused
the initial indentation along the Eastern traverse is
now situated, due to the late dextral movement along
the Insubric line, at least 50 km to the west, near the
Adriatic part of the Central traverse. The Adriatic
plate shows there a very different structure due to the
presence of the Ivrea mantle body, and thus a very
different rheological behaviour can be expected.

- The main argument of the advocates of a huge
wedge of Adriatic lower-crust is the mass-balancing
of the Southern Alps. It will be shown further (§
9.4.2) that such an argument is not necessarily valid.
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OISI A...e, (KH)

Southern AlpsCentral Alps Insubric
Line

50 100

Fig. 7-24: Refraction model along the Alpine seg
ment of the European GeoTraverse (after Buness &
Giese 1990, fig. 3).

profile (fig. 7-25) is based on published interpreta
tions (for references, see § 6.1.1) and the southern
part on the interpretation of fig. 6-19c. Therefore
comments will be restricted here to deeper structures.
As the seismic profile stops 25 km before the Insubric
line, the top part of this fault is not imaged on the
seismic section. Knowing from surface geology and
other deep seismic profiles that the Insubric line is
north-dipping, the prolongation at depth of this fault
could correspond at a first glimpse to any ofthe north
dipping reflectors situated at a depth ranging from 20
to 40 km under Sovrana. On most published interpre
tations, the Insubric line is extrapolated from the
surface down to the reflectors situated at a depth
between 20 and 30 km below Sovrana. Such an
interpretation implies a huge Adriatic indenter com
posed oflower-crust. In this study another interpreta
tion is proposed (fig. 7-25) which considers the
Insubric line to be steeper and deeper, reaching a
depth of40 km below Sovrana, thus outlining a much
smaller indenter, similar to the one published by
Butler (l990b), for the following reasons:

- The SI deep seismic profile, located on the
Lepontine dome 30 km west of the El profile, has
well imaged the Insubric line, showing a north
vergent listric shape reaching a depth ofnearl y 30 km
below the Adula nappe (see § 7.5). By analogy,
locating the Insubric line 30 km below the Adula
nappe on the El profile, would locate it at a depth of
40 km below the surface.

- Furthermore, just a few km west of the end of
the El profile, the Crop-02 deep seismic profile
crosses the Insubric line (for location, see fig. 7-26e).
Although its signal-to-noise ratio is rather low, this
line clearly shows a steep Insubric line, reaching a
depth of about 40 km (Montrasio et al. 1992).

- Refraction data reveal that an increase in ve
locities occurs at a depth of 20 to 25 km below
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7.7.1 THE PROBLEM OF OVERLYING THE EASTERN AND

SOUTHERN TRAVERSE

Holliger (1990) has proposed to overlay the
Eastern and Southern traverses, in order to obtain a
single and continuous synthetic deep seismic profile
from the Molasse basin to the Po plain. Therefore he
projected horizontally the Eastern traverse (fig. 7
26a) onto the Southern traverse (fig. 7-26b) along the
trend marked by the Bouguer anomaly, which is E-W
here. His resulting synthetic section (fig. 7-26c) re-

7.7 Discussion
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Fig. 7-26: Illustration of the problems ofcombining the El with the SI profiles; depth-migrated sections from
Valasek & Holliger (1990). For explanations, see text.

traverse shows an important difference in the con
figuration of the Adriatic plate when compared with
the other traverses. From a depth of about 30 km
below the Po plain, the Adriatic Moho plunges north
wards down to a depth of 45 km in the vicinity of the
Insubric line, a fact clearly established by various
interpretationsoftheEGTrefractionexperiment(fig.
7-24). This fact is also corroborated by a refraction
surveyundertaken 70 km further to theeast (Scarascia
& Maistrello 1990). On all the other profiles the
Adriatic Moho becomes shallower when approach
ing the Insubric line, with the exception of the SI
profile which shows an intermediate structure.
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§ 8. Lithospheric-scale interpretation

veals a good alignment of the European Moho from
the Eastern to the Southern traverse. But if one
considers the nappe system, this projection is incor
rect due to the strong axial dip in the Penninic
domain: the position of the Adula nappe on the
Southern traverse is 15 km higher than on the Eastern
traverse! On the basis ofsuch a synthetic section, one
would be tempted to extend the Insubric line down to
a depth ofonly 25 km on the Eastern profile. Further
more such a section, especially when all the indi
vidual lines of the Southern traverse are projected
(Holliger 1990, fig. 3), reveals many overlaid reflec
tors with opposite dips below the Insubric line, a most
unlikely geological configuration.

Another possibility of projecting the Southern
traverse onto the Eastern one is to take into account
the axial dip prevaillng north of the Insubric line. TIlis
is shown in fig. 7-26d, where the Adula nappe ofboth
traverses are at the same level. Most of the reflectors
in the vicinity of the Insubric line now show a
coherent pattern suggesting that this fault reaches a
depth of 40 km on the Eastern profile. However the
European Moho and lower-crust show a sharp offset
of 15 km which is most unlikely as witnessed by the
EGT refraction data (fig. 7-24).

Both projection methods have their advantages
and disadvantages. The horizontal projection is cor
rect as regards the European lower-crust and Moho,
but incorrect as regards what is situated above. The
structural projection is a good approximation as re
gards the nappe system and the Insubric line, but it is
incorrect lower down. Whatever the method used to
overlay the Eastern and Southern profiles, the syn
thetic section will be incorrect and will lead to signifi
cant interpretation errors. Therefore both traverses
need to be interpreted separately.

7.7.2 MID-CRUSTAL DEFORMATION ACCOMMODATION

The above-mentioned discrepancy between the
SI and El profiles reveals an important fact: the
accommodation of deformations at a mid-crustal
level. One of the most striking facts revealed by the
deep seismic surveys in the Alps is the delamination
which takes place at the transition between the Euro
pean lower- and upper-crust, the lower-crust acting
like a layer of butter in a sandwich: the bread slices
being the more rigid upper-crust and the top part of
the upper-mantle (which can sometimes be even
more rigid than the upper-crust, see e.g. Cloething &
Banda, 1992). TheEuropean upper-mantle and lower
crust, the lower part of this sandwich, are smoothly

subducted below the Adriatic plate: a map of the
European Moho (Valasek 1992, fig. 9.20) reveals a
rather smooth surface devoid ofthe large-scale dome
and-basin structure, as observed at the surface (Le.
the Rawil-Valpelline depression and the Lepontine
culmination). An important outcome of these obser
vations is that this dome-and-basin structure must be
directly linked to deformations occurring at a mid
crustal level, thus induced by the Adriatic indenter
and the backfolding it produced.

Present gravity and magnetic 3-D models of the
Ivrea mantle body (e.g. Kissling 1984; Wagner et a1.
1984), as well as the present interpretations of the
Alpine deep seismic traverses, reveal that the shape
of the Adriatic indenter varies along the Alpine
strike. It is therefore most probable that the upper
crust dome-and-basin structure can be related to the
size and the intensity of indentation. TIlis explains
why a simple horizontal projection of neighbouring
deep seismic lines in order to produce a synthetic
seismic section is incorrect. Such projections should
be divided in two parts: above and below the Adriatic
indenter. Above the indenter, projections must take
into account the dome-and-basin structure (such as in
fig. 5-28 or 7-26d), while this is not necessary for the
structures below the indenter (such as in fig. 7-26c).

7.7.3 COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT TRAVERSES

The interpretation ofthese five different traverses
shows striking similarities (the subduction of the
European plate, the shape of the Insubric line, etc.)
but also major differences which appear progres
sively along the alpine strike. From east to west the
intensity of the backfolding of the External Crystal
line massifs increases progressively, together with
the size of the indenting "mantle slice". Contrary to
the interpretations ofValasek (1992), a rather drastic
change in the structure of the Adriatic indenter occurs
in Ticino: to the west, the Adriatic upper-mantle
nearly reaches the surface (the Ivrea mantle body)
while to the east, the Adriatic Moho plunges towards
the north down to a depth of 45 km. This significant
difference can be explained within the context of the
geodynamic evolution of the Western Alps (see § 9).
As geodynamics or plate tectonics are essentially
movements between the asthenosphere and the
lithosphere, it is at lithospheric-scale that one needs
to approach geodynamic processes such as the Al
pine orogeny. Therefore first lithospheric-scale in
terpretations along three ofthe traverses are proposed
(in the following chapter), before considering their
evolution through time and space (§ 9).

8.1 Introduction

Three lithospheric cross-sections ofthe Western
Alps are presented here: one in the area surveyed by
the Ecors-Crop Alp deep seismic profile, the second
corresponding to the PNRlNFP-20 Western traverse
and the third following the European Geotraverse,
which coincides with the PNR/NFP-20 Eastern
traverse (for location see fig. 8-1). They are an update
of those published by Stampfli (1993, fig. 2 & 3) and
their purpose is to serve as a starting point for mass
balancing of the Western Alps. These lithospheric
scale cross-sections are based on a wide range of
geological and geophysical data such as deep seismic
profiles, refraction seismology, tomography, etc. In
order to see if these cross-sections are consistent with
the gravity field, some gravimetrical modelling was
carried out.

Until recently the lithospheric structures of the
Alps were often regarded as a symmetrical and ver
tical subduction ("Verschluckung") ofboth the Euro
pean and Adriatic plates (Laubscher 1975; Panza &
Mueller 1978). Thanks to relatively high-resolution
methods such as the recent tomographical studies of
Spakman(1986 & 1990) or Babuskaet al. (1990), the
symmetrical "Verschluckung" concept gave way to a
basically asymmetricallithospheric structure, show
ing a substantial subduction of the European conti
nent under the Adriatic plate (Stampfli 1993). TIlis
highlights the astonishing cross-section drawn by
Argand in 1924, which is in fact very similar to those
one would actually build on the basis of recent
geophysical data. Argand's cross-section shows a
very substantial south-vergent subduction of the Eu
ropean plateunder the Adriatic micro-continent, which
first overthrusted the European plate before acting at
depth as an indenter, causing the large-scale
backfolding and backthrusting affecting the southern
part of the Alps (Argand's Insubric phase, 1911).

8.2. The Iithosphere-asthenosphere transition

Since the 1970's, many different methods have
been used to try to determine the depth of the
lithosphere-asthenosphere transition in the Alps, such

as: various seismic methods (e.g. Panza & Mueller
1978; Spakman 1986; Babuska et at. 1990; Guyoton
1991; Viel et a1. 1991), gravity modelling
(Schwendener & Mueller 1985), various thermal
studies (Pasquale et a1. 1990; Cermak et a1. 1992) or
a combination of several methods (Suhadolc et a1.
1990; BlundeIl1992). Depending on the method and
the data base used to determine the depth of this
boundary, the results vary considerably in absolute
value but nevertheless nearly all show the presence of
an asymmetrical south-dipping Alpine lithospheric
root.

Fig. 8-2 is an attempt to map the lithosphere
thickness under the Western Alps. TIlis map is mainly
based on the tomographies of Spakman (1986 &
1990), but other studies, such as those of Guyoton
(1991) and Babuska et a1. (1990), which have both
revealed subcrustal discontinuities, have been taken
into account. In absolute values, this map is certainly
not precise (in the order of a few tens of kilometres)
due to the blurred tomographical images. Neverthe
less the geographical positions of the main features,
such as the southern end of the subducted European
plate or the Tyrrhenian asthenospheric dome, are
quite correct as they appear in the same area on most
of the studies mentioned above.

TIlis map (fig. 8-2) indicates a SE-dipping Euro
pean plate reaching a depth of 160 km below the Po
plain. The amount of subducted European plate is a
key feature to callbrate palinspastic reconstructions
(Stampfli 1993). TIlis subducted European plate re
veals a NW-SE discontinuity (Guyoton 1991) along
the Argentera massif, suggesting a subcrustal trans
form zone. A similar feature is revealed by Babuska
et a1. (1990) in an area close to the boundary between
the Eastern and Western Alps. They suggest a dextral
subcrustal transform zone showing a similar orienta
tion as the one evidenced by Guyoton (1991). The
area around Genoa (the "Ligurian knot") has suffered
a complex Neogene history (opening of the Algero
Provenr;al and Tyrrhenian oceans and the Alpine
Apenninic orogeny). Genoa is situated near the NW
end of the Tyrrhenian asthenospheric dome which
can be followed all along the Italian western coast
(Stampfli 1993). TIlis asthenospheric upwelling must
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Northern Apennines, and therefore their southern
ends show a rather similar structure, as it is affected
by the Tyrrhenian asthenospheric upwelling and by
sub-lithospheric assimilation. In the areas where the
cross-sections are not located on a deep seismic line,
the Moho depth was taken from the map shown in fig.
8-3.

The Ecors-Crop Alp lithosph~ric cross-section
(fig. 8-4) starts on the Western side of the Bresse
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haveconsiderably affected pre-Neogene lithospheric
structures.

8.3 The Iithospheric cross-sections

All three cross-sections start on the European
hinterland and are oriented perpendicular to the Al
pine strike. Due to the arched shape ofthe Alpine belt,
they all finish in the area of Genoa after crossing the

Fig. 8-2: Map of the depth of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary in the Western Alps. Warning: the
precision is in the order ofafew tens ofkm (see text).
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STRUCTURAL DOMAINES
Mainly cover units (Permian
p.p., Mesozoic & Tertiary)

Mainly basement units
Paleozoic & Precambrian

Fig. 8-1: Tectonic map (modified from Berthelsen et al. 1992), with location of the deep seismic profiles (black
lines) shot in the Western Alps and location of the three litllOspheric cross-sections (white lines) offig. 8-4, -5
& -6. DB =Dent Blanche nappe; Go =GOt/hard massif; GP =Grand Paradis mass(f; LE =Lower Engadine
window; MB =Mont Blanc massif; MR =Monte Rosa nappe; Pr =Provence basin; TW =Tauern window; VVL
=Villalvernia- Varzi-Levan/O line.
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Fig. 8-5: Lithospheric cross-section along the Western traverse. Aa =Aar massif; Bi =Biella intrusion; DB =
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Fig. 8-4: Lithospheric cross-section along the Ecors-Crop Alp profile. Br = lower Brianr;onnais units; GP =
Grand Paradis massif; Iv = Ivrea zone; La = Lanzo zone; Se = Sesia zone; ZH = zone Houillere; see also
abbreviations ofprevious figures.
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All three cross-sections are fundamentally asym-

junction of the Alps and Apennines orogenic systems
and its deep structures are badly constrained ("the
Ligurian knot") in comparison with the Alps. The
southern end of the Western traverse (fig. 8-5) also
crosses these two crustal discontinuities but this is not
the case for the Eastern traverse (fig. 8-6), where a
few tens ofkilometres ofthe Adriatic plate seem to be
subducted below the Apenninic crust (e.g. Gieseetal.
1992).

Fig. 8-3: Map of the Moho discontinuity depth (modified from Giese & Buness 1992).

N

Graben and heads for Genoa on the Ligurian coast.
As it does not exactly follow the Ecors-Crop Alp
deep seismic traverse, a few features close to the
surface are slightly different from the crustal-scale
interpretation of fig. 7-6, such as the Lanzo unit
which reaches the surface here. The Moho map offig.
8-3 shows that in Italy this cross-section encounters
two crustal discontinuities, which can be related to
the Monferrato thrust and to the VVL line
(Villalvernia-Varzi-Levanto line, Laubscher 1988a;
for location see fig. 8-1). This area corresponds to the
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account in their models.

The Western gravity profile (fig. 8-10) approxi
mately follows the cross-section of fig 8-5. Its south
ern end joins the eastern extension of the Ecors-Crop
Alp deep seismic line. The low density Molasse and
Po basins were introduced in the model as well as the
high density ophiolitic bodies in the Internal Alps.
Hardly any modifications of the initial model, based
on the seismic interpretation (fig. 7-17), were neces-
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shown by the gravity model in fig. 8-9, which follows
the same profile as the model from Bayer et al. (1989,
fig. 4). The low density Molasse and Po basins were
introduced in the model, but not the dense ophiolitic
bodies. The latter are probably responsible in the
Internal Alps for the slight differences between the
observed and calculated anomalies. This gravity model
is quite similar to the models published by Bayer et al.
(1989, fig. 4) or Rey et al. (1990, fig. 8c), but for the
effects of the upper-mantle which was not taken into

Fig. 8-7: Map ofthe Bouguer anomaly in the Western Alps for a reference density of2.67 glcm3. After Klingele
et a1. (1992,full curves) and after Rey et a1. (1990, dotted curves).
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For the Ecors-Crop Alp traverse, several gravity
models (Berckhemer 1968; Menard & Thouvenot
1984; Bayer et al. 1989; Rey et al. 1990) have been
published showing different solutions for the Ivrea
anomaly. Due to serpentinization of peridolites, the
gravi ty method cannot determine the exact amount of
upper-mantle involved in this complex structure.
However the lithospheric cross-section along the
Ecors-Crop Alp of fig. 8-4 fits the gravity data as

8.4.2 THE GRAVITY MODELS

ducing limited lateral extensions) are a first step
towards a 3-D model, which would be more consist
ent with reality because of the arched shape of the
Western Alps. They start in the Molasse basin and
finish in the Po plain; to avoid side effects, these
profiles were in fact considerably extended at both
ends. A standard lithospheric model (fig. 8-8) was
used with densities of2.75 g/cm3 for the upper-crust
(down to a depth of 20 km); 2.90 for the lower-crust
(20-32 km); 3.25 for the upper-mantle (32-120 km)
and 3.20 for the asthenosphere. Due to progressive
granulitization and eclogitization of the crustal mate
rial when subducted at depths greater than 40 km, a
density gradient was introduced, which brings this
material to the same density as the upper-mantle at a
depth of 80 km.
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8.4. Gravity modelling

8.4.1 INTRODUCfION

metrical and show about 150 km ofsubduction of the
European upper-mantle under the Adriatic plate,
which roughly corresponds to shortening estimates
based on palinspastic reconstructions (Stampfli &
Marthaler 1990; Stampfli 1993). This subduction
implies also that a fair amount of European crust got
subducted together with a certain amount of
Brian<;onnais and Austroalpine crust as well as some
relicts of the Valais and Piemont oceans. (Probably
the main part of the subducted oceanic plates in
volved in the Alpine collision got detached and sank
into the asthenosphere.) An exact amount of this
subducted crustal material (the Alpine Root zone)
cannot be estimated with present geophysical meth
ods: due to granulitization and eclogitization, atdepths
of more than 50 km the crustal material acquires
roughly the same seismic velocities and densities as
the upper-mantle (see § 4.3.3).

In order to test the compatibility of these
lithospheric cross-sections with the gravity field,
four gravity models were constructed across the
Western Alps (for location, see fig. 8-7). These 2.5
D models (2-D models with the possibility of intro-

Fig. 8-6: Lithospheric cross-section along the Eastern traverse. Ad =Adula nappe; Lu =Lucomagno nappe; Sa
=Santis nappe; Si = Simano nappe; Ta = Tambo nappe; see also abbreviations ofprevious figures.
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Fig. 8-9: Gravity model along the Ecors-Crop Alp traverse.
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Gravity modelling was also carried out along the
Central traverse (fig. 8-12) which crosses the north
ern end of the Ivrea gravity anomaly (fig. 8-7). This
model, based on the deep seismic interpretation of

reaching up to the Insubric Line and an Adriatic
lower-crust extending up to the External Crystalline
Massifs, thus inducing quite a different structure for
the Adriatic upper-mantle. The gravity response of
this model is far from matching the observed gravity
anomaly, in particular in the Internal Alps and near
the Ivrea anomaly. Thus, such an interpretation is
incompatible with the gravity data.
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This model was then modified so to test the
gravity anomaly produced by other interpretations of
this traverse, such as the one ofValasek (1992, fig. 8
12) shown in this study in fig. 5-30. This alternative
gravity model (fig. 8-1l) has an Adriatic upper-crust

sary to get an excellent fit between the calculated and
observed Bouguer anomaly. A major upwards flexure
of the Adriatic crust just south of the Insubric line is
necessary to bring the high density Adriatic upper
mantle close to the surface in order to match the Ivrea
gravity anomaly. The near-surface ophiolitic bodies
play a significant role for second order anomalies.

Fig. 8-8: Densities usedfor gravity modelling, as afunction ofthe depths at which the main bodies are subducted.
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ity modelling becomes apowerful interpretation tool,
as the infinite number of possible density models is
drastically reduced. It is thanks to gravity modelling
that the size of the Adriatic indenter was calibrated
for the crustal-scale interpretations along the Alpine
deep seismic traverses (fig. 7-6, 7-17, 7-20, 7-25).
However the solutions offered by this gravity model
ling must be considered only rough approximations:

- Although limited lateral extensions were intro
duced for some bodies (Le. the Ivrea mantle body),
such a 2.5-D modelling is not as precise as a true 3
D gravity modelling.

- The depth of the lithosphere-asthenosphere
transition is approximate (see § 8.2) and the Earth
curvature was not introduced on the gravity models.
However these two facts have little influence on the
crustal structures, as their effects correspond to low
amplitude anomalies with a very long wave length.

- The control on densities, although constrained
by the seismic interpretations, is not perfect, in par
ticular for the uplifted Ivrea upper-mantle which can
be affected by serpentinization (see § 4.3.4).

Nevertheless gravity modelling can help to de
termine the plausibility ofdifferent seismic interpre
tations. For instance, the crustal-scale interpretations
published by Valasek (1992) along the PNRlNFP-20
Western and Central deep seismic traverses are in
compatible with the gravity data (see fig. 8-11). They
show a huge indenter made of Adriatic lower-crust
(instead of upper-mantle as on the interpretations
presented here) which causes in the Internal Alps a
gravity anomaly 80 mgl smaller than the observed
anomaly. Furthermore such a model lacks a high
density body capable ofcausing the very strong Ivrea
positive anomaly.

Now that the present lithospheric structures of
the Western Alps have been determined, one can try
to understand how these were brought about. This
will be the subject of the next chapter.
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fig. 7-20, is similar to the Western traverse, butfor the
Adriaticplate which shows a more pinched-outlower
crust (the Ivrea zone) and a thicker upper-crust,
which is consistent with surface observations. The
slight mismatch between the observed and calculated
anomaly occurring near the transition ofthe Helvetic
to thePenninic domain could bedue to heterogeneities
in the External Crystalline massifs and/or to some
ophiolitic relicts of the Valais ocean.

When calibrated by seismic interpretations, grav-

TheEastern gravity model (fig. 8-13) follows the
same profile as the one Schwendener and Mueller
(1990) used for their model showing an elliptical high
density body in the upper-mantle under the Po plain.
This profile is almost coincident with the crustal
scale interpretation of fig. 7-25, which follows the
EGT and the El deep seismic profile. Holliger and
Kissling (1992) have recently published a lithospheric
gravity model in the same area, but it shows a rather
poor fit between the observed and calculated anomaly.
Similarly to the gravity model of fig. 6-17, the rela
tively low density (2.70 glcm3) Tertiary granitic
intrusions near Morbegno are represented on the
model. The strong positive Bouguer anomaly on the
southern end of the model is not due to the Ivrea
mantle body but to a significant flexuce of the Adri
atic crust, squeezed between the Southern Alps and
the Northern Apennines. The intensity ofthis flexure
increases towards the east. Thus this section shows a
very different configuration of the Adriatic plate
against the Insubric line in comparison with the two
previous models. The Adriatic Moho is here bending
downwards against the European plate. This switch
from an Adriatic Moho bending upwards, over a
distance of 200 km from Cuneo to Locarno, to an
Adriatic Moho bending downwards along the EGT
must occur ratherrapidly, over a distance ofless than
50 km, as shown by the Bouguer anomaly map (fig.
8-7) or by the 3-D gravity model from Kissling
(1984).

8.5 Discussion
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Such a study was undertaken by Stampfli and
Marthaler (1990) in the Alps and they came to the
conclusion that an inversion of the orientation of the
initial break-away fault took place during the open
ing of the Piemont ocean. Hence the south-western
Adriatic margin is oflower-plate type (fig. 9-1 a) and
the north-eastern part ofupper-pI ate type (fig. 9-1b).
Such an inversion of the detachment fault has been
observed elsewhere and is related to important con
tinental transform faults acting during the rifting
phase (Bally 1984). Here the continental transform
fault could be related to the future Valais initial
break-away fault.

On the Middle .lurassic map of fig. 9-lc, the
different segments of the three lithospheric cross
sections (Ecars-Crop Alp, PNRlNFP-20 Western
and Eastern traverses) are located. Due to significant
lateral movements, in particular the early Cretaceous
opening of the Valais ocean, which will push the
Brian~onnais terrain to the east (Stampfli 1993), and
the Cretaceous westward motion of the Austroalpine
terrain, the cross-sections are segmented into at least
four parts: European, Brian~onnais (or Iberic s.1.),
Austroalpine and Adriatic (their Apenninic segment
is not taken into account here). The Adriatic seg
ments of the Ecors-Crop Alp and Western traverses
are located on the lower-plate margin whereas the
Eastern traverse segment is on the upper-plate, close
to the margin inversion. At this time the Austroalpine
terrain is still fixed to the Adriatic plate and the
location of the cross-sections well reflects the differ
ent composi tion of the Austroal pi ne nappes along the
traverses. The Austroalpine segment of the Ecors
Crop Alp traverse is situated on the lower-plate
margin and therefore the Lanzo peridotites can be
regarded as part of the upper-mantle. The Western
traverse segment, composed mainly of lower-crust
(part of the Sesia zone and Valpelline series) and
tilted blocks (the Arolla series and the Mont Dolin
breccias) is still on the lower-plate margin but nearer
to the margin inversion. Whereas the Eastern traverse
Austroalpine nappes are located on the transition of
a lower- to an upper-plate margin (Favre & Stampfli
1992). The lithospheric structures of the different
Adriatic and Austroalpine segments can be deduced
from fig. 9-1.

9.1 Introduction

9.2. From rifting to passive-margin stage

§ 9. Palinspastic reconstructions

Another approach to understand the deep struc
tures of the Alps is through palinspastic reconstruc
tions, starting at the initial stage of the orogenic cycle
and then rebuilding the Alps at a lithospheric-scale on
the basis of surface geology. The approach here is
based on the most up-to-date works done on this
subject (Stampfli & Marthaler 1990; Favre & Stampfli
1992; Stampfli et al. 1991; Stampfli 1993). These
reconstructions show two important aspects rarely
taken into account in other similar studies: they use
actualistic geodynamic models (for example asym
metrical ritting) and they highlight the importance of
lateral movements through plate cinematics. In par
ticular they consider the Adriatic micro-continent to
be an independent plate rather than a promontory of
the African continent and the Brian~onnais and
Austroalpine as exotic terrains.

Asymmetrical rifting, as proposed by Favre and
Stampfli (1992) and derived from the "simple shear"
model (Wernicke 1985), creates two very different
types ofpassive margi ns (Stampfli & Marthaler 1990):

- a lower-plate margin: composed mainly of a
substantial series of tilted blocks, a preserved lower
crust and a thick upper-mantle reaching the surface at
the foot of the margin (denudated upper-mantle), as
found actually at the foot of the Galician margin (e.g.
Whitmarsh & Sawyer 1993),

- an upper-plate margin: composed by contrast
mainly of upper-crust (showing many landward ori
ented faults), a considerably thinned lower-crust and
very little upper-mantle.

Due to their different 1ithospheric structure, these
two types of passive margins will show once in
volved in a collision a very different rheological
behaviour. Structures, sedimentation, thermal his
tory and crustal composition of these two types of
margins will be rather different and therefore on the
basis of such observations it can be possible to
determine the type of margin one is dealing with.
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But for the Adriatic plate, the Middle Oligocene
situation along the Eastern traverse (fig. 9-5) is rather
similar, although the size of the Brian~onnais terrain
is getOng smaller. Here again cooling ages (Steck &
Hunziker 1992) help to determine the approximate

Fig. 9-4 depicts this Middle Oligocene situation
along the Western traverse. The depth of most units
can beroughly constrained by cooling ages (Hunziker
et al. 1993). At this time, no significant backfolding
has affected the units, which show dominant north
vergent folds and thrusts. Mass-balancing since the
Cretaceous period implies that quite a substantial
amount of the Brian~onnais and Austroalpine ter
rains (together with relicts of the Valais and Piemont
oceans) must be found at depth. Most of this material
will be further subducted at even greater depths (the
Alpine Root zone) together with the European
lithosphere. Some subducted material could also
have been underplated under the Adriatic plate. It is
also most probable that some slabs of upper-mantle
got incorporated in this continental accretionary prism,
such as the Lanzo peridotitic unit (corresponding to
the abbreviation AUM in fig. 9-4), which is inter
preted as issued from the western Austroalpine lower
plate margin.

However this extensional event along the Insubric
line was very short as the triangular opening of the
Algero-Proven~alocean is accompanied by a signifi
cant rotation ofthe Adriatk plate (with a rotation pole
situated near Genoa). This will rapidly invert the
transtensional regime along the Insubric line into
intense transpression. More or less at the same time,
due to the overthrusting of the Adriatic plate, a
significant flexure of the European plate occurs, as
witnessed by the emerged region situated between
the (flysch-) Molasse basin and the Paris basin. The
axis of flexure of the European plate approximately
follows the position ofthe Rhine, I3resse and Limagne
grabens which are active at this time, suggesting a
cause and effect relation (Stampfli, pers. comm.).

rift initial break-away fault existed, this connection
could have favoured the ascent of magmas along the
Insubric line.

Fig. 9-2: a: Map at Jurassic-Cretaceolis boundary showing the motion o.fthe Iberic plate (after Favre & Stampjli
1992). b: Palinspastic map at the Late Cretaceous. Abbreviations: see previous /igures. c: Late Cretaceous
reconstructions along the various segments o/the Eastern and Western traverses. AUM = Austroalpine upper
mantle; BB = Bria1U;onnais basement; BUM = Briall(:onnais upper-mantle: BLC = Briall('ollnais lower-crust;
EUC = European upper-crust; Po = POlltis nappe; MF = Mont Fortnappe: see also abbreviations o/previolis
figures.

phases, the first one corresponding to the meso
alpine crustal subduction. This Eocene phase, which
followed the Paleocene relative lull (or "Paleocene
restoration"; Triimpy 1980a), was accompanied by
strong regional metamorphism and major
deformational events with dominant NW-vergent
folds and thrusts. This phase is not illustrated here,
but it can be partly deduced by comparing the Late
Cretaceous (fig. 9-2) and Middle Oligocene (fig. 9-3
to 9-5) reconstructions. The next and last two phases
can be directly related to oceanization events in the
Western Mediterranean Sea, which induced signifi
cant rotations and translations of the Adriatic plate.
Therefore the first of these two events is called the
"Algero-Proven~al phase" (from 30 to 15 Ma) and
the second the "Tyrrhenian phase" (from 15 to 0 Ma),
corresponding respectively to the opening and spread
ing of these two small oceans.

Argand in 1911 had already realised that the
present position of the north-dipping Insubric line is
in fact in an overturned position due to intense
backfolding. This is why it is restored in a south
dipping position (fig. 9-4) and, as mentioned above,
if a possible connection with the Algero-Proven~al

9.4.2 THE ALGERO-PROVEN<;:AL PHASE (30 TO 15 MA)

The continental collision is illustrated here (fig.
9-3 to 9-5) with reconstructions during the Middle
Oligocene (30 Ma). This period is characterised by
intense magmatic activity, part of which is directly
linked to the Algero-Proven~al rift (Provence and
Sardinia) and another part occurs along the Insubric
line. In fact there could well be a relation between
these two magmatic zones (Stampfli, pers. comm.):
the palinspastic map (fig. 9-3) shows that at 30 Ma the
magmatic activity along the Insubric line is situated
in the prolongation of the Algero-Proven~al rift and
furthermore the Algero-Proven~al initial break-away
fault has the same orientation (dipping to the SE) as
the Insubric line at this period. Therefore the Algero
Proven~al transtensional phase could well have fa
voured the ascent of magma along the Periadriatic
lineament.
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take into account the dextral movement along the
InsubricIine. About 100km(SOto 150 km depending
on estimates from various authors) of dextral strike
slip took place along the Insubric line during the Late
Oligocene and the Early Miocene period. Therefore
the segment of Adriatic lithosphere which indented
the European segment ofthe Eastern traverse must be
presently found further to the west and would corre
spond to the Adriatic segment of the Central traverse.
This is most important as thereis a great difference in
the lithospheric structure ofthese two segments ofthe

Fig. 9-3: Palinspastic map at the Middle Oligocene (plate cOI(figumtion after StomPfli, pers. comm.). Alp, West
& East =European, Brial/ronnais and AlIstroalpille segments oJ the Ecors-Crop, Western & Eastern traverses
respectively; A-a, W-a & E-a =Adriatic segmel/t oJthe Ecors-Crop, Western & Eastern traverses respectively.
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depth of several units such as the Adula and the
Brian«onnais nappes. Taking this data into account,
the result of the reconstruction is quite different from
the one recently published by Pfiffner (1992, fig. 6
26) for exactly the same cross-section and for the
same period. Pfiffner locates at 30 Ma the Suretta
nappe above sea level, which is in contradiction with
cooling ages which suggest temperatures of 300 to
400° for this unit (Steck & Hunziker 1992). Further
more his reconstruction does not respect the size of
the units one can presently observe and it does not



PO PLAIN

Once the rigid wedge had indented the European
segment of the Eastern traverse and moved further to
the west, a more ductile portion of the Adriatic plate,
made of mainly lower-crust, moved into the gap
created by the westward movement of the rigid
indenter. The main argument of those who advocate
the presence of a huge wedge of Adriatic lower-crust
along the Eastern traverse (the size of this wedge is
believed here to be much smaller, see fig. 7-25) is
based on lithospheric mass-balancing of the Adriatic
plate on the basis of the shortening of the upper-crust
in the Southern Alps (Pfiffner et al. 1991; Schtinborn
1992; Schmid 1992). In fact their mass-balancing
does not take into account the asymmetry of the
Piemont rift which partly thinned the lower-crust and
upper-mantle of this segment of the Adriatic plate (a
former upper-plate margin). Secondly they do not
consider the portion oflower-crust and upper-mantle
which was cut off the Adriatic plate by the south-

Mediterranean Sea
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Adriatic plate. The structure of the Central traverse
indenter is similar to the Western traverse indenter
(both traverses are situated on the Ivrea mantle body);
both indenters are composed mainly of upper-man
tle, rheologically a very rigid material. On the con
trary the Adriatic segment of the Eastern traverse
shows a much "softer" indenter, made of mainly
crustal material. The map of fig 9-6 shows the trajec
tory followed by this rigid indenter, Le. the Ivrea
mantle body, since the Middle Oligocene (30 Ma).
The trajectory followed by the Ivrea mantle body
coincides perfectly with the presence of the intense
backfolding which occurredjust north of the Insubric
line, and there is no doubt that this intense backfolding
is due to the indentation of this rigid body. East of the
Middle Oligocene position of the Ivrea mantle body,
the intensity of this backfolding decreases Sharply
together with the decrease of the rigidity of the
Adriatic indenter.

Fig. 9-6: Tectonic sketch-map showing the motions of the Adriatic rigid indenterfrom 30 Ma to present. 1 =
movement ofthe rigid indenter(mainly the lvreamantle bodY)from 30 to 15 Ma; 2 = area qtfected by backfolding
from 30 to 15 Ma; 3 =present position ofthe lvrea gravity anomaly defined by the 40 mgl isoline; 4 =movement
of the rigid indenter (mainly the "mantle slice ") from 15 to 0 Ma; 2 = area ({{fected by backfolding from 15 to
oMa; A-R =Aiguilles Rouges massif; GL =Gilldicarie line; WL = Villalvemia- Varzi-Levanto line; see also
abbreviations ofprevious figures.
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Here again one can assume that the movement of
the Adriatic plate was transmitted further to the north
at depth through the rigid indenter, and in particular
through what is called the "mantle slice" on the

The triangular opening of the Tyrrhenian rift
induced once again an anti -clockwise rotation of the
Adriatic plate and also a northern translation which
probably took place along the subcrustal
discontinuities (called lithospheric faults in fig. 9-7)
shown by the lithospheric studies of Guyoton (1991)
and Babuska et at. (1990). Part of the movement
related to the opening of the Tyrrhenian ocean was
absorbed by the Apennines, which show a subduction
of a few tens of kilometres of the Adriatic continental
crust below the Apennines (e.g. Giese et al. 1992).
Another part of this movement was absorbed in the
Dolomites and the eastern part of the Southern Alps
where Laubscher (1988b) estimates the shortening
for this period (the Milan phase) to be 80 km. Accord
ing to SchOnborn (1992), the amount of shortening in
the eastern Southern Alps increases considerably
towards the east. This is also corroborated by the fact
that in the western part of the Southern Alps. there
seems, on the contrary, to have been no shortening at
all as witnessed by the undeformed Burdigalian to
Quaternary sequences found in the western Po plain
(eastern end of the Ecors-Crop Alp deep seismic
profile; Roure et at. 1990b).

The second generation of backfolds mainly af
fects the southern side of the External Crystalline
massifs and this phase probably started around 12
Ma, as can be deduced from cooling ages (Steck &
Hunziker 1992). Here again there is coincidence in
ages with extension events in the Western Medi terra
nean Sea: the opening of the Tyrrhenian ocean from
12 Ma to the present (Blundell et at. 1992b). This
phase is illustrated with the map of fig. 9-7: this map
is a reconstruction of the Middle Miocene situation
(15 Ma) but it also features the major deformations,
such as the shortening of the external belts, which has
been occurring from 15 Ma up to present.

ern Alps, where cooling ages (Steck & Hunziker
1992) and structural data (e.g. Steck 1990, fig. 4)
clearly demonstrate two distinct backfolding phases.
The generation of backfolds, affecting mainly the
area just north of the Insubric line, had an intensity
peak between 25 and 18 Ma (Steck & Hunziker 1992)
and, as mentioned above, it can be directly related to
the indentation of the rigid Ivrea mantle body, an
indentation itself related to the rotation and transla
tion of the Adriatic plate due to the opening of the
Algero-Provenyal ocean.

~Shortening of
the external belts
(from 15 to 0 Ma)

MIDDLE MIOCENE
(15 MA)
100km

A slowing down of extensional activity in the
Western Mediterranean occurred between the end of
the Algero-Provenyal oceanization around 19 Ma
(Burrus et al. 1985) and the beginning ofextension in
the Tyrrhenian Sea (see fig. 9-7) around 12 Ma
(Blundell et at. 1992b). A similar decrease in defor
mation activity seems to have occurred in the West-

9.4.3 THE TYRRHENIAN PHASE (15 TO 0 MA)

Fig. 9-7: Palinspastic map at the Middle Miocene showing the main movements occurringfram 15 to 0 Ma (plate
configuration after Stamp/li, pers. comm.). See nbbrevialiofls ofprevious .figures.

vergent proto-Insubric line. In the third place, their
mass-balancing is based on thin-skinned tectonic
models (SchOnborn 1992) which do not reflect the
ductility of the deformation which took place at
depth. Furthermore they do not consider the strike
slip component, which has caused a lateral stacking
of the units. If these facts are taken into account, the
result of mass-balancing favours a much smaller
Adriatic lower-crust wedge, as shown in fig. 7-25 or
8-6.
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seismic interpretations (e.g. fig. 7-6). The situation
prior to this second indentation phase is illustrated
along the Ecors-Crop Alp deep seismic profile (fig.
9-8). This second indentation phase will mainly af
fect regions further to the NW than the first phase,
inducing at depth backfolding along the internal side
of the External Crystalline massifs, basement thrusts
at the front of these massifs and further to the NW the
folding of the Jura mountains. Probably both the
internal backfolding and the external thrusting of the
External Crystalline massifs are responsible for the
faster uplift of the Helvetic domain (compared with
the Penninic domain; Steck & Hunziker 1992) which
occurred during the last 10 Ma.

On a map view (fig. 9-7) a very good correlation
appears between the intensity of this second indenta
tion phase and the amount of the shortening of the
Molasse basin and the Jura belt (amount taken from
Burkhard 1990, fig. 7). Furthermore there is also a
good correlation with the intensity ofthe backfolding
of the External Crystalline massifs which peters out
at both ends of the rigid indenter. For instance, along
the Eastern traverse where the rigid indenter is not
present, hardly any backfolding affected the External
Crystalline massifs and only little shortening oc
curred on the foreland, whereas most of the move
ment of the Adriatic plate was absorbed by the

Southern Alps.

The change in rheology of the indenter can also·
explain the formation of the Giudicarie sinistral fault
system, which is contemporary (Laubscher 1988b) to
this second indentation phase. West of the Giudicarie
line, the compression was transmitted at depth through
the rigid indenter, causing rather intense backfolding
whereas east of this fault, where the Adriatic indenter
shows a much softer rheology (as a former upper
plate margin), the compression was expressed mainly
through an overthrusting of the Adriatic crust, shift
ing the Insubric line 70 km further to the north
(Laubscher 1988b) and causing very little backfolding
north ofthis accident; the backfolding being replaced
by backthrusting of the Adriatic upper crust.

9.5 Discussion

The deep seismic interpretations presented in the
two previous chapters, which are based on a variety
of different and often independent data (geophysical
and geological), reveal striking similarities from one
line to the other but also many changing features
along the alpine strike. These differences underline
the non-cylindricity of the Western Alps when con
sidered at a lithospheric-scale. Most of these differ
ences can be explained in the geodynamic evolution
of this mountain belt, in particular when the
palinspastic reconstructions are based on actualistic
geodynamic models (Le. giving a proper geometry
and size to continental margins) and careful position
ing of the various micro-plates and terrains involved
in the Alpine orogeny. In particular, it has been
shown that an intimate relationship exists between
the Jurassic morphology of the Adriatic margin and
the present geometry of Ihe Adriatic indenter. An
other intimate relationship has been highlighted be
tween the indentation phase and the rotation of the
Adriatic plate, a relationship already pointed out by
Vialon et al. (1989).

Furthermore the palinspastic reconstructions
outline the importance of lateral movements (over
600 km of strike slip along the Piemont subduction
zone) during the Alpine orogenic cycle, a fact also
emphasised recently by other authors such as Ricou
& Siddans (I9R6), Trtimpy (1988 & 1992) and Le
Pichon et al. (1988). The importance of these trans
form movements is such that it makes 2-D mass
balancing along a single Alpine cross-section almost
irrelevant, a problem often picked out by Laubscher
(1988b, 1990c, 1990d). For a global understanding of
the evolution oflhe Western Alps, 3-D mass-balanc
ing at a lithosphcric-scale is essenlial. A tirst ap
proach towards this consists in keeping the location
of the cross-seclions fixed and moving laterally the
various plates and terrains from one cross-section to
the other, as done by Stampfli (1993), or by sticking
to present cross-sections and moving their various
segments through space and time as proposed here.

10.1 General remarks

As most conclusions resulting from this study of
the deep structures of the Western Alps can be found
at the end of the various chapters, they will not be
repeated here. They concern either regional geology
(along the Western traverse, see § 5; along the East
ern traverse, see § 6); either the Western Alps consid
ered at a crustal (§ 7) or lithospheric (§ 8) level and the
building of this mountain belt (§ 9). Inasmuch as the
interpretations and models presented here are con
sistent, probably one of the most outstanding results
is the demonstration of the intimate relationship
between the present deep structures of the Western
Alps and structures inherited from the Tethyanrifting.
This study has also shown that a multi-disciplinary
approach is essential to decipher deep seismic sec
tions. Interpretations limited to one or two specific
fields are likely to yield erroneous conclusions, such
as some interpretations (e.g. Valasek 1992) which are
based mainly on seismic data and are incompatible
with other data such as gravity or surface geology
data.

An illustration of this is the interpretation of the
Western and Eastern PNR/NFP-20 deep seismic pro
files as seen by some geophysicists (Green et al.
1993) who consider the Penninic thrust to be a "listric
structure that soles into a gently south-dipping sur
face at 5-6 s (15-18 km depth)". The Penninic thrust
is actually defined as the boundary between the Ultra
Helvetic domain (the European margin) and the Valais
domain (oceanic). Thus the Penninic thrust was ac
tive since the Late Cretaceous subduction of the
Valais ocean and underwent a long and complex
deformational history. Thecomplexity ofthe Penni nic
thrust is well illustrated in the area affected by the
Berisal synform (see fig. 5-3): the Penninic thrust
passes between the Monte Leone nappe, originating
from the European margin, and the Pontis nappe (or
the Berisal unit), originating from the Brian«onnais
terrain. Itis deformed by several superimposed fold
ing phases and sharply truncated by the Rhone
Simplon line and thus its shapeis much more compli
cated than proposed by Green et al. (1993).

A few more general conclusions (not restricted

to the Western Alps) can be deduced from this study
and can be of interest for other deep seismic surveys
in compressional areas.

10.2 The origin of reflectivity

One exceptional opportuni ty offered by this deep
seismic survey in the Western Alps is thatofcorrelat
ingdeepreflections (down to 25 km) withoutcropping
geology, something rather uncommon for other deep
seismic studies carried out elsewhere. Most of the
medium-to-strong amplitude reflections from this
survey have been attributed 10 lithological bounda
ries and not to mylonitic zones. A lithological bound
ary can as well be a normal contact inside a structural
unit as it can be due to a tectonic contact, like thrusts
or shear zones. Mylonites, at least in this area, do not
seem to produce any significant reflection (Le. the
Rhone-Simplon line, see § 5.3.2) unless the shear
zone juxtaposes rocks with contrasted seismic prop
erties (Le. the Canavese line which juxtaposes the
Sesia crustal zone with the Ivrea mantle body, see
5.4.2). This could well be the reason why no signifi
cant reflections arise under U1e External Crystalline
massifs, where surface geology predicts substantial
thrusts. These thrusts juxtapose rocks with no signi fi
cant contrast of acoustic impedance.

In several other deep seismic studies, strong
reflectors have often been systematically associated
with mylonite zones. In this study most of the high
amplitude reflections which could be related to sur
face geology features are due to lithological contacts,
such as marble/gneiss or ophiolite/gneiss contacts
(see § 4.3), and nol to mylonites.

10.3 Tectonic style of the internal part of an
orogen

Another interesting aspect of this survey is thatit
sounds the internal part of an orogenic belt, which, at
the time most of the deformations occurred (meso
alpine), was buried at depths of 10 to 20 km deeper
than today. This survey is thus an example of the
tectonic style of a deep-seated part of the crust in a



No evidence of a rejuvenated Moho in the West
ern Alps was detected by the deep seismic profiles or
the EGT refraction data. Furthermore, a recent deep
seismic survey makes crustal root disappearance
improbable. The BABEL deep seismic sections
(BABEL Working Group 1990) shot across the
Proterozoic Svecofennian orogen exhibit a crustal
root (at least 10 km deep), which was thus preserved
for over 1.8 Ga. Hence the absence of crustal roots
below some orogens must be explained by model
other than a simple disappearance through time.

This study of the Western Alps has shown that
although the European Moho is visible on seismic
sections only down to a depth of 60 km, this surface
continues further at depth, maybe down to 150 km
below the Po plain, as interpreted from the
tomographical data. Therefore crustal roots in some
other orogenic areas could well be much more sub
stantial than suspected on the basis of reflection and
refraction seismology surveys..

This other explanation could well be that these
orogens, such as the Variscides, never had crustal
roots. A crustal root will appear only if a continental
plate is subducted and such a subduction is not
necessarily the rule; it could even be an exception. A
distinction probably needs to be made between
orogens resulting from a direct continent-to-conti
nent collision ("continental" orogens) and orogens
where exotic terrains, island arcs and big accretion
ary prisms are involved ("accretionary" orogens).
Although a couple ofsmall terrains (the Brianyonnais
and Austroalpine) are involved in the Western Alps,
tlus mountain bell can be regarded as a "continental"
orogen in the sense that no substantial island arc or
big accretionary prism were present. Thus the com
pressional stress was directly transferred from the
European plate to the Adriatic plate, resulting in the
subduction of the European plate and thus the crea
tion of a crustal root.

However, in orogens such as the Variscides and
the Appalachians, substantial exotic terrains, island
arcs and big accretionary prisms (developed over
long periods: 50-lCX) Ma) were involved. All this
material, usually with no lithospheric root and ill
defined Moho, could well have absorbed the conti
nental convergence stress and thus no continental
subduction occurred, hence the absence of crustal
roots.

Therefore folds can also be suitable for "croco
dile" patterns and fig. 10-1 summarises all the geo
logical structures likely to produce such a pattern on
a migrated section: stratigraphic unconformities,
magmatic structures like laccoliths, folds, out-of
sequence thrusts, indenters and any kind of 3-D
structure which can produce overlapping reflections
due to lateral arrivals. Therefore interpreters should
take a careful look at the "crocodile" pattern before
associating it with a geological structure. The scale
and shape of the pattern (either a V or a Y shape) and
the geological context (sedimentary or crystalline
rocks, tectonic style, depth of deformation, etc.), can
help in solving this dilemma.
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showing intensive folding (Ruby-East Humboldt
metamorphic core complex in Nevada and the Ivrea
zone) was carriedoutby Hurich and Smithson (1987).
The synthetic seismograms they obtained reveal many
"crocodile" patterns which, due to defocusing ef
fects, start to look increasingly like lamellae patterns
when the folds are situated at greater depths. This
defocusing could be a possible explanation of the
disappearance of "crocodile" patterns in favour of
lamellae reflectors when passing from the upper- to
the lower-crust as observed by Meissner (1989).

On the basis of refraction seismology interpreta
tions, the Alpine Moho was usually regarded as a
continuous surface from the Molasse basin to the Po
plain (e.g. Mueller et a1. 1980). The continuity of this
surface would thus suggest a rejuvenated Moho in the
area of the crustal root zone. Furthermore several
authors (e.g. Bois & ECORS scientific party 1991;
Meissner et a1. 1991) have published theories on the
disappearance of mountain roots. They compared
"old" mountain belts such as the Variscan orogen,
where deep seismic surveys show a rather flat and
continuous Moho, to "young" mountain belts, such
as the Alps or the Pyrenees, where a crustal root is
preserved. From this they came to the conclusion that
mountain roots disappear with time, due to processes
occurring at the crust/mantle boundary, such as meta
010rphism, material transfer, mechanical deforma
tions, magmatic intrusions, post-collisional collapse,
etc. Therefore a rejuvenated Moho (and sometimes a
layered lower-crust) is created below "old" orogens
and the crustal root disappears.

10.5 Do mountain roots disappear?

Fig. 10-1: The "crocodile" seismic pattern and its
possible interpretations (no scale). The two d~tfereflt

hatching patterns represent rocks with contrasted
acoustic impedaflce.

Various types of 3D structures where

different lateral dipping surfaces will

produce overlapping reflections on the

seismic section'

folding. In fact only very few authors (e.g. Smithson
et a1. 1980; Pfiffner et a1. 1990b) have published
interpretations showing folds in areas where ductile
deformation had taken place and where folds should
therefore be a very common feature. Some interest
ing seismic modelling of geological cross-sections

10.4 The "crocodile" seismic pattern

An illustration of this is the systematic correla
tion of the "crocodile" seismic pattern (fig. 10-1), a
very common feature on seismic sections through
compressional areas, with "crocodile tectonics"
(Meissner 1989; DEKORP Research Group 1990;
Meissner et a1. 1991) which describes a compres
sional structure where a wedge of rather rigid mate
rial forces its way through some weaker material,
splitting it apart. Pure indentation structures have
very rarely been observed by field geologists and
they seem closely related to transpressional areas like
the North American west coast. Probably one of the
best documented indenters is the one described by
Medwedeff (1988) in the San Joaquin Valley (Cali
fornia) on the basis of a dense coverage of seismic
lines and wells (but not surface geology!). In fact
usually most of the wedge-like structures can be
explained by out-of-sequence thrusting and back
thrusting (Roure et a1. 1990a).
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Quite a few "crocodile" seismic patterns appear
on the deep seismic lines of the Penninic Alps. These
patterns, when they could be correlated with
outcropping structures, turned out to be either out-of
sequence thrusts or folds, such as the Mischabel
backfold on the W2 profile (see § 5.2.6). Therefore
many "crocodile" patterns observed on seismic sec
tions through compressional regions could be due to

compressional regime. The most striking aspect of
this tectonic style is that it is characterised by intense
folding and stretching (due to simple shear) as the
main deformation mechanisms. Already in the green
schist metamorphic facies, the rock behaviour is
ductile and it becomes totally ductile in the amphibolite
facies. The few discrete deformations observed in the
internal Alps (Rhone-Simplon and Canavese lines)
can mostly be related to young structures which
occurred after the meso-alpine phase. Therefore it is
difficult to accept some interpretations proposed for
compressional regions surveyed by deep seismic
profiles. These (e.g. the interpretation of the Ecors
Crop Alp traverse published by Roure et a1. 1990 or
for the Variscides, see e.g. DEKORP Research Group
1988) show a rather discrete style of deformation
(duplex, ramps-and-flats, etc.) even in the lowermost
part of the crust, where rock viscosity is supposed to
be low and therefore the tectonic style should be
mainly ductile. This could be due to the fact that these
interpretations were made by geologists more famil
iar with thin-skinned tectonics than with deep orogenic
tectonics...
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